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China's Two Faces
The future of Chma "ith its more
than 1.3 b1llion people w1ll have a
great 1mpact on the whole world and
ts therefore of mterest to all of us.
Lookmg at present Chma, 11 IS very
difficult to predict tl1e country's future
smce there are m1xcd signals painting

an ambJguoll$ picture.

China has at least two faces.
The first and most obvious for
observers IS the face of modernity
and dynamism, characterised by vicontinued on page 3

Former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
Comments on Rule of Law and Much More
AT DEADLINE
2nd Annual
CBS2/Time
Warner Art
Fest 2004
The Foundation for the
Retarded of the Desert w11l
present the 2nd Annual
CBSZ·T1me Warner Art Fest
2004 to be held on the campus
of the foundatiOn. 73-255
Country Club Drive at Monterey 111 Palm Desert on March
6 and 7, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m
continued on page 42

m. Geolgme lnceland
The 43rd Annual Semmar presented by the Association of Southern
Cahfornm Defense Counsel was held
on Jan. 22-23 at the Century Plaza Hotel and Spa in Los Angeles. Fonner
Secretary of State, the Honornble
Madeleine Albrigh~ was the fearured
luncheon speaker on Jan. 23.
Followmg scholarship awards and a
litre.\ell ~h by outgoingASCDC President Robert W Harrison. the mcoming
President Paul R. Fme. introduced Dr. Albright He rmxl that Albright served as the
64th Sc=lary ofSttre ofthe Unned Stale;,
1997-2001, the first ooman to serve as
Secretary of State and the highest-rnnkmg
ooman in the history of the US. government She is the founder ofThc Albright
Group LLC. a global strategy firm
As secretary. Dr. Albnght reinforced

America's alliances. advocated democrncy and human rights, and promoted
Amencan trade and business. labor, and
environmental standards abroad
And that IS only a short hst of Albright's accomphshments. Not bad for a
young refugee grrl who was born m
Prague, Czechoslov-akia in 1938. As an infunt, her funuly fled to London to escape
the Nazt troops. London was bemg
bombed at that orne and they eventually
rcturned to Prague, only to fuce the specter
of conununistu. She remembers. at age
II. sailmg past the Statue of Liberty, on
the way to a new hfe m a free countty,
oMnch she honored even at that young age.
These expcnences are seanngly real
to Albnght today. "Honor and value freedom and lk.'VCf take for grnnted that you
live m the "oods greatest democracy." she

NEW BUSINESSES
pages 46 to 47
CALENDAR
page 52

CSUSB Hosts
Conference With
King Saud
University
Scholars
by Georgine Lm·eland
The Uruted States' relations "'ith one
of its strongest all1es m the Arnb world,
Saudi Arnb1a, was the focus of a recent
conference at Cal State San Bemandino.
"Umtcd States-Saudi Arnb1an Relations in Light of the Current Inter-

conn·nued on page 2
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Former Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright Comments on Rule of Law
connnued jivm page I
told the aud!eoce. ''AmencasJOUill")" IS an
uplifting one," she pomted out "We can
look forward \\1th detemunarion because we are freer than most people."
Dr. Albright. weanng one of her
>~gnature brooches. spoke lucidly about
her past C:\perienccs and her opinions
on the current crises and challenges
America and tire Bush admmrstrntion
are fucmg. And she also shared stone:;
connected to wnting, publishmg and
markenng her new book. "Madam
Secretary," Mirnmax Books.
Not an attorney her;elf. Albnght
sard that she IS the "mother of all lawyers
- mo daughters (out of three) and two
sons-m-hl\\, who all talk at once. So. m
my priYate life, I hope to keep anenoon
to legal matters at a minimwn."
Statmg that she certamly believes m
the presemttion of the legal system. she
wa> recently called for JUI) duty m 'Mtshmgton. D.C "It was ""')' <nMW:l and people were SUIJXlS"d to see me," she recalled

"So, I sat down ne.x1 to a young woman
readrng a book. She looked at me and said
'loo'rc an awantion!' She was readrng my
book' Well, I want to adopt people who
buy my book. It was harder than I thought
to write and deal w1th n1IDM:ong. etc .. like
a 1\,~fyears' pregnancy.
"There Wa> a book-stgmng mAnzona and I had to follow the author who
had wrincn ·Read) to 1\.'C,' a pony trnmmg manual. I thought that managmg the
world and ncgotiatmg w1th a 1\vo-yearold are not all tlmt different - there are
smulannes JUSt cliffcrent results."
And then there wa> the book-Signmg m London. A gentleman approached
and n.-quested that she wnte: "To my
\\Qrst enemy." She was stmtl~ and asked
htm why he wanted her to write such a
thing. He replied, "I clisagree wnh everything you said but you ·re not dulL You are
a dreadful person, much like one on a reality show that is still qwte entertaining."
Dr. Albright IS adanl3111. on the preservation of the rule of law. When she served
as an!OOssador to the Uruted Natiof!S dur-
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ing the warm Boo1ia, the UN. peace mission was fuiling. She rugued fur the establishment of a WarCnmesTribunal However, the suspects were still in power and
IJlVCstlgators """'not allowed to go to the
crime ocere;. She belJC\ed the world oould
not allow ethmc cleansing and mass rape
at the end of the 20th ocntury. In 199-l, she
\lSlted mass gnl\<S and met with Serbl311
leadc'!S. ''Why care''" w.ts their comment
'11= are many gimes, many \\<II"- Hnlcr
once saJd 'Who, after all. remembers tl>e
Arm<.--mans?"' Facmg that kind of OJlP<l'l·
tion, when it seemed like no one really
cared, she stl!ted. "I am proud that A:m<.--nca stood up for the tnbunal and II bccamc
successful 1.e. Slobodan Mil<>;OVIc."
She said dJat the rule oflaw must be
restored m Iraq. "I shared President
Bu..Jr 's de;tre to help Saddam make a career mO\e," Albnght conm1ented "Saddan! reminds me of a little boy who
cotnc;, home from school beaten up, "'th
hts clothes tom and his mother asks hnn,
'-..hat happened?' To wluch Saddan1
replies, 'It all started when the other guy
hit me back.' and 1t '"'rked agamst Ium.
"We have to create a umfied Iraq. In
1920. the British created Iraq out of three
separate pfO\inces." Trust, therefore ts a

scarce commoclity in the counny. "Trust
IS based on law( Albnght noted "Play by
the law and od1ers will be forced to, too.
There are reasof!S for hope. I hebeve we
will suoeced You can't impose denrocracy. Also, while hclpmg other countnes, it
1s hard to teach them to learn to count
votes after our last presidential election I"
She expressed her concern that
"People don't like the United NattOits.
They think it is full offoretgners {which,
frankly, can't be helped) and black helicopter.; domg terrible thin£' This country functions better '"ith international
systen1S," Albright said. "We should listen to our friends, We are fean.--d! It is
great to he feared by your enemie<. but
not great to be feared by your friend,_"
Dunng a bncf questiOn and answer penod a member of the auclicnce
asked what she considered the nation's
b1ggest challenge and threat "The fight
agamst terrorism." she replied and extrnpolatcd further. naming the increasing clivision bel\,een rich and poor, instability 10 the Middle East, global
warnung, and the spread of disease.
She also stated that, "The most dangerous place for me is North Korea,
whtch ts run by an uncanng clictator."
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China's Two Faces
continued from page I
brant crties like Chongqing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, TranJm and BeiJmg; by great proJects ltke the
Yangtse dam, the Olympic Games 10
2008, the world exposltton 10 20 I 0
and the first Chinese cosmonaut,
MaJOr Yang Liwei, by the rap1d
GNP growth of more than 8 percent
per year, strong exports, and new car
production plants leading to about
40.000 new car rcgistratwns per
month m BetJ10g alone.
In the brgger cities. people
demonstmte a breathiak111g we,tem
hfe style. Cloth10g, hairdress10g. music, youth behm ior and modem architecture do not show any major difference "ith thc!f "peers" in Europe. the
Umted State> or Latin Amenca. Even
models m fash1on magazmes or m TV
commcrctals represent the "West." For
the German expert on China, Professor Dr. Oskar Wc,;gel, that 1.s the result
of the "Re-normalisatwn" after the
shock of the "cultural revolutiOn"
from 1966 to 1976. "Ancient China"
ts hard to sec. There is a small old
quarter m Beumg wh1ch wIll not sur' ive the next 1\vo years. In BCIJ10g are
the "~ummer Palace" and "Emperor's
City"
impressing symbols of China's htstory and power. In Shanghai,
the old China can be visrted 10 what
looks like an open-a if museum, where
replicas from old houses host shops
and restaurnnts. The modern face of
Ch10a, however. exrs!!i only for a minority of people in the country.
The second face of China- representing about a billion people has less appeal.
That face is marked by bureaucrncy, corruption (the mayor of
Shenyang was recently sentenced to
death and executed as a deterrence),
massive violations of human rights,
high crime rate (21 ,000 murders in
1998, 6,802 kidnapped women and
I ,662 kidnapped children in 1999, accordmg to "Spiegel-Almanach
200 I"). lt is also punctuated by drug
problems (more than half-a-millton
drug addicts); energy shortages; lack
of drinkable water; low wages and
very low pensions; poor healthcare;
huge numbers of unemployed (estimates rnnge fi-om 120 to 200 millton
people, with about 30-50 million 111
the cities); millions of displaced pea>-

ants 10filtrntmg illegally 10 the cities,
and a drnmatic nft between the have
and the have-nots.

of

editor-in-chief

WorldSecurityNetwork I
recently traveled to China

Which face will prevail?
The smgle most pressing

"As

i~sue

is

demogrnphy. Though the "one-childpolicy" has reduced the b1rth rnte,
about I 0 mrlltons Ch10ese are still
born every year. To compensate for
thts population growth, the Chinese
GNP has to mcrease by 7-8 percent
per year. In the mtd- and long-term,
the "one-child-poltcy" mtght cause
more problems than bring solutions.

Less young people will provide a less
qualified work force for high-tech
JObs. Less young v.ork10g people will
also have to pay for a growing ag10g
population
pnvately wrth10 the
famtlies or by h1gher taxes. The formerly ngtd "one-chtld-poltcy" has already been abandoned. Ethmc minorities, families in rural areas and

couples ofs10gle chtldren are allov.ed
to have more than one cluld
as well
as nch people who can financially afford more chtldren.
A related issue is unemployment
In add1tion to the above-mentioned
figures. there is hidden unemployment tn hcanly mer-manned factoncs, shops and the milttary. If more

and talked to a number of
local analysts and international experts on China.
For me, China is a country
of strong contrasts. It is a
huge

site

where nobody knows for
sure what the end state
will be. 'Power projection'
beyond the 'near abroad,'
however, is unlikely to be
executed in the near term.
It is in the world's interest

that China remains a stable country with an open
market for international

worldwide competitiOn forces more

rationalizallon, millions of people
would have to be made redundant,
aggravat10g the already press10g soeta! problems.
On the other hand higher wages
- necessary to rent or buy the apartments that are built 10 vast numbers or
to buy cars produced m Ch10a
will
force foreign investors to look for a
cheaper workforce 111 other Astan
countries like Vietnam or Cambodta.
Some observers bclteve that Ch10a
mtght face a problem similar to the
one that Japan has been suffering
fi-om for more than a decade. This
problem is the boom 10 commercial
and residential construction.
In Beijing, already more than 40
percent of office space is empty, yet
new build111gs pop up ltke mushrooms. Driven by speculation, real estate prices keep rising, offering an attractive return on investment. Banks
have a large portfolio of real estate
loans. If the present boom turns out
to be a huge hype, China's economy
will be Jeopardized. Many "yupp1es"
who bought attractive apartments in

construction

trade and investment."
Dieter

farwick,

BrigGen(rt>t.)

Fof"mer

Dtrector of Germant• \ "Federal 4rmed
Forces Intelligence Office" Global Editor111-Citief Worldsecurity11etwork.com

the cities on credit, would lose almost
everythmg and will J010 the army of
the have-nots or protest during
demonstrations.

The Chinese family has lost a great
part of its previous function to keep
generations together and to mitigllte social problems of individual members.
Modern apartments in the cities,
bought on credit, because they are too
expensive to rent, can only house one
generntion. In rural areas, young qualified and flexible people quit the fanlily and move to the cities.

Reigion does not offer relief to about &l-90 percent of the Cltineie population.
There arc no religious or metaphySical bmdings, which could help

the people endure their everyday problems. Obviously, there IS no obstacle
to worship. Buddllists (about 100 mtllion) and Muslims {about 30 million),
as well as I 0 million Christians have
thetr temples. churches and mosques
and use them publicly for prayer. In
contrnst, numerous members of the
sect "Falun Gong"
with about I 00
million followers even among the
communist party, administrnrion and
military- have been put in JaiL
Education has two faces.
In country schools, attendance is
obligatory for at least six years but is
not very efficient Eight percent of
men and 24 percent of women are il-

conti11ued on page 6
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Gathering the news and reporting on events for this issue
Arabia initiated many thought-provoking discussions and
opened minds to the "heap-•em-all in a

basket~

habit hu-

man are often guilty of. Covering Madeleine Albright's
spe«h at a luncheon at the Century Plaza Hotel was a treat,
even In spite of the Friday afternoon traffic on 1-10 from
Santa Monica. Yes, I got that lost, bot somehow discovered
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CSUSB Hosts Conference With King
Saud University Scholars
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national Crisis," was a joint conference betv.een CSUSB and Kmg Saud
University in Riyadh, the Saudr Arabian capital, and was dedicated to a
discussion on the history, role and
contemporary relations betv.een the
United States and the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
The conference carne at a particularly difficult penod m U.S.-Saudi relations when, in the era following
Sept. I I , 200 I terrorist attacks, public
opinion in both countries dropped to
an all-time low.
The event's goal- through open
dialogue and reasoned discussron _
w.as to breathe new rdeas and strengthen communications and understanding
v.ithin a friendship that has lasted and
continued to sustain itself since Feb.
14, 1945, when President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and King Abdai-Aziz met
on board the USS Qumcy.
CSUSB w.as one of three Amelican universities chosen to host this
conference and promote dialogue betv.een scholars of both countries. The
event is the result of a relationshrp developed and outlmed rn a memorandum of agreement signed June 2000
on the CSUSB campus betv.een President Albert K. Kamig, Saudi Arab ran Minister of Hrgher Education, Dr.
Khalid AI-Angary and King Saud
University President Dr. Abdullah
Faisal. This commitment has resulted
in numerous shared visits.
"I believe thJs event is yet another expression of the sprnt of our memorandum of agreement and is clearly
consistent v.ith our shared view of the
role higher education can play in the
realm of international understandmg,"
said Kamig. "This event, and others
like it, v.ill serve as an imponant departure point m educating the Amelican public, as well as serving as an
opportunity to address possible misconceptions of the Western media."
There were three sessions: Saudi-U.S. Relations, Saudi Arabia:
"Culture, Religion and Society," and
"U.S. Policy in the Middle East,"
which the Journal attended. Chairperson was Prof. Abdulrahman H. AIEnad. member of Majhs ai-Shura.
Prof. Adcl A. AI-Abdulkanm, of the

political science department, Kmg
Saud University, spoke on "Saudi Arabia's Contribution to the Secunty and
Peace of the Middle East: The Case
of the Palestiman Issue."
Mary Morris, consultant, Mortis
Middle East consultants, described
"U.S. Policy: The Perspective From
the Middle East."
Al-Abdulkatim said that the most
unportant issue for Saudi Arabia is to
bting a comprehensive and JUSt peace
to the area. Observers believed that
the aftermath of the Gulf War would
open the door to peace. Dunng a 1991
conference, Saudr Arabra made a
commitment to peace betv.een Israel
and Palestine. "The kingdom rs committed to solving the Palestinian problem," Al-Abdulkarim stated.
He listed important concerns and
the base principles his country is
dedicated to:
Saudi Arabia has shown a clear
commitment to the unity of the
Arab world and its religions.
Arab nations must be secured
from their enemres namely Israel and those who protect and
support that nation.
Protect Arab states and resources
from foreign threat.
Provide strong support to the
Palestinian cause.
Moderation and promotion for
peace. In any conflict, peace must
alw.ays be the goal, AI-Abdulkanm noted. Peace must alw.ays be
the goal, and the only w.ay to
achieve it is through justice.

which other countries need to
deal with fairly.

Moms hsted some key rssues
which are:

Duling and after World War II,
Saudr Arabian influence spread beyond rts borders, commented AI-Abdulkatim. There were meetings with
President Roosevelt and the Saudr
king. Discussions were begun regardmg the future of the Middle East. During the reign of then King Faisal
(1964-1975) and various crises, the
king w.as the voice of moderation.
Saudi Arabia has also stressed the
immediate implementation of the
"Road Map," and the end of aggressron of the Palestinian people, the end
of the taking of land. and the establishment of a Palestinian state, he sard.
Mary Mortis, consultant for
Mortis Middle East Consultants, then
took the floor. Speakrng on "U.S.
Policy: The Perspective From the
Middle East," "It may sound hke a
cliche," Mortis commented, "but the
Middle East is at a crossroads and it
is very rmponant for this kind of interchange. Iraq is still deeply unsettled; the conflict escalates; there rs
the Israeli 'security wall,' and the
constant expansion of land.
"Interestingly, the U.S. rs more
entangled in Middle Eastern affarrs
than at any other time rn history.
Bush's adoption of pre-emptive war
and now the ptiotity of nation burlding is vital. Reconstruction is tougher
than w.as thought; there's so much ethnic group hostility. The U.S. has maneuvered us into a dangerous position
it is neither 'safe to stay' or 'safe to
go.' The end result is more like colonialism, which is resented.
"Economic reforms need to be
done fast to establish a stable base for
business. and ward off further anticoalition activities, she added. The
Shiites in the South are providing
services that we have not been able
to so far."

Pre -.ar problwls aod a huge debt.

Former Secretary of State James
Baker is trying to get a $40-$200 billron bill forgrven.
Control of oil
This is one of the maJor problems
of our policy. We are not addressing
major issues- f~ water, repressive
regimes, jobs, etc. This is ctitically unportant and a litmus test to JUdge us
by. Since the Oslo Accords, 10 years
ago, 70,000 acres have been appropriated by 220,000 settlers; at least 4,000
Palestmian homes have been destroyed, and 10,000 people in Gaza
are homeless. Many in the Mrddle
East are upset that we rgnore them,
but this rs not in the news.
Fuel
The U.S. needs to keep the promis-

es to Palestine made over several administrations. We appear arrogant, uncaring, and myopic, Mortis said. Our
unconditional support of Israel makes us
look terrible and distrust has arnplifted.
"Listen to the voices m the region," Mortis adinonished. (Many
Saudis) 'Thought we knew the U.S. We
feel that we have lost a friend Does the
U.S. understand the consequences?'
Explammg that many Americans have
little knowledge and understanding of
the subtle nuances in Saudi Arabian
culture and that Saudi Arabia is very
different from other countries in the
Middle East We fonn stereotypes from
60 seconds of news;• Mortis sard "We
have little knowledge and understandmg of the other countries in the Middle
East. It is mostly a love/hate relationship. Most of the people like us -but
not our policies. We do not listen! We
must not only be against something, we
must also be for!

Israel is a destabilizing force in
the region and the effect could
spread to other regions of the
Middle East.
Saudi Arabia rs no different
from any other country regarding its national interests. Saudr
Arabia supports Palestine and
condemns Israel's policies in the
strongest possible terms. Stability in the Middle East is the link
to the resolution of the problem,
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China's Two Faces
continued from page 3
literate. In the ctties, where about 35
percent of the Clunese people hve, education starts with the kindergarten. In
the bener and more expensive ones,
chtldren start learnmg English at the
age of four. That is m stark contrast
with the poor foretgn language capabilities observers meet everywhere,
even m mternattonal hotels in the
cities. The problem of education is obvious. Because both parents are forced
to work m order to have acceptable
liVIng standards, education lies in the
hands of grandma and grandpa, who
still live in a different world.
The philosophy of Confucius, born
in the time of long-lasting wars
around 500 B.C., is gaining new
ground after the S!H:alled "cultural
revolution" fought hard against it
Confuctus puts the hierarchy and
the conmlUnity ("the net") lugher than
the mdJVidual. He asks for self-discipline and life-long learnmg. The duties
are more Important than the rights.
Thus. the plulo:;ophy of Confucius suits
the auns and objectives of the leaders.
Commumsm IS not a substitute
for religion, though about 60 million
are members of the communist party.
whtch dominates Cluna m close connection wtth the People's Army numbermg 2.5 million soldiers. The party,
led by a fourth generation of leaders
and accepting entrepreneurs today,
even m the Central Comminee. is obVIOusly undergomg a dramatic
change. Its leaderslup allows as much

freedom as necessary to improve the
economy, but tnes to keep people restncted the rest of the day.
State controlled media deliver
state propaganda and entertainment.
More than 60 million Chinese have
access to the Internet and get more informanon, but its use is still restricted.
Just recently some people have been
put 10 jail because they used the Internet to publish articles critical to the
system. The Internet remains prone to
a very subtle state control.
There is no sign of any opposition neither in politics nor in the media.
Whether the "Tiananmen Square"
disaster could and would happen
agam is an open question. People who
do not follow the rules are brought
into so-called "re-education camps."
Healthcare is another critical issue.
There is no country-wide insurance system. Big companies take
some care of thetr workforce. A visit
to the doctor requires cash. One
should not forget that Ch10a lost millions of its elite durmg the last century. lnvastons by France, the UK and
Germany, as well as Japan, from
1931-1945 and the loss of about 20
million dunng the "cultural revolution" put a huge toll on the country's
"human capual."
Another problem is agriculture.
Only 15 percent ofCh10a's terntory IS useful for agriculture and 35
percent of tt has to be watered. To put
thts m per..pective: wtth 7 percent of
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California Chamber of Commerce Announces
Two New Appointments
The Caltfomta Chamber of Commerce has announced that Jeanne

Cam wtll jom the chamber as sen tor
vice president, and Domimc DiMarc
has been promoted to vice president,
government relatiOns.
Cain wtll oversee the development of public policy and strateb'Y for
the chamber. DtMare will oversee tl1e
chamber's public policy team and will
serve as the chamber's chief legislative advocate.

fomta Chamber of Commerce:· satd
Allan Zarembcrg, prestdent. Caltfornia Chamber of Commerce. "ThiS
new team can hit the ground running.
Jeanne's prcvwus cxpcncncc with the
chamber will allow her to immcdmtc-

ly, effectively work towards the chamber's public poltcy goals. Further, the
promotion of Dommtc wtll further enhance the chamber's leadershtp role m
shaping Caltfomia's bustness citmate."

"Growing Caltfomta's stagnant
economy is top pnonty for the Calt-

continued on page I 0

Dominic Oif\fare

Jeanne Cain

behave? It goes without saying, that a country housing

Independent Banks

one third of world's popula-

Ra11ketl /Jy li1tal A~u·ts- as of }u11e 2003
Bank Name
Address
City, State, Zip

tion is a power "sui generis"
(without equal, unique)."
Dieter Farwick. BrigGen(ret.) Former
Director of Germam·'s "Federal Armed
Forces Intelligence Office" Global
Editor-in-Ciuef

Citizens Business Bank•
701 N. Haven Ave_ Ste. J~O
Ontario. C ·\ Q 1764

3.511

L

3.087

2.

PFT Bank & 1hlst•
350 $ _Garey Ave
Pomona, C A 91 766
Provident Bank
l756 Central Ave

1,100
I

the people affected, but disappeared 10
the bureaucracy. Chinese baste attitude and lifestyle "harmony" might
keep people quiet for a while.
The above-men!toned internal
problems will absorb a lot of resources with10 the foreseeable future.
For the outside world a qucsllon of
great unportance is whether and when
China will become a supcrpo"er and
how tt wtll use that status.
Cluna already plays an Important
role as one of the five pem1anent members of the UN Security Counci l with
the right to veto UN resolutions. In an
increasingly mterdependent oorld, there
is no place for the splendid tsolation that
Cluna enJoyed for centuries.
Energy and food supplies from
the Gulf, the Caucasus and Central
Asia foster Chinese mterest m these
areas. A further growing economy and
unproVIng welfare of the upper class
will increase the country's demand for
energy from abroad. So, tt's a two-way
street; Cluna is interested m exporting
its goods to those regions, too.

23

Equity (R.O.E.)

Return on AHrnge

Core Capital
As a 'k of Assets

19.00

6KO

N.P. Loans &. Debt.
Sees. as a %
or Co~ Capital &.

Income Before
Extraord inary
Items ($000)
Loan Loss Resenes

Top Local F.xecuthe
Title
Phone/Fax
£-Mail Address

::!~.228

D. Linn \'riley
President/CEO
(909) 98().40301481-::!114
mitrketing@cbbank.com

3.

the world's arable land, Chma has to
feed 22 percent of the world's population. PollutiOn, loss of useful land to
growmg deserts, and long distances to
consumers m the cities, make the task
to feed 1.3 billion people extremely
difficult. especially in a country where
30 percent of the tern tory is higher
than 4000 meters.
A new threat for the indtgenous
farn1er.. ts the membership m the
World Trade Organization whtch will
result 10 more agncultural tmports.
In sum, people grow more and
more dtsappointed and angry about
the deficiencies they face on a datly
basis. There is a nsmg number of
country-wtde demonstrations agatnst
bureaucracy, mismanagement and corruption, which eats up 4 percent of the
country's GNP. Monetary compensations, for example, were destgnated
for lost JObs as well as for mov10g to
new housing areas after old houses
were replaced by modem buildings or
fell victim to the Yangtse dam project.
Yet the money allocated dtd not get to

Total Assets ($M illions)
%Change
( 12 months)

('OI'"""e" O"I"'IW 20

14.99

8.36

7.6

19.149

4~

7.J8

1.6

8,212

II

Valle) Independent Bank

5.

81-790 1-lwy. Ill
Indio, CA 92201

Business Bank of California•
140 S. Arrowhead Ave

Craig Blunden
?resilient/CEO
(909)782-61881782-6132
cblunden'i m} pro,·identL"'m

Riverside. CA 92506

4,

Larf) M. Rinehart
Pre, idem/CEO
(909) 623-232V6::!0--0296
customer@ pfTb.rom

764
13

Mark Villiene
I~U8

].931

6.21

President

(760) 775-5658f.\42-19R6

662
6

10.72

3.7J~

7.53

Alan j. Lane
President/CEO
(Q09) 88R-226518S~-6173

San Bernardino. CA 92408

alan@ bu ~i nes ~hank .com

Foothill lndeptndent Bank•
6.

510S.GrandAvc
Gkndora. CA 91741

Vineyard Bank•

7.

8.

::?.00 South Mam Stn::et, #320
Corona. CA 9::!882
Community National Bank•
130 W. Fallbrook. St. Fallbrook, CA 92028

George E. Langley

649
14

1450

4.160

10.07

t626J 963-85~Jm.._~37J

610
128

17.64

J.i20

8.95

10.

!'lorman '1orales
J>re..,identiCEO
1909) 581-1660/278-0041
nmoraJes @'' meyardban~.com

440

9

17.46

7.99

2.9n

T.E. Swanson,PresJdent/CEO
c760) 7:?.3-88IIn23-8965
(909) 693-5253/693-~26~

27541 Ynet Rd., Temecula, CA 92591

9.

President/CEO

Temecula Valley Bank, N. A.•
27710JeffcrwnAve .. A-100
Temecula. CA 92590

388
5I

Desert Community Bank•
12530 He~peria Rd., Stc. 101
Victorville, CA 92392

374

24.47

8.22

II

Stephen H. WocknitJ:
President/CEO
(909)

8

11.19

9.QO

694-9Q401694-QI94

Ronald L. Wilson
Pre)ident/CEO
(760)243-21401243-0.'\ tO
rwilson@dcbk.org

Ke"in Farrenkops
301
Rank of Hemet•
I 241
7.6R
President
11.03
11. 3715 Sunnyside Dr
t909J 784-5771mv~.~791
River.ide, CA 92.'i06
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CLOSE-UP

LAW

Patti Aguiar Brings a Sparkling Intelligence and
Commitment to the County Supervisors' Board

Don't Accept Rides From Strangers
Why You Should Be Careful About Buying Into Someone Else's Business
by Jonathan Watts

h\' Georgme Loveland

Fourth DIStrict Supervisor Patll
Aguiar. who has filled the San
Bemardmo County Supen1sor\ position that her hu~band Fred AgUiar
held until summoned to the cabinet

of GO\ Arnold Schwarzencgger,
looks al her new job as an intenm
caretaker for the Fourth Dtstrict and
all of San Bcrnardmo County until
election time next No\·ember. Unul

that tunc. she has several challenging
1tcms on her agenda.

Nonetheless, Aguiar feels confident and comfortable ne,er underestimating the gravity afrl1e problems
that face the count) that are ballaonmg e\ery day. but also feelmg confident and knowledgeable enough to
tackle tough issue..-t \\ ith tenacity.
"I feel so vef) comfortable."
Aguiar commented. "f know the issues: I'' c listened to Fred for years
(couldn't help that). As the mterim supervisor. I am the caretaker of thts poSJIIOn. I can learn all aspects of it
which I will then hand 0\er to themdl\idual who runs hard and true (the
winner of the November 2004 election). "I "'ill feel relieved at that ume,
I'm sure:·
She has no desire to run for office
herself. which IS one reason why she
was chosen for this specific task. "My
goal is to provide a caretaker pos1110n
and then move to Sacramento. The
Aguiars are looking for a home there.
Also. this way, she will be able to stay
near her fanuly. who live m this area,
a btl longer. The Agu1ars have a
daughter and son-m-law. Amy and
Randy Mills and two grandchildren
Bailey Thomas Mtlls. four years old
and Megan Mae, two.
Aguiar is also looking forward to
living m Sacramento, as she and her
husband know many people there
and feel they will be in a position to
v.ork

C\ en

harder to maintain a

healthy fourth District Chmo. Chino Htlls. Montcla1r and Ontario. She
has also been a tireless community

ad,ocate and her daughter, Amy
Mtlls. has worked with her on many
proJeCts and programs.

After all, Agutar has been a pan
of Chmo for a long time. A country
glfl. ongmally !Tom the Artesia Bellflm\cr locale. her father was a milker
and\\ hen he and her mother \\ere di-

'orced, her dad mo,·ed to Chmo tn
1956. She ll\cd with her mom m
Artc"a· but !Tom '56 to '58, tmvcled
back and forth to spend ttme with
both parents.
In 1958. her older sister married
Fred Agutar's uncle and that ts how
Patti met Fred. Her sister v,:ould take
her to Sunday dmner at Fred's house
when they were both 13 14. "Fred
wa.> my first date." Aguiar said.
Both young people were raised in
the country and taught an abiding love
of ammals and the land so they understood each other !Tom the bcgmmng. They were engaged at 16 and
marned at 18 37 years ago' (Four
and one-half years ago. the Aguiars
bought a home m an unmcorporated
area of Chino with room for two pet
CO\\S,

six ch1ckens and two rabbits.

Sadly, they wtll have to sell. but have
found homes for the1r ammal entourage.) Soon thereafter. Fred was
drafted and sen·ed m the Army m
Vietnam. When he returned he attended college on the Gl Btll; first at
Mt. San Antonio and rl1en Cal Poly
Pomona, graduating wtth a degree m
polit1cal sctence with an "ag'' minor.

The young Mrs. Agutar worked
and worked some more. "Work ts how
it was." she said. ·• ow. youngsters

have to go to college to mature a ltttle
btt." Just out of high school, she
earned a degree in aeeountmg in business school and attended Chaffey College, Mt. Sac and health care management classes at the Univers1ty of
La Verne. Speaking about her marnage, she noted: "We have supported
each other. .. always."
Aguiar began her career m batikmg. segued mto real estate and spent
a short time dealing with cscra"' matters. But her true lo'e was dedicated
to health tssues. In I ~81. she had acquired her real estate license, but the
bottom dropped out of the market.
At,•UJar, m need of a JOb. approached
the administration of Chmo Valley

Hospital. "I have a
degree m account-

mg and I really need
a JOb." she explained to then hospital administrntor
Dennis Bnms
"1\0," he told
her. That was quite a
blow at f1rst. but
then Bruns added "I
want you a:; our first
marketing dtrector 1"
It was the hospital's
lOth annl\ersaty. 111
1982, and Agutar
happtly came on
board. ''I came on to
work dunng the IOth
artnl\ ersary. and all
the events \\. ere al-

ready planned dinnefdance, barbecue,
etc." So, she could
Sun Bernarino County Fourth
get on with the busiDistrict Supervisor Patti Aguiar
ness end of thmgs.
are looking at evety smgle cent! We 'II
And she did: after servmg as marketha'e to cut. We are lookmg for avmg publtc rclahons director, she was
enues to increase revenues and hold
named business development dJTCCtor.
the line on spendmg."
"It changed my whole ltfe," Agu1ar rePropostrion 57, a $15 billion bond
membered. She worked at the hospttssuc to cmer proJected losses and reore
tal for 15 years.
the deficu and Prop. 58, rl1e California
She then spent one-and-one-half
Balanced Budget Act, which requires a
years as a field representative for Sen.
balanced budget every year. will have to
Ruben Ayala and served as executive
pass together in the March pnmaty. If
dtrcctor for the Heritage Research
not, San Bernardmo County alone
and Support Foundation. Aguiar was
may lose more than $100 million.
the dtrector of fund development at
However, the budget is JUSt one
Sunset Haven, Inc., a nonprofit dediconcern. There are close to 81 tssues
cated to senior care and Alzheimer's
on the agenda "We must look at all of
programs: advertismg consultant for
the issues of the county," Aguiar said.
Uber Advertising; d1rector ofmarket'The county is really doing well. We
mg and busmess development at Doehave excellent deparllnent heads and
tars' Hospttal Medical Center of
all of them are scheduled to come in
Montclair, and dtrector and past presand bring us up to date so that we unident of the Chmo Valley Independent
derstand all 81 items."
Fire Distnct, which has an annual
Close to her heart also, ts the use
budget of $17 mtllion.
of funds which are used to mamtain
Now. her concerns are focused on
parks, such as the Prado Regional
the county's money shortfalls. such as
Park, for the completion of the only
the loss of $76 mtllion in funds due to
park in the area eqUipped for use by
the new state budget. "It ts a sad stothe handtcapped: $16.000 for the 1111ry," commented thts lady who cerprovement of the Old Schoolhouse
tamly knows hm' to handle money.
Museum in Chmo and a park in On"Wc\e been lobbying for more dollars. but there arc no more. Now, we
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Buying mto someone else's business ts like taking a ride in his or her
car. It can be excttmg, and may take
you where you need to go. But you
had better be sure that you know the
dnver: 11 can be hard to bail out wtthout badly hurting yourself.
Mark's fiiend Jack carne to him
with an offer that he could not refuse.
Jack. an expenenced restaurant operator,
was planning to open and manage a new
steakhouse wtth his brother Bob. Needmg capttal, he offered to sell Mark a onethird mterest m the limited liability company that would own and operate the
restaurant Mark would not have to do
anythmg but SJt back and watch the profits flow into his bank account. Mark
took out a loar on his house and bought
a 33 percent membership mterest in
Jacks LLC. Jack and Bob owned the remammg two-thirds of the company.
The restaurant was an immediate
success. Mark. who regularly rev tewed
the LLC's books and knew that it was
vety profitable, confidently awatted a
handsome return at the end of the year.
But at the year-end members meeting
between Mark, Jack, and Bob, Jack told
Mark that the LLC could not afford to
make any distributions. Over Mark's
objections, Jack and Bob voted not to
make any distriburions to the LLC's
members that year (although they did
award themselves a raise and a healthy
bonus for the hard work they had done).
The only distribution Mark received
was a K -I form reflecting the share of
LLC profits that would be taxed to him.
After filing his tax return, Mark decided that he did not want to be in the
restaurant business after all. He told Jack
that he was planning to sell his membership interest to Francisco, a fumiJy fiiend.
Jack pointed out that the LLC's operating agreement did not allow Mark to
sell his interest without Jack and Bob's
approval, and Bob did not like Francisco. But in the spirit offiiendship, Jack
and Bob offered to repay Mark's investment through an unsecured, zero-interest. 10-yearnote in exchange for Mark's
membership interest. Because tax time
was rolling around again, Mark agreed.
Mark was (speaking figurative-

ly) being taken for a ride, mugged,
and dumped m a dark alley with
nothmg but an unsecured note. Why
did thts happen?
People who own minority interests
in small busmesses are vulnerable for
three reasons: (I) They have no control
over the company, (2) They cannot eastly sell their ownership interest, and (3) ln
the case of partnerships, S corporations,
and those limited liability companies that
choose to be taxed as partnerslups (most
LLCs), the business owners must pay
taxes on business proftts even if the profits are not distributed to them.
These titctors put people like Mark
at a severe disadvantage. If you cannot
change company policy, cannot sell your
shares, and have to pay taxes on company proftts that you ncw;r recetVe, you can
face enom1ous financial pressure to sell
your share for a song. The alternative IS
to sue your partners for bad faith an expensive and uncertain process.

Watch Out for Tax Liability on
Undistributed Income
Mark could not afford to play a
watting game because he was being
eaten alive by taxes on undistributed
company mcome. To avoid this problem you may want to insist that the
company elect to be taxed at the company level (like a C corporation). mstead ofhavmg taxable gains and losses pass through to the owners. Whtle
thts could result m a htgher tolal tax
b1ll, it will ensure that the owners are
not personally liable for taxes on undistributed mcome.
Alternatively, tf "pass-through"
tax treatment IS Important to you, you
could structure the partnership agreement, LLC operating agreement, or
corporate bylaws, to require the company to make distributions to cover
tax liabiltty. You may need to sue to
protect your rights, but you wtll be m
a much better poSition than Mark was.

Have a Buyout Agreement in Place
Finally, be sure you and your
partners s1gn a well-drafted buyout
agreement This can help ensure that
you will be able to sell your awnershtp mterest to the company (or your
bus mess partners) if you decide that
you want out.
Proper drafting ts critical: For example, a clear valuahOn clause can deter wrangling over the value of your
interest, and an attorney's fee clause
(requiring the losing party to pay the
winner's attorney's fees if you go to
court) can help deter wrongdoing.
Jonathan Watts practices law at the
Ri>·erside office of The Partners. An
Incorporated Law Firm. His practice
emphasizes business planning, business /au: and estate planning He can
be reached at 909-684-8400 or
jwatts(q thepartnersinc.com.

Protect Yourself by Choosing Trustworthy Business Partners
Fortunately, there are ways of mintmtzmg your vulnerabtlity. The first
and most critical precautiOn is to be
sure you know your business partners
well. If you are not sure that a potential partner is trustworthy, stay away!
Make Sure You're Not in tile Minority
Another strategy is to try to own a
majority interest m the business. In
that case, you wi II be able to protect
yourself by making the company's decisions. Of course, being the majority
owner is not always possible. Your
busmess partners may not agree to it,
or you may need to avoid a majority interest in order to claim tax discounts.
But you can still protect yourself
by owning a 50 percent interest, which
should be enough to veto oppressive
policies. And if your interest is less
than 50 percent, you can still minimize your vulnerability by ensuring
that there is no majority with interests
adverse to yours. Mark was in trouble !Tom the start because Jack and
Bob were naturally allied against him:
they were brothers and were also
restaurant employees, while Mark was
merely an outside, passive investor.

For a no obhgation appointment
to see if we have a solution
that is right for your company.

Contact Robert McCorkle
at (866) 677-9520

MODULAR
SYSTEMS
SERVICES
INCORPORATED

Need Furniture?
We offer as-ts and fully refurbished workstations from Hennan Miller and
Steelcase. We also offer a wtde array of ne" products form over 100
manufacturers.

Relocating or Reconfiguring?
We can handle any size project from small jobs to corporate headquarters.
Our Project Management and Design personnel will ensure that your end
result meets all of your needs.
Contact Robert to see why presttgtous compantes like Quikstlver, Di Tech,
Disney. Seagate Technology. US Home and many others have selected
Modular Systems Services to be their fumiture solution provider.
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DEAR EDITOR
2003's stock market rally has added more than $100 b1llion to corporate
America's deleted pension funds, and we're still losing ground. Today's pension
gap is esnmated at $259 b1llion compared to $212 billion at the end of2002.
Congress doesn't know whether to sit or wind their watches.
Institutional invesnnent consultants believe they can solve this problem thru
a process called "omphaloskepsis." (The contemplanon of one's navel.)
The solution already exists.
With over $800 b1llion already invested nationally, and created m thel950s,
VARIABLE ANNUITIES can fix what ails America's pens1ons.
Consider the features of the "Modern" Variable Annuity:
4-5 percent bonus (a year's interest)
Highest Anruversary Value ("LOCKS" the armiversary value)
Enhanced Earnmgs Benefit (40-55 percent gain on growth)
5-7 Percent Solution (regardless of market performance, 5-7 percent guaranteed return)
If institutional invesnnent consultants would get over their own conf'trmation bias, we could solve the pension crisis quickly, before the problem IS heaped
onto American taxpayers.
Sincerely,
Tom D1llon
Pres1dent, Dillon Blonskij Financial Services
www.dillonblonskij.com; 866-339-6400
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COMMENTARY

Is there anything wrong
with economic inequality?
by S. Eric Anderson, Ph.D., MBA

The economy booms, the number of wealthy multiplies, affluence breaks
out and what happens? Ivy League sociology professors wring their hands over
wealth gaps and the evils of capitalism.
Sure, wealth gaps are a concern, but what really irritates the professors about
prosperity is that they have been left out. How do Ivy League sociology professors account for the fact that the socialized third world countries have a greater
economic disparity than most advanced nations? Why do they ignore the fact
that income and wealth are more evenly distributed in affluent countries than in
poor ones?
And no, a country's prospects for economic growth are not influenced by
geographic factors such as its latitude, whether it is landlocked or has a seaport,
whether it is located in places where diseases such as malaria are endemic, or
whether it is near wealthy trading partners.
If this were the case, then you would expect little change m a country's income ranking, since geography and climate don't change. However, there has
been a significant reversal of income rankings for countries between the year
1500 and today.
Capitalism has been called the worst form of government, except all those
other forms that have been tried. It may not be pretty, but it is the lesser evil m
settling society's accounts and easier to bear than poverty. Soc1alism succeeded
m lo.,.,.-ering everybody's standard of living.
Capitalism has produced a tide that has lifted all boats, but 1t has, no question, lifted some boats higher than others. Should anything be done about economic inequality? A society can choose to reduce economic inequality by taxing the rich and spending the proceeds on the poor, but in so doing it reduces
the mcentive to get ahead.
Governments should not be taxmg those who work full-nme and then handing the proceeds to those who prefer to work part-time. Is a meager income the
result of a tough labor market bested by foreign competition or the result of a
lifestyle choice?
Is that nice bank account the result of a \vindfall or a lifettme of scnmping?
Governments should not, at renrement time, try to reduce economic mequality
by taxmg tn1ddle-income people who have been frugal and then handing out
proceeds to middle-income people who have been spendthrifts their whole lives.

California Chamber of Commerce Announces Two New Appointments
continued from page 7

Cam previously served as reg1onal
vice president, western region, for the
American Insurance Association,

where she led all of AlA's western regional operations, overseeing all state
government atfatrS in the I0-state region covering Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon, Utah and Washington. Before joining AlA, Cain spent
four years as vice president, government relations, for the California
Chamber of Commerce and legislative secrewy and deputy chief of staff

for Governor Pete Wilson. Cain 1s a
graduate of Californ1a State University, Sacramento. She succeeds Fred
Mam who recently Joined Manatt,
Phelps & Phillips LLP as counsel for
the government and policy div1sion.
DiMare joined the Califorrua
Chamber m March 2000 as legislative
advocate. He specializes in taxation,
utilities, telecommunications and economic development tssues. Previously, he served as legislative dtrector for
Assemblyman Dennis Cardoza, 26th
District and was senior consultant to
the Assembly Agriculture Committee
from 1997-99 and consultant from

1991-93. For four years he lobb1ed for
agncultural cooperanves, focusing on
deregulation of the electric utility mdustry, transportation and workers'
compensation 1ssues.
DiMare earned a B.A. in history
and public communications from the
American University and a J.D. from
the McGeorge School of Law, Untversity of the Pacific. DiMare succeeds Richard Costigan, who recently joined the Schwarzenegger administration as legislative secretary.
The California Chamber is tire largest
broad-based business advocate to

government in California. Membership represents one-quarter ofthe private sectors jObs 111 Calijimua and includes firms of all sizes and companies from e>'ely mdusrry within the
state. Leveroging our front-line lmowledge of laws and regulations, we provide products and services to help
businesses comply with both federal
and state law. The California Chamber; a not-for-profit organization. promotes international trade and investment in order to stimulate California's
economy and create jobs. Please >isit www.calchamber.com
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Prepare to Owe More in 2004
by Tucker Watlans

The economy may be on a path
toward recovery, but price htkes are
loommg for 2004. Health msurance
costs for employers are expected to mcrease 12 percent through 2004.
Home msurance premiums are ex-

pected to rise 8 percent, to an average
of $615 a year, accordmg to the Insurance Information Institute. Heanng
costs, mterest rates, college costs. state
and local taxes and other prices also
are expected to continue rising. When
you add to this dilemma the fact that
savings accounts are at all-time low

yields, 1t surely will be tougher to beat
inflation in 2004.
How to Beat It
Although the price hikes will like-

ly take a toll on most consumers' 2004
budgets, you should not feel paralyzed
by the impending increases. There are
many thmgs you can do to cut back,
adjust and prepare for these rismg
costs. Here are some tips to help you
beat inflation and survtve the expected increases m 2004:
I. Cons1dcr moving money out of

cash into h1gher yielding assets.
2.

Consider increasing your car,

health and home insurance deductibles, thereby lowering
your premium and offsetting
the increase.

3. Consolidate credit cards and lock
in lower rates by transferring

5 Tips for Getting Your
Merchant Account
Approved
by Tiffany Segura

E1ghty percent of customers use
credit cards to make purchases. Therefore, for any busmess. only accepting
cash or checks for payment simply
doesn't make sense. Unfortunately, 27
percent of all bus messes are turned
down for a merchant account. If your
business is one of those refused, don't
despair. You are not forever hmited to
accepting only cash and checks; it just
means you will need to be more persistent and creative in your quest to
obtain a merchant account.
Realize that banks make their decision on who gets a merchant account
based on risk. The higher the risk the
business model poses, the less chance
you will get approved for an account.
For example, if your business involves
gamjng, travel, mfomercials, mail or
telephone order, telecoms, computers,
water filters, medical benefits, or anything membership-based, you may
have a harder time obtaining a merchant account, because banks will consider your business to be m a high-risk
category. Some advance planning can
stack the odds in your favor and lower

your chances of being denied.
First Things First
Before starting any business, you
need to do your research. Know the
product you're selling inside and out
so the bank wi II know you are serious
about doing business. Also, fmd out if
merchant accounts are hard to obtain
in your particular type of business so
you know m advance how much work
you have ahead of you.
Also, think beyond the initial account acceptance. Once you do have
a merchant account, you'll need to
keep it in compliance, so plan those
aspects as well. Know what triggers
will cause the bank to revoke your account, and develop a plan to always
avoid those situations. For example,
you 'II want a plan to avoid charge
backs, which is when customers dispute your transaction. lf your charge
back ratio exceeds one percent at a
given time, the bank will revoke your
account. To prevent this, you 'II need
to write an accurate descriptor of your
charge on the credit card statements.
If it is clear enough, the customer will
continued on page 18

debt or acqu1ring a home eqUJty
line of credtt (HELOC).
4.

Many people carry HELOCS that
are variable and tied to the prime
rate, which is currently approximately 4.25 percent. If the pnme
rate goes up, so does their monthly payment. If interest rates really
begin to climb, consider locking
in a "fixed" second mortgage.

Many organizations such as the
Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP) and the American Automobile Association (AAA) offer energy
saving t1ps. Seek them out, implement thetr recommendations and
save money.
Get professional help. There is no

better tJme than now to consult a qualIfied financ1al advisor to get personalized assistance in beatmg inflahon,
as well as to take a comprehensive
look at your short- and long-term
goals and financial plan.
Tucker Watldns is a senior financial
advisor specializing in comprehensive financial planmng including retirement. estate planning, risk protection, small business and asset allocation. Tucker is a certified financial planner (CFP) and certified fund
specialist (CFS) with American Express Financial Advisors, Inc., "'!ember NASDISIPC located in Irvine.
For more information please call
(949) 263-9001 x/5, or go to
l.vww.tuckenvatkins.com

U.S. Business Leaders
Optimistic Regarding
Growth, but Mixed on
Hiring Predictions
by Grant Thornton

Business leaders are focusing on
growing their companies, according to
fmdings from the GrantThomton Survey of M1ddle-Market Busmess Leaders. During the coming year, 83 percent expect the U.S. economy to Improve in the coming year, and 92 percent are optimistic about growth of
their businesses. This is an increase
from 70 percent and 86 percent, respectively, in June 2003.
"This optimism is the highest
level reported in the past year and a
half, showing that middle-market
businesses are primed and ready for
growth," says John Desmond, partner
in charge of the Grant Thornton Business Leaders Council. "Optimism for
the broader economic health of the
nation is providing middle-market
businesses with a vision of a robust
marketplace that is essential for the
growth of their own bus mess."
Acconling to the most recent U.S.
Census statistics, middle-market businesses- ftrmS berween $100 rrullion

and $2.5 billion m revenues- account
for $3 trillion in revenues and employ
nearly 20 mil !ton Americans- more
than the Fortune 500.
This optmusm does not seem to
carry over mto employee headcount.
While 39 percent report and increase in
employees CJ\.-er the past year. 26 percent
say they have decreased their staff, and
34 percent cite no change.
Additional highligbts from the survey
include:
Almost mne out of I0 (88 percent) business leaders expect revenues to increase in the upcoming
year, and 73 percent predict increases in profitability.
Business leaders indicate that
customers' expectations have increased across a number of areas,
including going beyond the standard relationslup (78 percent) and
heightened standards for product
quality (68 percent).
While 76 percent of business lead-

continued on page 20
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Aligning Your Business Objectives With Your
Security Needs
Feb. 26th, 2004 is an imponant
date m the Inland Empire. The Uni,·ersity of Califorma, Riverside is
hosting the Inland Empire lnfonnation Security Summit. lEISS will
feature a keynote address by the FBI
and an informative presentation by
NetConnX Tcchnologtes, a Ieadmg
infonnation security consulting fim1.
Additional speakers w1II be Bill
Ste\·eru;on, chief security officer for
New Century Financtal and Michael
Newcomb, a leading mformation
law attorney.
There are cntical reasons to attend this e\ ent sponsored by TechSeIect, Symantec, Network Assoctates
and Cisco Systems. In this mfonnation age, organizations require solutions that secure and protect critical
information and busmess processes.
Technology ts escalating companies to

m identity theft. spam and other cyber cnme actiVIty, both State and
Federal Legislatures arc passmg Jaws
that will affect businesses and increase thetr liability.
The most far reachmg of these
new Jaws IS the California Database
Protection Act. CDPA makes it
mandatory for every business or state
agency m California, regardless of
size. to mfornvreport in writmg any
infom1ation secunty brc..'Ch or suspect
breech m data security to all affected
panies. In most cases this would be
customer databases. Each customer
would need to be mfonned of the
breech and the extent of the total exposure. This new Jaw provides for
civil damages as well as the potential
for cnmmal charges. It could also
cause tremendous damage to a company's reputation. This new Jaw went

unfathomable hetghts, but it is also
creating vulnerabilities for hackers,
futud, system failure and owrload. As
a result of these explOits and vulncrabilines, busmess owners and CEOs
need to be aware of the exposures and
hab!lny now affcctmg thetr company.
Identity theft has tripled in the last
year affecting 27 million people in the
United States. Losses surrounding thiS
type of crime topped $53 billion. Last
year, the personal and private information of AOL customers v;as compromised and m another recent case,
Wells Fargo Bank reponed the theft of
a laptop computer that possibly contamed the private and sensitive mformation for many of their account
holders. Identity theft IS so far reaching that it has an adverse affect on
every busmess in the Untied States.
Due to the tremendous increase

mto effect July I, 2003.
The fact of the mancr 1s we live
m a litig;ous society. In the event of a
data security breech under thts new
law, the chances of a business bemg
sued are very htgh. "I dtdn 't know" is
no longer an excuse. ThiS type of
crime is 111 the news almost daily.
By attending lElSS, you will
Jearn cntical mformation that cvc 11
California business needs to know to
prevent hab1lity. Thts mformauve
briefing w!IJ provtde effective strategies to assist your business in mitigating the risk ami exposures associated
With electronic information.
Seating zs limited, so regz~~·rer now
at l'\!}.\'l~!regonline.com/? 11061 or call
toll free (888) 842-4464 for more information

Patti Aguiar Brings a Sparkling Intelligence and Commitment to the County
Supervisors' Board
continued ftvm page 8

trans is developing off ramps at the in-

tano, and the restoration of the I00year-old Yorba-Slaughter Musewn, the
firSt adobe in the Chino area.
Another project Aguiar deems
very important is improvement of the
condition of the highway approaches
to some of the main cities in the Inland Empire, such as the 60 and I 5 in
Riverside, the 60 and 71 out of LA
County and the 1-10 and 1-15. Cal-

terchanges in San Bernardino County,
not including plantings and maintenance that would dress up the areas
and welcome residents and visitors,
resulting in spaces that are currently
covered in trash and shredded tires.
Caltrans builds great highway
systems but leaves pans of them so
ugly that people in neighborhoods
that overlook the blighted spots complain, Aguiar commented. Plus, the

entrances to cities should be attractive. "I thmk we should treat freeways like an pieces with low maintenance plantings."
'Zeroscape' landscaping, which
may be paid for using grant programs,
uses recycled water and conserves the
environment at the same time as beautifying it and eliminates the eyesores
that are spoiling the neighborhoods
the problem areas adjoin. A little
beauty goes a long way to make peo-

pie's lives happier, Aguiar believes.
Evidently, others do too. At a recent
meeting with the board members and
directors of the Inland Empire Utility
Agency and other organizations, she
received encouragement and support
for this project.
The new supervisor is a lady for
all seasons, and we wish her well. ..

Growing From the Inside
Developing Competitive Advantage by Economically Maximizing Existing Capabilities
by Mike Lambert

Any first-year undergraduate economics student knows busmesses
must produce quality products and
services at sustainable volumes to succeed m the marketplace. But to grow
above the point at which a smgle entrepreneur's vision can drive and support growth, an organization needs a
cohesive consistency in its approach

to various processes and procedures.
Unfortunately most small businesses are (or thmk they are) financially unable to provide the managerial, technical and operational skills that
employees and managers need to operate as a single effective team. This
limits the company's ability to expand
beyond the limits of that entrepreneunal vision. It Jacks the leadership
and management skills to suppon sig-

nifieant growth and cannot grow those
abilities commensurate with operational expansion. These requisite
skills include business plan writing to
attract outside capital; market and customer assessment and analysis to
identify and target discrete niches;
process enhancement; and, most importantly, management and leadership.
When supervisors and managers Jack
adequate management skill, they lim-

it the company's ability to grow by focusing on domg everything themselves, instead of maximizing the capacity of the orgaruzation.
Perhaps most distressing, a simple solution exists which goes largely
ignored by the millions of small businesses in America. Inexpensive electronic and Web-based training (WBn
continued on page 55

Apple's Panther Is Pretty, But Can it Fight?
byJ Allen Lemberger

Several years ago, I
qw;tJOiled mtlus column whether OS
8 for Macmtosh was
really
necessary?
After
all, the
pomta n dcIIck
Macheads were
happy w1th
their little System 7 alternative
computer.;, separate and
apan from the monolithic Win-Tel
army.
Bill Gates' people had Mtcrosoft
Office; Mac had Clarisworks. There
were I0,000 IBM compatible gan1es;
Mac had 2000. How many could you
play, anyhow?
Besides, Steven Jobs had had as
many failures as he did successes
the Lisa computer, the Newton handheld, the flammable 5300, the toilet
scat laptop and the Cube,Just to name
a few. So why not just make a good
computer and stick with it? It is true
that Jobs led the industry into the new
millennium with the colored iMac and
the flat screen and even the iPod and
iTunes, but the basic computer is still
the basic computer.
So here comes Panther.
Officially, it is OS 10.3. So what
does It do that its predecessors didn't?
Well for one thing, it Jets you add
color to the names of your files, even
on the desktop. That's mce. And it has
faster access to internal files.
But the terrible truth is that most
of the I 50 odd "upgrades" are things
you and I will probably never use.
Do you need X-code? It is described as "the fastest way to create
Mac OS X applications." Do you
want Panther's advanced Address
Book that includes powerful new fea-

tures, or are you happy w1th your
PDA files?
Other new features
mclude Fast User
Swttchmg, File
Vault, Font
Book, the
world's
fastest

PDF
reader

a n d

other
f u n
stuff.
It
also prinL'
backwards.
Instead of pages
1-2 and 3 coming
out of your printer, 1t
prints 3-2 and then I. So be careful as
to how you load your letterhead.
The problem, as I see It, IS that
Steven Jobs has delusions of equality. Mac users are happy to be 20 percent of the computer world. Jobs sees
htmself as the new standard. To gtve
htm his props, as I mentioned earlier, he has Jed the way into the 2 Ist
century with a lot of new design
ideas, but there IS no doubt that the
Gates-Windows computers are the
standard. Apple will always be no. 2.
True, like Mac, Beta was better than
VHS but VHS became the standard
for videos until DVD replaced everything. Maybe there is a new computer operating system that will take
over the world in I0 years, but no
one except Jobs sees Apple as that
system. Jobs wtll never weep, like
Alexander the Great, because there
are no more worlds to conquer .. but
don't tell him that.
Convergence, a word you were
mtroduced to in this column some
years ago, is inevitable. Already, as I
have warned you, everything you
need can hook onto your belt. Your
cell phone and GPS are now a pan of
your PDA, and it takes photos that
can be sent anywhere in the world.
Your MP3 player (iPod or not) can
hold almost every song you've ever

heard of and can carry your address
book, contact Jist and favorite handheld games. Bluetooth wtreless technology has made laptops and desktops vtnually extmct.
As soon as they can put movies
on a disk the s1ze of a quaner, your
Palm Pilot wtll run them.
Not long ago, a half gtg hard
drive wdS seen as all the memory anyone would ever need, except for
maybe Cal Tech or the Defense Depanment. Today's MP3 player ha' 40
gigabytes. Half a gtg fits mto a key
chain holder. When we return to the
moon. we will probably laugh at the
technology that the old Apollo miSsions left behind.
Worse yet is the anitude that Apple now extends to people, even the
media. Today, if you are not Macll'orld
magazine, or David Pogue, or maybe
Time, then they are not there for you.
A column like this one no longer m-

terests them. I have been told that I
can buy any Apple software I am interested m reportmg on, includmg

Panther, and I can download the press
releases offtheiT Web s1te. It's cheaper than their having to expend a $0.37
stamp. Th1s 15 the kind of attitude that
made a panah out of Gates and Jobs
ts takmg Apple there qwckly.
Not receiving an evaluation
copy of the new OS I 0.3 means I
feel no obligation to say anything
mce. So I won't.

(By the way, upgrades OS I0.3. I
and 10.3.2 are all ready on line to fix
poorly planned Panther problems.)
I have sa1d thts before and I say
It agam. If your computer, even that
old betge 20th century dmosaur, does
what you want 1t to, then be happy
with it. Buying new, just for the sake
of buymg new, IS money you mtght
be better of spending on homogenized milk.

~witel
The most s.gntficant aspect or the lelecommumcatJOns
system purchase dectS1on ts that a dynamiC partnership
wttl be formed between your company and your new
vendor It ts VItally 1mportant that these two enllltes
understand each other and that the vender be responsive,
nexJble and competent in effectively handhng your needs.
KIWITEL tS un.quely pos1t1oned to fulfill these
expectatiOns for years to come

> M1tsubt.ahi

> Epson
> Johnny Rockets
> Ctty Of Fountain Valley
>Verio
> Y.M.C.A
> Payless Foods
>Spring Air Mattress

> Mobil Modular
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Norman Morales Sails Vineyard Bank Into More
Expansive Waters
by

Georg~ne

Loveland

Norman Morales. presiden~CEO
of the fast-movmg Vineyard Bank operates as pilot/captain of a stable, yet
ever-expanding community bank that
has succeeded in navigating rough
waters crowded with other vessels,
due to a "brand-new" approach to
commuruty banking- friendliness and
concern for customers and employees
alike. So sin1ple and yet so rare. the
concept of caring for the "MOII-bemg of
employees who will, m tum, care for
the well-bemg of therr customers, creating a dommo effect- IS not the approach one would expect the banking
industry to adopt. At least, not those
of us old enough to remember tellers
in cages and bank officers w1th supercihous amtudes.
Thankfully. times have changed
and leaders such as Norman
Morales are commttted to thetr
communities and not JUSt to their
industry or individual office. The
pht!osophy is simple: "We realize
that when you need a bank, you
also need a banker." Vmeyard Bank
operates nine branches and three
loan production offices.
Vineyard Bank's "Fiagshtp" office in Rancho Cucamonga is still
operatmg, but the busmess has
grown by leaps and bounds, necessitating the opening of a new administrative center in Corona. The organization has built a very expensive infrastructure, Morales explains, hiring
only the best people- the 'top stars'
of the industry.
He is proud of the very friendly,
helpful "people culture" he has
helped to build. It IS also a plus for
the employees who have helped create this "organically grown and m-

ternally generated" success story.
"It IS a tremendous opportunity to
help the commumty," Morales
commented.
The bank has grown 700 percent
in three-plus years, not surpnsing
since that is the same amount of
time Morales has been at the helm,
which makes it the fastest-gro.,.mg
bank in the state in terms of assetsize growth. It is recognized as the
fastest-growing pubhc company m
terms of stock appreciation of any
pubhc company in the Inland Empire over the last two years. Vineyard
Bank's stock has increased more
than 1400 percent in the last three
years. wh1ch makes it work for the
customers, stockholders and employees, he explained.
"We've taken a balance that is
comfortable and appropriate,"
Morales explained, "a good mix and
balance. We work in a family-friendly environment. It IS a long-term mvestment in ethics that we treat as
our home, while we take care of our
customer base."
Morales savors this experience
as the result of 20 years of learning
the bankmg industry. Th1s IS h1s
first bank presidency and he said
that he learned over the years what
management styles he didn't want
in himself or others -by watchmg other people's styles. He
learned to recognize what works
and what does not, and developed
his own style accordingly.
He IS excited about the opportunity to grow and be an active manager, while building an infrastructure
based on the commitment Vineyard
Bank has offered its customers since
1981. The bank has always taken a
strong personal and financial inter-
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est m the comrmmities it serves, and
Morales calls its recent growth a result
of strategy and 20plus years of farsighted 'root building.'
Asked whether
he worried about
others copymg his
organization's wmning ways, he
rephed, "In this
huge market and
economy, if others
use our model,
there is enough to
go around. We have
a d1fferent Ideology; here you can
NORMAN MORALES
become the best
you can be!
"Creativity. inhave witnessed tremendous success
genuity and flexibility are the corthe last few years, which can onl}
nerstones by wh1ch we operate,"
mean that our existing customers are
has always been the organization's
fully satisfied w1th our performance.
mantra. "We realize that choosing
"Our role, and we cherish this
a financial institution is one of the
obligation, is to help facilitate the
most Important dec1s10ns you have
success of our customers. Simply
to make, so the professionals at
said, our success 1s dependent on satVineyard Bank work hard to earn
Isfied relationships that will refer our
and retain your bus mess. Regardstyle of bankmg to others seeking
less of the services you require, we
creativity, mgenutty and flexibi!tty.
are well aware that any product is
"Vineyard Bank is a full-servonly as good as the people behind
Ice bank offenng personalized
lt."
banking services. More importantAbout wh1ch Norm Morales rely, we want to invest our time into
cently wrote, "The roots of th1s rebuilding relationships with compagion run deep with stories of success
nies hke yours."
and tradition. Running through the
Morales also mentioned that the
heart of Rancho Cucamonga, home
best source of advertising is a satisto Vineyard Bank and many new and
fied customer, one who refers others
establishes ne1ghbors, is histone
to his organtzatton, and he is thrilled
Route 66. The withering old vineby the letters he receives every week,
yards that dot our neighborhoods
from happy clients. "This (whole exnow make room for new opportuniperience) has been humbling. reltes that will support our economies
wardmg and exciting'"
for many years to come.
"As pres1dent and ch1ef execuTo find out more about l"inemrJ r
tive officer of Vineyard Bank. I have
products and sernce.1. plea.~e call
made it my obhgation to ensure that
(/i00) 442-4996 or 1'/.W www vineour bankers are commmed to underl·ardhankcom
standmg busmesses like yours, and
to prov1de customized financial solutions to each untque situatiOn. We

ORGANIZED

Are Your Business Proposals Losing You Sales?
10 Steps to Get the "Yes" You Deserve
by Dawn Josephson
Your ability to wnte an effective
and persuasive business proposal directly relates to your level of success.
Write a great proposal and you'll get
the contract or make the sale. Write a
ho-hum proposal and your prospect
will go elsewhere.
Regardless of the product or service you're pitchmg. your prospect
makes his or her ultimate deCISIOn,
based on how you write the proposal,
not the product or service itself. That
means even if you have the best product m the world, if you write the proposal poorly. you probably won't get
the deal. A lesser quahty product or
serv1ce may very well beat you out
JUSt because the other person knew
how to write persuasively.
For any proposal you submit, realize that your prospect IS likely reVIewing at least 20 others. Therefore.
your JOb is to make your proposal not
only stand out, but also get selected as
the bidder of ch01ce. To mcrease the
odds of your proposal winning. follow
the proposal writing guidelines below.
Doing so will enable you to get the
"yes" you deserve.
I.

A /ways use the prospect's correct
name. title. and company name.
While this may sound obvious,
many salespeople and business
owners send proposals to the
wrong person, or they misspell the
prospect's name or company
name, or they write an incorrect
corporate title. Such oversights
make a negative impression and
alert the prospect to the fact that
you're careless. If you don't know
how to spell someone 's name or
his or her exact title, call the person's office and ask. While you're
at it, verify the street address and
company name. Is the prospect's
title that of sales director or sales
manager? Is the company an Inc.
or an LLC? Are they located at 41
Buckingham Street or Avenue?
Prospects look at these details to
get a feel for your professionalism
and attention to detail. Pay attention to the details every time.

2. Always include a co·ver letter that
includes the reason for _vour proposal. Since your prospect is likely revtewing more proposals than
just yours, include a brief cover
letter that recaps any conversations you've had and that clearly
states why you're presentmg your
proposal. After all, if you don't
state why you're sending this I 030 page document to someone,
why should they bother readmg 1t
For example, you could write, "!
am enclosmg the proposal v.e discussed on June I that will mtroduce you to the ABC w1dget.
Based on your stated needs of
(state the needs), you will sec m
the proposal that th1s widget will
]state the benefit)." Too many
salespeople fat! to state a reason
for the proposal. But if you don't
gtve people an immediate reason
to keep reading, you 'II miss your
chance to capture their attention.
A lonely proposal in an envelope
or attached to an e-mail gets absolutely nowhere.

3. Always include an immediate,
briefoverview ofvour product or
ser.ice. In one openrng paragraph,
state what your product or service
is, what pain or challenge it solves,
and how your prospect will benefit from what you offer. Stick to
the facts. Restst the temptation to
make your product or service
sound grander than life. Phrases
like ''first," "only," "greatest" "revolutionary," and "groundbreaking"
typically raise red flags and indicate that you're exaggerating.

4. Always include research and development information. Your
company has likely done plenty
of research into your product or
service, so highlight the fmdings
in your proposal. Show your
prospects that they're getting
more than just any old product or
service. Show them all the benefits they'll get when they invest
their time and money into your
solution, and why that investment
is worthwhile. Highlight any in-

how complex your product or
serv1ce IS, keep your proposal
geared so that an e1ghth-grader
can understand 1t. This is not to
1m ply that your prospect is dumb
or uneducated; rather, he or she IS
a busy profess1onal who 1s
pressed for time. Your prospect
wants the mformanon presented
in the Simplest way. So resist the
temptation to rrnpress people wtth
your b1g words and over-complex
solutions. Instead, Impress them
with your knack for making a
complicated solution easy.

tngumg findings or princ1ples that
relate to your prospect's challenge. Show them that your company knows what they're gomg
through. have done the research
for them, and now have the best
soluttons for thetr needs.
5. Aln·a.rs write in chunks. A business proposal IS not a book or a
magazme article. Structure your
proposal so your prospect can
skim read it and pull paragraphs
out as needed. Think in sound
bytes and text block chunks.
Why? Because studies show that
people have greater comprehension and longer retentton when
printed information is presented
to them in bullet points. numbered lists, or some other format
that sections out pertinent deta1ls.
6.

Always include all the Important
technical details. Make sure your
proposal lists the small but Important technical details your
prospect will need to know. How
many ttems come in a case? How
many user licenses does it include? How long a warranty is included? Does the pnce include
service calls, consultation, or
traming? If so, how much? Don't
let your prospects guess about
anything. Make it easy for them
to get the facts so they can make
a qUick and informed decision.

7. Always state the obvious. Remember, the prospect reading
your proposal does not know
much, if anything, about your
product or service yet. So just because you know that an accountmg computer program can calculate and create employee paychecks, don't expect your
prospect to make that assumption.
They need to read everything,
even the obvious, or they may not
realize all the features and benefits your solution provides.
8. Always write for an eighth-grader. Most mainstream and business
publications are written at an
eighth-grade level, so no matter

9.

Always use good grammar Sure.
you want your proposal to gain
attention, so brcakmg some grammar rules for added 1mpact or
emphasis IS okay. But don't overdo it or you may appear careless.
Remember, you're selling a professional solution. If your proposal IS riddled with errors. your
prospect may think your solution
IS too. Always have a co-worker
or professiOnal ed1tor read your
proposal prior to sending 1t. In today's marketplace, bad grammar
could cost you the sale.

I0. Always make a compelhng call to
action. What do you want the person reading your proposal to do?
Buy your product? Contract for
your services? Stock your merchandise m his or her store?

Whatever action you want your
prospect to take, state it clearly. "I recommend you begin by placing an introductory order for 500 pieces. I suggest we start with a three-month consulnng contract. I recommend you devote three shelves to this product" Tell
them precisely what you want.
The Winning Proposal
As any business owner or salesperson knows, "you're only as good as
your last proposal." So commit to enhancing your business proposals, and
focus on writing effectively and persuasively. By following these pointers,
you 'II be I 0 steps closer to landing
that next deal.
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Are You Really Listening to Your Customers?
by George Colombo

You may think that you 'rc listcnmg to what your customers ha\·c to
say but. tfyou're like man} busmcss
owners and manage~'>. what }OU aren't
hearing is hurting your ability to provide first·rate customer care. Let's
take a look at how a couple of entrepreneurs hstcn to thcu customers ;.md
you 'II sec what I mean.
Our first entrepreneur owned a
bounque that sold upscale \\Omen's
clothmg. He wanted to establish a
brand name and tdentity for hts store,
in anticipation of creating a national
chain. He knew how he wanted to position his chain in the marketplace and
believed that hts selection of merchandise would be cntical to hts success. To hts credtt, he spent a great
deal of nme in the store getting a feel
for which fashwns were hot and
~nich were not
Two or three times a week. however, a customer would ask htm tfhe
carried hngerie. He \1 explam patiently
that he dido 't carry hngerie and then
recommend a store in the area that did
He became frustrated with hts customers' apparently endless mterest m
lingerie. "Jfthey want lingerie," he'd
sigh, "they should go to Victona 's Secret." Apparently, they did
The owner never opened a second
outlet and his vision of a national chain
of upscale shops died when he shut his
store only tiM:l years after it opened
A different approach to listening
is demonstrated by another entrepreneur who focuses on specialty software. Developing software can be
risky and expensive, especially for a
small company. He, however, established an enviable track record over
the years and almost never released a
product that was poorly received.
His secret for success was sunple
but audacious. Rather than investing
money in speculative software development, this savvy businessman
would produce a mock -up package
for a product he was thinking of introducing, then introduce it to buyers
representing the handful of distributors that dominated the industry. If he
couldn't gather enough orders to cover his development costs, the product
idea was qutetly shelved. He would

then make some sort of plausible excuse to the distributors, cancel outstanding orders for the nc\ cr-fimshed
softv..:are, and move on to another
more promtsmg proJect.
The Science (and Art) of
Listening
The.se t\\0 examples hint at the
nnportancc of combming attcntwe listening with a willingness to act on
what you hear. But like so many other
basic principles, the "ays m which thts
concept translates into "real world"
can be tncky.

b11~mess prac~ces

The tem1 I use for effectively hstenmg to customers in a busmess en-

vironment is "institutional listening."
It ts a specific set of sktlls that. properly executed pro,;des your company
with the information it needs to consistently deliver excep~onal customer
care. There arc six individual components of mstttutlonal hstenmg:
Purposeful hstenmg
Active hsterung
Captunng what's heard
Aggregating what's captured
Analyzmg the aggregated
informa~on

Acting on what you discover
Purposeful Listening
Remember the detective show
"Columbo?" The killer \\<luld often betray his guilt with an inadvertent adrrussion that would go urmoticed by
everyone on the show except Lt.
Columbo. He would instantly hone in
on the mistake because he was listening
with a purpose. He knew why he was
listening and, as a result, \\Quid recognize an important clue immediately.
That's the basic approach you
need to take when listening to your
customers. Valuable nuggets of information are often delivered as offhand
remarks that would almost certainly
go urmonced tf you were not listerung
purposefully.
Active Listening
If purposeful listening is like being able to recognize a piece of treasure when you see it lying on the
ground. then active listening is hke a
wilhngness to dig even deeper when
only a small sliver of treasure is vistble and the rest ts buned under a ptle
of trash. C11stomcrs often beheve thetr

mput IS unwelcome and unwanted, espectally when they're unhappy about
somethmg. As a result they arc reluctant to be forthcoming.
What you're likely to hearts an
offhand comment or a crypttc remark. When you're acuvely listening,
you 'II not only rccogmze something
s1gnificant when you hear 11, but
you 'II also know to dig deeper into a
situation so you 'rc sure to umlc~tand
what's really going on.
Capturing What's Heard
Even if you do a temfic JOb at
both purposeful listening and active
listen mg. that's not enough. You still
have to systemattcally deliver the information you accumulate mto the
hands of manage.,; who can usc tt effecuvely. The trick is to make the
transmtttal process systematic. Every
company, after all, passes mfonnation
around casually. Management mteractions with employees ranging from
perfonnance reviews to water cooler
conversations are tmportant but often inadequate. You need to deliberately create regular and reliable systems for exchanging infonnation.
Finally, employees must not perceive that there's a penalty for delivering bad news. When someone tells
you that customers are complaining
about some aspect of the products and
services your company offers, don't
argue about the merits of the customers' complamts. When an employee is telling you something you don't
want to hear, she is doing you a favor.
Aggregating What's Captured
When any infonnation about
what's on the minds of your customers
is captured the next element of institutionallistening consists of aggregating that infonnation in a useful format. As a practical matter, this means
getting the infonnarion entered into a
software program. For your employees who work in front of a keyboard,
provide an easy way for them to enter
infonnarion immedtately. For employees who don't usc computers regularly, get the mfonnation on paper and
establish a procedure for data entry as
soon as possible. Often, you can assign the job to employees who arc already domg clerical work.

Analyzing the
Aggregated
Inform ation
Thts ts the part of the process that
is not only the most important but also
the most dtfficult to codtiY, It's part an
and part sctcnce. But for all of it> subjcctlvity. a few rules can make it more
stratghtforward.
Ft.,;t, all your data can be dtvtdcd
into two categories: Quantitatin.· and
qualitatin• Quantitativ~ information
can be measured objectively and expressed as a numeric value. For example, if you're analyzing complamt.-;,
you can a.,.;ign them to categories like
"pricmg" or your "merchandise avatlabtlity." Once it's accumulated, quantitattve feedback can be graphed so
that trends and/or anomalies are made
as obvious as possible.
QualitaNve mfonnation is subjective. For example. a customer mtght
say that your ne" spapcr ad was "confusing" or ...,llslcadmg." This type of
feedback ' , be summarized so that
tt's convem nt to rcvtC\\.
Some feedback mtght fall mto
both categories. If a customer mentions to someone that your prices are
htghcr than the XYZ Company's and
"XYZ always seems to have better
prices than you," that feedback could
be quantified as a pnce complaint. The
rest of the remark could be listed m the
qualitative swnmary that you create.
There ts no magtc formula for
gleaning insight from the infonnation
you accumulate. However, if you're
like most businesses, you're probably
not doing this analysis regularly. If
that's the case, then just the process of
reviewing this infonnation every week
will be valuable.
Acting On What You Discover
Finally, when you discover something in the course of your analysis,
don't let your new instght linger as a
merely academic curiosity. The point
of doing the analysis is to impact your
customers' experience with your business. Act on what you learn.
An important postscript to this
primer on institutional listening is thts
remmdcr: Terrific customer care is
not necessarily what you think it is
and it's not even what the rest of your
continued 011 page 23

Architectural rendering p1m-ided by California State Umversity San Bernardino

The [ndian Wells Center for Educational Excellence was "topped off"
with the placement of the final steel
girder on Jan. 20 at the CSUSB Palm
Desert Campus.
The $10 million structure is the second of three planned for the initial phase
of the campus on Cook St. It is being

funded with non-state contnbutions, including $5 million from the City of lndtan Wells, $3 million from the Walter
and Lenore Annenberg Foundation, and
gifts from Jean Hardy, the H.N. and
Frances Berger Foundation and the
Palm Desert National Bank.
''This marks another step in real-

izing our commitment to creating a
full campus for the Coachella Valley,"
said Albert Karmg, prestdent of the
university. "The Indian Wells Center
will provide an extraordinary resource
for provtding an excellent teacher
preparatton program for those who
wish to serve the desert area."

Guests stgned the beam m mdelible mk before ll was hmsted in place
on top of the two-story building
Desert reSidents Betty Barker and
Richard Ohphant, co-chatrs of the
capttal campatgn to raiSe $30 mtllion
for the three buildmgs, spoke at the
event. along \\ 1th umvcrsity officials.
Construcnon 15 expected to be completed in nme for the beginning of the fall
academic year, noted Dean Fred Jandt
"We w;ll be able to con.solidate all of our
current classe,; and programs at the new
campus, with the Indian Wells Center."
he added, nonng that a few classes are
currently snll m temporary bwldings on
the College of the Desert campus.
The topping-<Jff ceremony is an anctent tradition, going back to medieval
Europe when ironworkers v.'Ould celebrate placing the final beam of a buildmg. often placing a fir tree on top. Tcr
day. it is common to see an American
flag attached to the girder as it is raised

City of Hesperia
Receives $4.4 million Library Grant
More than a year ago, the City of
Hespena began accepnng donations to
meet it-; $2.2 million obligation as part
of a grant match. At that time, the city
recetved more than $500,000 in total
donattons from Congressman Jerry
Lewts, Supervisor Bill Postmus, the
Daily Press, Desert Community Bank,
Charter Communications, businesses
and residents of Hesperia. The city
dedicated $1 million toward the new library and is currently purchasing property on 7th Street, close to the current
library. But it is still short of its goal.
Anyone interested in making a dcr
nation to this worthy cause is encouraged to do so at this time. If you have
been holding your donation until the city
secwed the grant and began purchasing
the property to begin construction, now
is the time to act and join forces with the
city, the Hesperia Unified School District and the San Bernardino County Library system to help the project surmount the fmal hunDe.

Please send your
tax-deductible donatiOn to the City of
Hesperia Community Library Fund.
15776 Mam Street,
Hesperia,
CA
92345, prior to
March 30, 2004. All
funds collected are
being placed m trust
to build and fill the new library.
We have created many sponsorship levels, to provide donors wtth
maximum flexibility. They are as
follows :
Founder (I) • ............ $1,000,000
Benefactor** .............. $500,000
Legacy Partner*** ...... $250,000
Titanium ...................... $1 00,000
Platinum ........................ $50,000
Gold .............................. $25,000
Silver .............................. $12,500
Bronze ............................ $6,000
Patron .............................. $3,000

Architectural rendering provided by the City of Hesperia

Community ...................... $1,000
Friend .................................. $500
The Library will be named in
their honor.
•• Benefactors will have one of the
streets surrounding the library
named in their honor.
••• Legacy Partners will have one of
the rooms or areas in the library
named in their honor.
~ose donors will have a rose bush
named in their, or someone they
choose, honor in the new Municipal Rose Garden buih in con-

junction with the library.
Each donor over $500 will be recognized on a tile that will be used in the
coostruction of the facility. Your welcome donation will ensure that your
children, employees, and future generations will have a new library that
not only will be a source of infonnation, but also of pride! Let us add the
name of your business to our Community Partners list. The residents of
Hesperia deserve this libnuy; please
help us make it a reality.
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5 Tips for Getting Your Merchant Account Approved
contmuedfivm page 11

remember the purchase they made from
you and not dispute tl Know v.hat other fuctors could cause you to lose your
account, and plan accordingly.
If you have been denied a merchant account for any reason, don't
give up. The following tips will increase your odds of gammg a merchant account:
Tip #I: Resubmit your application.
Often, busmesses are denied merchant accounts because the bank didn't understand the company's business
plan or the results they ""re trying to
achieve. Write your plan so people
understand who you are and what
you're trying to accomplish. Second,
realize that a bank takes your application word for word. So when you put
on an application that you sell printing, for example, the bank understands exactly what printing means.
But when you say, 'Tm an investor in
a third party real estate development
business," the banks don't understand
what you mean, so they autonUltical-

ly shoot you down. If you are specific in your intentions. you are more
likely to be approved.
Also, be sure your mfonnation is
accurate on your account application.
If you get reJected the first time and
re-file an application with different,
false infommtton, you can be cited for
incompliance. Don't try to apply under someone else's name either. You
risk the credit card companies coming
after you and charging you hefty
fines. Busmesses need to be crystal
clear in their ideas and goals before
submttting a proposal to a bank. Once
you petfect your applicatton, resubmit
it and see what happens.
Tip #2: Schedule an appointment
with a bank executive.
Find out who is in charge of rendering decisiOns on merchant accounts and make an appointtnent to
meet with him or her. Bring to the
meeting any client testimonials, products, service literature, video cJips,
etc., which would prove to the bank
that you are indeed a Iegrtimate and

successful business.
Sometimes when bank executives
actually see your products or literature, they can better understand your
business. Realize that it can be difficult for an outsider to understand your
company and vision as well as you do.
Having concrete examples makes it
easier. If the bank understands your
product and mission, it is more likely
to grant you a merchant account.
Tip #3: Shop around.
Different banks cater to different
DUlfkets. Shop around for a bank that
specializes in your type of business.
For example, an adult business y,uuldn't go to a standard domestic bank to
ask for an account, because that bank
y,uuld say no. But if you were an adult
business selling actual, tangible goods,
then you could find some domestic
liberal banks that would be open to
granting an account. Before you submit your application, ask the bank's
representative who its typical business
clientele is. That will help you determine if your business is one they
would approve.
Tip #4: Consider offshore banks.
Of!Sbore merchant rates are a little
costlier, but you will also ftnd more hberal banks that are willing to take on
more risk. For example, if you were
selling a membership program that
charges a yearly fee, an offshore bank
y,uuld be more open to that than a domestic bank that doesn't want to go 12
months between payment times.
The drawback is that you may fmd
it difficult to deal with an offshore bank
by yourself. If thts ts the case, work
with an independent sales representative for VISa!Mastet01rd to smooth the
way. Not only can thts representative
assist you with opening up a merchant
account in a foreign country, but he or
she can also steer you in the tight direction, help you get incorporated, and
set you up with a director who is a professional in that market and country.
The independent sales representative

can also teach you how to sell your
idea to a bank and hmtt risk. If you
choose to go thts route and need help
fmding an independent sales represen.
tative, go to a maJor search engine on
the Internet and type m "high risk mer_
chants" for some options.
Tip #5: Investigate third party
processing.
If you've exhausted all other options, check into third party process.
ing. While more expensive for merchants than a traditional bank, it is a
valid option. With a third party service like Paycom or Paypal, you use the
thtrd party's merchant number, called
a TID (tem1inal ID number), to
process transactions. The thtrd party
processor takes a percentage of your
sale before releasing the money to
you.
Charge Forward.
Be persistent in your quest to
open a merchant account, as it is a key
factor for your business's success.
When you bave a merchant account,
you will have peace of mind knowing
that you won't need to turn away customers simply because they can't pay
with cash or checks. With a clear vision of your company, detennination,
and creativity, you are well on your
way to gaining a merchant account,
which will greatly mcrease your company's profits.
Tiffany Segura. is an expert entrepreneur and founder ofAmerican li!riflcation Processing Solutions. AVPS is
a company dedicated to !telpmg businesses and entrepreneurs establish
credit, merchant account.<, credit card
processing services and other banking
ventures. Segura is an expert in helping to build credit, establishing credit
card accou/1/s and providing processing solutions for small and large com-

panies. For more information on Segura and AVPS service<. please visit:

www.al-ps.com.
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Seven ways to grow your business through referrals
h1· Karim Jamie
The castcst way to earn busmcss
comes from customers, clients, and
prospect,; that already know and trust
you. Grow your busmcss With areferral engine that wtll help you carefully culttvatc and nurture your referral sources.

Going deeper or wider with
clients you already have
The first place to start is wllh
your current customers. Studies show
that the opponunity cost of addmg or
replacmg a current client is six times
what tt would cost to keep an existmg
customer. A client or customer that already trust,; you and is happy wtth
your \.Vork is a great source to tap for
more business.
Do not expect customers to
know or understand all the solutions
you can provide. Feed them a steady
dtet of information about the types of
products and scrvtces you can offer.
Do not hesitate to share your successes wtth them.
When mteractmg wtth a client
face to face. or on the phone, be
friendly. People enJOY doing business
with those they feel comfortable wtth.
You will be amazed at what you can
learn about the ISsues affectmg your
customers just by listening. Use thts
knowledge to cater to your customers'
needs and desires, thereby making for
a more satisfied and happy clientele.
Create referral partnerships
Ask yourself this question:
Who do I know that already has
the kind of customers that I enJOY
working with and does not compete
with me on the basis of what they provide those clients?
Look for businesses that serve the
same clientele you do, but make sure
they do not compete with you directly by offering the same product or
service. You can create mutually beneficial relationships by sharing leads,
producing value added and cross-marketing workshops or semmars.
Once you have these relationshtps
in place take steps to ensure that your
referral engine has plenty of fuel.

Seven powerful "ays to keep the
referral engine running

I. Ask for feedback
Once a year survey your clients and
ask them to provtdc feedback.

telephone appomtmcnt. "I wanted
to call and connect you, wllh Bob.
We have worked together " Then,
I arrange a meetmg over breakfast
or lunch. Referrals made m person,
dunng a conversatton open doors

almost magtcally.

What benefits dtd you get from
working with us?

4. Create customized referral
tools
Include in your invoice a stuffcr

How can we better serve you?

saying, "We grow our business on

What other sernccs would be
benefictal to you·>
Who do you kno" that nught
benefit m the same way'>
Can we use your name to contact
them as a referral from you?
2. Stay in touch
Several clients find that an EMatl newsletter is a great way to show
a client a fuller spectrum of thetr
products or services.
One assoctate who markets telephone wire and cable installations
sends out a newsletter that includes
ups on telephone techmques. In every
issue he asks: '·Do you know someone
else that ts m the mtdst of a move who
could use my advice?" The few hours
a month of work he puts mto his
newsletter yields a steady trickle of
add-on work and referrals.
3. Make it easy to refer you
Go with simple, elegant ways to
pass names along. If you and your referral partner both use Microsoft Outlook learn how to send v-cards by email. A v-card IS a contact record.
When received, your referral partner
need only drag it to his or her contact
folder and categorize it as a referral. It
is neat, clean and instant. If you use a
Palm Pilot or other PDA, you can
make infrared transfers of a smgle
contact, or many at a time, at the
touch of the screen.
I always ask my clients and
prospects if they know a particular
person or industry to who he/she
would like an mtroduction or referral. Then I arrange an immedtate
conference call with the two parties.
If the referral is busy, I set up a

happy customers like you. Do you
know someone we can make JUSt as

happy?" Create handy mfom1atton
sheets for customers and chents that
detatl what type of clients you arc
lookmg for. Be spectfic. Go beyond
the Simple busmcss card calendar.
5. Ask for testimonial letters
Follow a successful project wtth a
call to ask your cltent for feedback
Ltsten carefully to the postttve terms
they use. Probe a ltnle, gently fishmg
for a particular type of feedback. Once
you get it use these words, "I am so
pleased we have made you happy.
Would you mind if I mcluded your
comments m the form of a testimonial letter? I will send you a draft for
your approval and/or amendments.
Then you may copy it onto your letterhead. Is that OK?" Almost everyone says "yes," and rarely do they
change a word. It's fast, easy and it requires almost no follow-up.
6. Say "Thank you"
If you want to make a powerful
unpress10n, send a referral gift, before
the referral turns into business. The referrer will never forget it and wtll be
eager to pass along new referrals.
Some people create simple ways to
pay "commissions" for referrals. If
they do not wish to receive a gift or
referral fee, a creative way to pay
"commissions" for a referral ts to fmd
out what that person's favorite charity
is, and offer to give a percentage of
the first piece of business which results from the referral, to that charity.
An added benefit IS that charitable
giVtng is tax-free.
7. Free client ap preciation seminars or dinners
Run a seminar on a hot toptc and

10\'lte your clicnb to bring along thcJT
chcnts or prosJX."Cf.s. Remember. these
must be well-thought out and wellplanned affairs. You can also invite a
client or group of client-; to a fine
restaurant to share a meal or a special
event like the theater or sporting event,
as a way of showing your appreciation.
In addttion to your exiStmg client,;
do not forget about your previous
chcnts. Your prevtous client'\ arc a
substantial resource 10 buildmg your

cltentele and referral engme. Treat
thc"n the same way you would treat an
cxtstmg client.

A real estate broker once sold me
a building and never contacted me after the sale. Another real estate broker that I had never worked wtth communicated with me on a regular basts,
sendmg mfom1ation about the servtces he provided, as well as information
about the real estate market in the
area. When it carne time to sell my
buildmg who do you think I gave the
listing to? I gave the listmg to the broker who had been m contact wtth me.
The btggcst1111stake of the ftrst broker
was that he did not keep m touch and
follow-up wtth me. Do not make the
same mistake of dtsregardtng your
previous customer.
Start plarming your referral strategy by implementing one or more of
these marketing tools. If you are unsure where to begin, ask someone
who understands your busmess model and mdustry, or call us, and take advantage of the extraordinary po'-'-er of
referral-based marketing.
For more than 35 years, Karim Jaude
has been a business and real estate
consultant/coach to business and
property owners, as well as profes-

sionals. Over the years, Karim has
helped hundreds of clients develop
their skills, gmw their business and
achieve peak peiformance while ha•·ingjim in the process. He coaches by
phone and in person and can be
reached ar (310) 471-4185, e-mail
coacbu@busines<eoachl com Web
site: www.businesscoachl com. Toreceive a free Smart CoachingTM
Nev.•s/euer. send an e-mail to
coachu@ businesscoach /.com .
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The complete Wmter 2004 Survey
of Middle-Market Busmess Leaders,
with a special emphasis on how companies arc preparing for growth, is now
available. Vtsit Grnnt Thornton's Web site
at www.gnmtthomton.comiblcsurvey.

U.S. Business Leaders Optimistic ...
continued from page 11

ny's brand promise and value
proposition, only 29 percent feel
therr employees do grasp the:;e areas to a great extent

ers feel it is very important for employees to understand the compa-

Wirthlin Worldmde, an independent
marlcet resewr:h finn. conducts the biannual Grant 711omton S~· ofMiddleMarket Bus mess Leaders among more
than 3()() eteculil'es.

bUSinessErournEal2
Need Office Furniture?

BOOK OF
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LISTS
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Get a jump on your competition by securing your space
in Inland Empire's premier reference tool todav.
Sponsorship Packages ... $5,650
Full Page ... $3,050
Half Page ... $2,250
For details, contact your account manager at

MODULAR SYSTEMS
Page 9

(909) 989-4 733
Independent Banks

, ""t"""" '"''" ''""' -

Htm/i.,•(/ br ]tJ/a{ hH'I\

Bank r-:ame
Addnss
City, State, Zip

12.

1st CH~teaaial Bank•
218 E. Sur.te St
Red!ao<b. CA 92373

Palm De:sc:rt NationaJ Bank•
13. 73-745 El Pa.seo

Total Asse-ts ($Millions)
% Cbange
(12 months)

Return on A''erage
Equity (R.Q.E.)

(1\

oJ /mu ]fJIH

Core Capital
As a % or Assds

N.P. Loans & DebL
Sees. as a%
ot Core Capital &

Income lkJore
Extraordinary
Hems ($000)

234
16

10.02

10.7

1,168

215
15

17.14

6.30

1,188

Kevin McGuire
Cha:annaniCEO
(760) 340-1145/341-8050

189
21

11.83

8.70

2.046

Adriana Boeka
President/CEO
(909) 982-8365

9.65

12.80

661

Fred Jensen
President/CEO
!909) 983-4600/391-1168

Palm Desert, CA 92260

Sua Country Bank•
14.

13792 Bear VaJiey Rd
Victorville, CA 9239:!:

Top LocaJ Executive
Title
P bone!Fax
Timo thy P. WaJbrid ge
PresidenlfCEO
(888) 673-3236/(909) 798-1872
www.redcen1.com

IS.

Network Bank USA •
845 N. Euclid Ave.
Ontario, CA 91762

!57
113

16.

Caayoa ~ational Bank•
171 I E. Palm Canyon Dr
Palm Spnngs, CA 92264

!52
21

16.02

7.?t7

17

Pacific Wt"Siem Bank
74750 Hwy_ Ill
ln<lian Wells, CA 92210

1]9
0

18.12

7.30

First Mountain Bank•
40865 Big Bear Blvd.

107
13

10.33

9.06

9.48

8.55

24.20

9.33

964

Candace Hunter Wlesl
President/CEO
(909) 788-2265n88-9683

6.31

137

James S. Coopt"r
Pres•dent!CEO
(909) 481-8706/481-8713

18.

869

20

963

William T. Powers
President/CEO
(760) 836-0870/836-0878

504

Da\-e Per ry
Prr:sidcnt/CEO
(909) 866-586!/866-2462

Big Bear Lake, CA 923J5

.,.

VaJJey Bank•
24010 Sunnymead Blvd
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

85

..,._.EmpinNadoolollluk

82

211. 3727 ArlingtOn A-ve ., Ste. 202A

17

321

Riverside, CA 92506
21 .

...... C..........tylluk
730 N. Archibald A'le.
Ontario. CA 9 1764

66
21

6.54

~~14345 PipeliaeA,..

62
82

9.69

Stephen Hoffmann
President/CEO
1760J ?t25-44421325-113M
W'ol.w.canyonnational.oom

Gene Wood
President/CEO
(909)242-19591242·1903
gencwood@va11eybank.com

Dann H. Bowman
President/CEO
(909) 393-888()1590-1609
chinocommercialbank@cs.com
NIA=Not Applicabl~ WND=~Ould Nor Dudes~ na=Nor Aw1ilobl~. •Starlsticol dota prrr.·llkd by Shesluuw/flnformoJion &~'Viet's, Inc. (fUN 2003.) All other lnformc.tlon pro~·ilhd by componus listed. W~ Mli~~ the tnformatlcn ro be occrualt' and " litJbk btu b«ou.re of the possibiliTy of human or f'IIL!chonicol t'Trot; irs accurocy and cOIFipktmus a" not guaran~ud tU ofprtss tinw. Plt'au smd comcrwns or additions on company l~tttrhtad
tc: Tht Inland Empfrt BIUIMSs JOflmOJ. P O. Bcx 1979, Rancho Cucamonga. CA 9/729- / 979_ Rt'starcNd ITy Sondra 0 /l't'ra. Ccpynghl /EBJ. T1us list apptartd Ul W FtbrwJry 2004 istut oftN fnlnnd Emptrt Busi11us Joumnl.

Z2.

10.49

244

Cbioo. CA 91710

IIH Boot-. of I i'h a\,lil.il>k on Uisl-.. (all 'IUlJ-'IXlJ--PJJ

01

Uo\\nload 'o" from """-lopList.com
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Chick-fil-A Spreads Its Wings and Flies to
Southern California
Th1rty-five consecuti,·c years of
annual sales increases 1s a record 111
any busmcss
111 the "fast-food'' mdustry, it IS even more remarkable. Remarkable " an apl descnpuon of
Chick-fil-A, Inc., a busmcss founded
111 the deep South that " based on
ab1dmg fa1th and unparnlleled dedJcatJOn to youth and community scn-1ce.
It was cSiabhshed m 1946 as The
Dwarf Grill m Hapeville, Ga .. Just a tad
south of Atlanta in a tiny space that accommodated only e1ght s10ols and four
tables. h '"lS later renamed TI1e Dwarf
House. The unusual name ongmated
not only because the restaurant was so
small. but also to honor a community
of dv..nrfs that hved nearby. h was the
tune of the success of "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs" as well, explamed S. Tmetl Cathy, who started the
business w1th his brother. Ben
The restaurant prospered and m
1967, Cathy founded and opened the

first Chick-fil-A rcstaunmt 111 Atlanta's
Grccnbnar Shoppmg Center Today.
ChiCk-fil-A IS the second-largest quicksen- icc chicken restaurant cham m the
nation, based on annual sales. Currently, there are more !han 1,100 m 37
states and Washmgton_ D.C. (as of Febmary 2003 ). The company IS now expandmg its presence in the Sou1hwest
and in Califonua, where only four mall
stores are opemtmg. Until now. that IS.
The first two new outlets arc JUSt
openmg m Chmo Hills and Jrvme and
plans arc to grow to 50-75 res1aurant.s
m the state in a five-year period.
The restaurant offers a hlgh-<juality, fla,·orful 1-anety of extremely fresh
food that docsn 't resemble the nonnal
concep1 of"fast food·' at all. And this
is vitally important to S. Tn1ctt Cathy,
founder and chrum1an and his son, Dan
T Cathy, president and CEO. A !rue
behc\er in Southern hosp1tahty, Cathy
beheves that, "The handshake of the

The IU!ll']i-ee-standtng Chick,{ii-A
hosl affeet.s the taste of the roast."
Their approach IS largely dnven
by personal satisfaction and a sense of
obhgation to the commumty and its
young people. The elder Cathy's WmShapc Centre(r) Foundation, begun m
1984, grew from his desire to "shape

111

Cluno Hills

wmners' by helpmg young people
succeed through scholarshipS and other youth support programs.
His WmShape Homes(r) program
a long-term care program for foscontinued on page 23

Vietnam Veteran Day
4th Annual War Dog
Remembrance

California Bank and
Trust Opens New
Regional Office

The War Dog Memonal located
at the March Field Air Museum was
first ded1cated in February 2000.
"These dogs deserve more and ha,·c
the nght to be honored" sa1d Jeff Bennett. prcs1dcnt of the War Dog Memonat. The War Dog MemonalJS a tnbute to all dog and handler teams that
scr.·ed our country so proudly. The
Remembrance is scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 15, from II a.m. to noon.
and w1ll feature former Victnanl dog
handlers, muSical tributes, honor
guard and much more. Followmg the
ceremony, the kennel master from the
Manne Corp Air Station M1rarnar will
give a demonstration on the fi\e phases of aggressiOn.
The March A1r Field Museum
showcases a \entable pantheon of
Vietnam era a1rcraft: the C-141 "starlifter" and C-123 cargo planes, a B52, two F I05 "thunderchicfs." three
F-4 Phantoms and many others w1ll

Cahforma Bank and Trust has
announced the openmg of a ncv.· regwnal office m the Inland Emp~re.
The new commercial lending office
focus on 1mddle market companies within the Inland Empire market. The new office is conveniently
located at 3602 Inland Emp~re Bh·d.,
SUite C-210 m Ontano, offthe 1-10
Freeway and Haven, just east of the
H1lton Hotel.
RIVerside resident Bruce G.
Wachtel has been named senior vice
president of the new office. He will
oversee day-to-day operations of the
reg1on and will be responsible for establishmg and dcvelopmg the bank's
presence m the Inland Empire.
Wachtel brings to the new office
19 years of expenence in the Western
u. commercial bankmg field. Pnor
to joming California Bank and Tmst,
Wachtel scned as senior vice president
ru1d fC!,~onal manager of City National

be on d1splay. The newly restored
Viemam era helicopters the OH-6
and ··Hucy" UH-1 w11l be on display
m the restoration hangar area.
Weather permitting, !he H-58
chopper and Huey will be perforn1ing
demonstration fights and many of the
Vietnam aircraft w11l be open for the
public's \iewmg pleasure. The mrcraft
are open a few nmes a year, so this is
a special opportunity.
At I p.m .. a Viemam Veteran
Oral History Lecture Panel will do a
presentation m the Museum Theater.
The veterans Will discuss their expenences m Vietnam and w1ll take questions from the aud1ence followmg
their presentations.
The ,\/arch Field ~ir .\luseum is open
dail1jinm 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. It is a 11011pro{it 501 < (3) cotporatioll eswhcontinlted on page 23

'"II

Bank for R"·ers1de and San Bernardino counties, where he supcrv1sed and
rap1dly !lrl"' three unJts and opened the
Ontano Loan Center m 1998.
Before that, Wachtel was senior
\ice president and senior business
bankmg manager of Rl\ erside National Bank m Rivers1de. where he
was a member of the scm or management and ALCO committees and
played a key role in the tum-around
and ult1ma1c sale of this bank.
"Righi noo, the dynrumcs and timmg are nght for California Bank and
Trust to open th1s new reg1onal office
m 0!1tano." stated Scott Monson, executi\e \Ice presidem of the Commercial Bankmg DIVISion for Californm
Bank and Tmst. "The bank has identified the Inland Empire as a h1gh
gro"1h market. reflectmg extreme()
poS!ti1e demographics and grO\>th

continued on page .?3
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Lack of Training Keeps Women From Top Jobs
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Chick-fil-A Spreads Its Wings and
Flies to Southern California

NAFE Announces Top 30 Companies for Executive Women
Lack of targeted training not
lack of ambinon blocks \\Omen's advancement to the htghcst rank;; of corporate Amcnca_ accordmg to the National Assoctation for Female Executi,es (NAFE). which recently announced the "NAFE Top 30 Companies for Executi\c \\'omen." For the
sixth consecuti\ c ) car. A\·on Products
rctgns as the best company for
\\Omen, with exemplary programs
preparing \\Omen for top posttions.
Scholastic. Ltz Clatbome, Wellpomt, Hew len-Packard Channing
Shoppcs. K.rnft Foods, The \,~,· Y01*
nmes Companr. IBM, and Prudential
Financial round out the Top I0 compantes on thiS year's list.
"Only eight women chief executives are running Fonune 500 companies
because most compantes primarily
groom men for the top JObs," states Betty Spence, prestdent of the National Associanon for Female Execun' ""· "Where

the best comparues for women stand out
is their focus on moving women mto the
h!S!orically male province of profit-andloss (P&L) responsibility," she says.
Among this year's wmners,
NAFE found outstandmg manufacturing, publishmg, high tech, and consumer product~ compantes where
women ha\ c moved into posittons 3!)
chief operntmg officer. managing director. general manager. or presidents
of operations here and abroad.
Women run the show at A\on, Charming Shoppcs. Hewlett-Packard and
Xerox. At Liz Clatbome and Scholasnc, women dommate the ranks up and
down. except for the top spot.
·'Most companies have not dispelled myths about women's commitment, about their risk quotient. willmgness to relocate, and abihty to
manage men or run a manufacturing
operation," says Spence, ..so women
do not get offered the opportunittes

KCAA1050AM
NBC NEWS RADIO

Inland Empire
Balanced Talk Radio!

Don lmus
Start your morning with /MUS in the Morning
Weekdays 6 - 9 AM

- ....

G. Gordon Liddy '"The G-Man ""
Weekdays 1 • 2 PM

Rev. Barry Lynn
"A Tireless Campaigner"
Weekdays 2 - 3 PM

1-tbmen also have to catch up to
men in compensation· Among the

150 top earner slots m the NAFE Top
30, only 17 percent are women, with
Liz Claiborne and Scholasttc boasnng
a maJority. However. 70 percent of
compames on the ltst have three or
more female board dtrcctors
and
#I company, Avon, has a maJonty.
Methodologr: To be named to
the NAFE Top 30 Companies for Executive Women, companies with a
mintmum oft\\'0 women on the board
complete a comprchenstvc apphcation
that focuses on the number of women
in senior ranks (compared to men and
to the company population), includmg
questions about the programs and
policies which support women's advancement.
T h e 2004 "'ltAFE Top 30
Co mpanies
for
Exec utive
Wo men" (listed alphabetically):

S. Earl Statler
"Statler At-Large"
Weekdays 5 PM i'!'l!~!wt:·.

that lead to the comer office Companies that 'get it' hold managers accountable for moving women into
P&L JObs. They should make any
woman's short list of places to work.''
Therefore, m selecting tl1e Top 30
this year, NAFE focused on the nwnber of women in the management
ptpelmc, as well as those already holding semor posttions. It also looked for
programs and policies that ensure
trammg and JOb rotation and enforce
accountability for \\Omen's success.
Even among the Top 30, NAFE found
only a handful with fom1al rotation
geared to women. v.:~thout which
women will not catch up.
NAFE finds that compamcs
rarely track gender stattsl!cs for P&L
positions and anuctpates that breaking
out these numbers will place the issue
on the table.

Chuck Harder
"For the People"
Weekdays 3 - 4 PM

Lacey Kendall -Ray Peyton
Local News Up-Dates
Weekdays 8 AM- Noon - 5 PM

KCAA 1050 AM Talk Radio
Local News & Entertainment
.the station that leaves no listener behind!
909-798-9000- i nfo@KCAARADIO.COM

Aetna, Hanford, CT
Avon Products, New York, NY
Bristol-Myers Squtbb Company,
New York, NY
Channing Shoppcs, Bensalem. PA
Compuware, Fannmgton Htlls, Ml
DuPonl Wt~nmgton, DE
Fannte Mac, Washington OC

Federated Department Stores
Cincinnati, OH
'

Saturdays & Sundays 6 AM &1 PM

FleetBoston Financtal, Bos1on, MA
Kraft Foods. Northfield, IL
Gannet1 Co. Inc, Mclean, VA
General Mills, Mmneapohs, MN
Hew len-Packard, Palo Alto. CA
IBM Corpomt10n, Armonk, NY

Lrz Claiborne. Inc., Nonh &"1,'C11, NJ
Marriott lntemattonal. Inc., Washmgton, DC
Merck & Co .. Inc., Whuehouse
Station. NJ
Nordstrom, Seattle, WA
New York Times Company, New
York, NY
Office Depot, Delray Beach, FL
PepsiCo. Purchase, NY
Phoemx Comparues, Hanford, CT
Princtpal Financial Group, Des
Momes,IA
Procter & Gamble, Cmcmnan, OH

Prudential Fmanciallnc, Newark, NJ
Scholastic, New York, NY
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Hollrnan
Estates, lL
Tatge! Corporation, Mmncapol"'- MN
WeJIPomt Health Networks Inc.,
Thousand Oaks, CA
Xerox Corporation, Stamford, CT
The National Assoctatton for Female Executives (NAFE). founded m
1972, is the largest women's profesSional and busmess association m the
country. It publishes .VA FE Magaoine,
a bi-monthly pubheatlOn dtStnbuted to
65,000 members. NAFE began conductmg the Top 30 Companies for Executive Women in 2002, picking up
the work of Working l#mtan magazme. NAFE ts part of Working Mother Media, which also operates l~ork
mg Mother magazmc, the annual I00
Best Worklife Conference, and recently launched the new imtiauve
the Best Companies for Women of
Color For more mformat10n, please
go to NAFEnewsNY(ttwtfforum.com.

continuedfrom page 21

ter children
13 foster care homes
in Georgia. Alabama, Tennessee and
Brazil, are operated by Cathy and the
foundation.
Son, Dan T. Cathy, began hts career at Chick-fil-A at the age of nme,
smgmg songs for customers and domg
radio commercials at the ongmal
Dwarf House. As dedicated to Chickfil-A and communtty semce as IS hiS
father, he is a member of severn! college and business boards, trumpet play-

er m the New Hope Baptist Church
Band and the recipient of the Buckhead Rotary Humamtarian Award m
2002. He holds a bachelor of science
degree in business administration from
Georg;a Southern University, and completed the owner. management course
at Han'atd Business School. His personal passiOn JS to contmuously Improve personally, professionally and
mustcally- m any endeavor.
His brother. Don, is senior v1ce
prestdent of Chick-fil-A, Inc. and president of The Dwarf House Dtvtsion.

l OGICIIIIC JGIR
!GM!TIIIIIIC TG DG?
!TATtriR'! CGT Till
AIII!W!IR!
Civic Events
Family Outings
Movie Previews
Theatre Scene
Travel Tips
Kids Korner
Anthony & Lyon's
Restaurant Review

KCAA ...the station
that leaves no
listener behind.

~<f~[&~~-~

~~ Ta~~c~~s~OE~t?rt~n~
NB<I<EWS RADIO

All of Chick-fil-A's restaurants
operate wtth a "closed-on-Sunday"
policy ... wtthout exception.

Statler's Best Bets 909-885-3290

Career opportunities are availahle.
Visit w.,t-...,'-·.chick-fil-a.com.

Are You Really Listening to Your Customers?
continuedfrom page 16

mdustry thmks 11 is. Truly superior
customer care is whatever your customers think it is.

(Adapted from "Killer Customer
Care," Entrepreneur Press, 2003)
George Colombo has been named one
of the "1 0 Most Influential People in

the History of the CRM Industry." He
has been a thought-leader in the fields
of sales, marketing, and technology
for almost 15 years. His newest book
is "Killer Customer Care: How to

Provide Five Star Customer Service
That Will Double and Tnple Your
Profits," (Entrepreneur Press, 2003).
He can be reached at (321) 276-4893
or WWl1-'.killercustomercare.com.

Vietnam Veteran Day 4th Annual War Dog Remembrance
continued from page 21
fished in 1979. The museum houses
more than 2,000 military and aviation
artifacts and houses a theater in

which visitors may vif!l.t.•jilms about
the history of March Field and US.
Military aviation. Admission for the
museum is $5 for adults and $3 for
children. Group tours are available as

well as facility rental for after-hours
events. One of two nationally acclaimed War Dog Memorials is featured in the Memorial Courtyard. 71te
March Field Air Museum tS located

adjacent to March Air Reserve Base
on 1-215 at the filn Buren Boulevard
exit. For more it!formation, please call
David Flowers at 909-697-6606.

California Bank and Trust Opens New Regional Office
continued from page 21

trends m the region," he contmued.
California Bank and Trust, a subsidiary of Zions Bancorporation

(Nasdaq:Z!ON), is one of the largest
banks based in the state of California,
with nearly 59 billion in assets and
more than 90 branch offices. ~Hth local management and decision-making
and an emphasis on relatwnship

banking, California Bank and Tmst
provtdes products. resources and financing solutions for businesses and
ind"iduals, including wealth management. Internet banking, commercial and small business lendmg. cash

management and international banking Visit California Bank and Trust:,
Jleb site at v.'l<w.ca/banktniSI.com
The new commercial/ending center
can be reached at (909) 581-3760.
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Architectural/Engineering Firms
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Fim

I.E. Offices

.\ddrtS.\
Cit), Stitt. Zip

Htadqtrs.

Co. Wide

Tht Krith Companies
22690Ca..·fus A\e._ Ste. ~
\1oreno Valle)', CA 925~3

16.000.000
90,000,000
(2003)

..............._...

2.

Albert A. Webb Assodates
3788 \1e Cray St
R.Nerside. CA 9251Xt

J.

TMAD, loc.
500 Ea>t E. SL
OnWIO, CA 91764

13.000,000
26,<XXJ.OCX>

4.

AEI-CASC Eng;...nng
937 s v~ r..u,o;oo
ColtOIL CA 92J24

11,900,000
16..100.000
11003)

IDICGROCP

12..000.(X)()
46.000.000

7.

WLC Archittru, loc.
10470 Foothill Bhd., Tower Ste
R""'ho Cuc.monga. CA 91710
Dl'id EfMS ud AJsodatts. l~t.
800. · Haven Ave. Slt. J00
OnW», CA 91764

11.000.000
20,(XX).OOO
9.600.000
92.600.000
(2003)

17.800,000
100.200.CXX>
(2003)

9.

Aosodaltd~loc.

6. 700.000
N/A

1JII E. Shelbv SL
Onwio. CA 9'1764

R.\IA Group, loc.
10. 10851 Ed!SooCt
Rllncho Cucamong~ CA 91710

6.150,000
6J50,000

P&DC_,.
11. 999 Tnwn .t Country Rd, 4th Floor
Orange. CA 9U68

6.000.000
26.000.000

--

6.000.000
26.000,000

...

"'"-'D

~8/..ootiEwc.
Pbone

E-\fail Addm;s

Ttm Kihm
~len~enfestey
V.P_ ClientServict);
1909) 653-5308
(909) 65.1-0L\4
lim.kihm@keJthco.com
Stele Webb
\falthew F_ Webb
D1r of BustneM I:>e\
Pre~uient
1909) 788-1256
(909) 686-1070
II\Ilt'4rllb(h~

Consulling,
Butlding Engineers

Healthcare
Educalion
Go\ernment

Mona Shah
Orr. of Markeung
(909) 984-{,089

Cml Enginecnng.
Land Surveying.
Plannmg

Pubhc Agencie.s.

Kara HoUOwt}

8
Colton
2
8
Onuno

Architeetun:,
Planrung.

lnterior~ign.

Education
Healthcare
Government

t

Ma.s.terPiannin~.

3
R. Cucamonga
I
17
Ponland. OR

An:hnectural Oes1gn.
Consuuctwn Admirustnlion
Civil Engineenng,
Land Surveymg.
Lanili.l:ape An:hita:ture

Educational
Ci'fiC
Prwate
Land DeveiOJMllent,

3
12
lrvme

Planrung.
Design,
Con'\truction

I

Construction Mngmt

~/A

Ontano

IJtility~~~~n~nC~nauon

2
2
Rancho Cucamonga

Geotechmcal Eng~~ng,
MatenalsTesung.
Construcuon Inspection

I

6

Environmental,
Civil and Suuctural Rngwc:enng
Bwldmg .00 Safecy

I
I

Archltecture.

R.Cucamonga

lntenors

I

5
Ontano
_1

I

9

Plan":mg,

J.:r~r=::s
Public

Entme~.

ResJdenoaJ

Commc~~~j g:eJ~ment
0

Governments
Archltects
CommeTttal/Residential

Res1denual. Highway
Construction
School Conseruct:EOn
Commercial Buildings
Local, State
Real Eswe
Pubhc Agenctes,
Res. Bui.ldmg lndusuy,
Commcmal De,•elopment

8JOO.OOO
8,100.000
(2003)

I
I
Rancho Mirage

-~be.

6.000.000
55.000.000

I
16
Albuquerque, NM

Greg R.Shah
CEO/Chainnan
(909\ 981>4560
g~@tma&engmeas.com

~'f.:'f-0101

Chris Cummiru.
President
(909) 781-0\01

Lynne Cooper

James L. Gilliam. AlA

mfurlong@aci<~

Dir. of Busmes:. Dev

(9091948-1269
kooper~hmegroup.com

LarTJWollT
Chltnnan of the Board
(909) 980-9980
Maria Marzoekl
Sentor Associate
!909)481-5757
mlmfideaine.eom
Sherrie Gundlach
Busmess De\-·elopment
(909)581-0192
Kay Toliver

Bus. [)ev_ A~ate
19091941-0891
byt@assoc.eng.com
Ed Lyon

(714) 285-0!02

S>~=:tin

J<mKhlley
President
(714)835-4447

Ptter J. Pttassi, AlA

PeterJ.Pit.assi,AlA

~)'~5814

~)i~~0-1161

pjpaia@m.Jndspring.com

Pubhc Agencies

Ronald EspaliD
Sr. Vice Prestdent
(909) 888-5107
respalinfiwilldan.eom

Civt.l Engineering,

Pub~~if~~;~ies,

Jack Fox

Planrung~

Land Sun·eymg

Institutions

~g.

Tfln.';portallon,
Devel~rs.

LarrvWolrr
Chaiiman of the Board
(909) 987-0909
Cliff Simental
Senior Vke Presuknt
!909)481·5750
cas@deairu:.com
Ron Craig
Vice Prestdent
1909) 581-0196
ronc@rbf.com
April Monis
Presid<n!ICEO
1909!980-t982

Duane L}On
CEO
(909) 989-1751

(909) 9894287
edlyon@rmagrp.com

Robert S. Smith
President
(760) 120-9811

Dir.ofMarketing
(760)320-9811

mfo@msacoo~ulungmc.com

IS.

~ ~3At.;~e300

(2003)

7,400,000
17"100,000
120031

Hall & Fonnu.n. bae.

16. 9l30Anabetm Place. Ste. 120
Rancho Cucaroon~a, CA 91730

An:httedure.
Land Surveying

1
5

Civtl Engineering

Irvine

Land Planrung

Survey-in~

Industrial

Residential,
Commercia.l/Retail
lndutrial

C1\il Engmtering.
SID"\·eymg. Planning

lndustnal/Commercial.
lnsuruuona1.
\fming

Civil Engineenng,

Land Development,

KCT eo-tlub, be.
17. 4:1<14 Ladum S1 . S... 200
RJvmide. CA 92501

1,500.000
1,500.000

~~~ring

5.000.000
5.000.000
r2003J

I
Sau Bemardmo

t!JPr~~g

\\~~~~~=~g

~ R-.tao! So. Cal., IlK-

'.000.000
6,000,000

2

C1\'ll~inemng
Munic1 Service\
Water 'astcwater

Go\'emment D•stncb
Pnvm WaterResourtes

(2003)

DIU Brtwsttr
Dtreetor-BusinCM Devel
1909)806-l1099

Y.tette Brtwer

~)~~~:/er

kctUlCftkctconsullant~

18.

19.

s., Benwilino, CA 9241 0-180 I
IIIJIIIIOn'<DI<Ctt
San Benwdino, CA 92408
Warotr~ring

S~<

Ontano. CA 91761

J

Hcmec
1.000.000
3.000.000
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Fund Scrutiny Forcing Review of Investment Strategy
by J .\lie/we/ Fay, CFP"'
There arc events m life that cause
of one's deciSIOns, and the current mvestmcnt mdustry scandals IS
certainly one of them f-Irst, let's review the issues briefly·
rene,~,-·

I. Certam major brokerage houses
fined for analyst malfeasance.
2.

Certain mutual fund compames
investigated for market-timmg
practtces that hurt some of the
long-term buy-and-hold mvestors.

3.

Mutual fund compantes mvesttgated for marketmg practtces,
whtch are bemg funded by but
not fully dtsclosed to mvestors.
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4.

fund compames are closmg the door
on market timers by addmg an extt
fee for funds held less than a month
or so, and one prominent company
has lowered its management fees to
the industry average.
In addition to the types of questions. I encouraged readers to ask
their ad\·isors m the December issue, copies of which are avatlable
through the Inland Empire Business
Journal, there is more to be aware
of which I wtll cover m thts article.
Usmg those pomts as a base of
inqutry, what else is avatlable?
Here are just a few:
Exchange traded jimds These
are baskets of unmanaged assets that have been created to
permit mvestors to have the
benefits of one of the mdustry's
most dynamtc and fastest-growtog new mvestment vehicles as
part of an asset allocatiOn strategy. They have relattvely low
expenses, can be diversified mdex portfohos, and can provide
effective tax management

Mutual fund compantes mvestigated for their fatlure to dtsclose
tradmg costs.

Given these current tssues, the
media m1ght have the investmg public believmg the entire industry is at
risk of malfeasance, but that is not
the case. The service the media does
perfonn, however, is to raise our
awareness of what kinds of disclosure we need to be aware of in order
to make mtelligent dectsions about
our investments.
One m1ght wonder what legitimate reason there could be for the
lack of transparency in the mvestment
industry. Warren Buffet presented a
good case for not wanting to disclose
his current holdings for fear of others
copying his acquisition strategy, thus
causing both front running and/or
causing his acquisition costs to increase. In addition, full disclosure of
current positions could present arbitrage opportunities for the sophisticated day trader, thus hurring the
overall performance of Mr. Buffet's
holdi ngs. Similar concern is shared
by many mutual fund managers.
There may be other good reasons, but by and large, full transparency of expenses and marketing
practices would be good for all concerned. Investors would be more
knowledgeable, and the industry
would regain the long-held confidence non-mstitutional investors have
had m the mutual fund and brokerage
industry. E'en now. many mutual

2. Privately managed accounts -

3.

Unlike mutual funds, however,
separately managed funds are transparent. The investor knows what 1s m
the account at any g1ven time and
what the costs and fees are. Those
institutions that provide on-line support especially factlitate thts real
ume information.
One caveat about the use of a
firm to privately manage the account
is to make sure a separate custodian
is involved in the reportmg. and that
you get a minimum of monthly reportmg from the custodtan wllh the
trade activities and fees.
In addttion to knowing the options to public mutual funds, or undiverstfied stock portfohos, the most
important step m self-analysts of one's
invesm1ent objectives is to have a clear
handle on your tolerance to the normal market risks; have a time line in
whtch to accomplish your goals, and
have a cnteria for whom you would
have as a trusted advtsor.

Having said all thts. the world is
and always will be nfe wtth risks of
all kinds. be they economic and'or
poltncal. ben the perception of risk
causes volattlity in the market place.
causing nuctuations in the level of
nsks that gets pnced mto any portfolio. In my mind, tt IS better to have a
competent mvcstment team to manage those risks, so that we can get on
wtth the datly grind.
In next month's issue I plan to
rev1evv a new book soon to be available, "The Art of Investing and Portfolto Management."
The Claremont Financial Group Inc
is located at 464 N Indian Hill Blt·d
m Claremont. tfichae/ Fay may be
reached by calling 909-624-9200.
Fay teaches free im•estment courses
through the Claremont Adult School.
For more mfomration. please call the
above number.

These are asset class spectfic
pools of stocks or bonds portfolios developed by instituttons that cater to the wealthy,
and can be available to investors with assets as little as

PART ADAPTATION
PART EVOLUTION

$100,000.

AND PART

Investors can be assured of other types of asset allocation
portfolios
Such as style specific mandates, tax managed
strategies, and even multi-manager asset allocation portfoltos.
One of the advantages of such
products ts that institutional
managers typtcally enjoy lower
volatility, lower costs, and some
tactical maneuverability to meet
various market conditions.

Like mutual funds, separately
managed accounts also come in
many different asset classes, such as
fixed income, large and small cap
equtttes, real estate. and international. and styles such as value or
growth, government or corporate,
10"\iestment grade or not.

REVOLUTION
BANKING WITH A WHOLE NEW OUTLOOK

VINEYARD
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Current

Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc

Fleetwood Enterprises Inc
Channell Commercial Corp
Keystone Automotive Industries lnc
Modtech Holdmgs Inc

Close
13.010
II 940
4.799
29.190
9.090

Beg. of
'lontb
11090
10.260
4.170
25.380
8410

Point

%Change

Change
1920
1680
0.629
3.810
0.680

Close
17.3%

Business Bancorp

National RV Holdmgs Inc

8.1%

Current

Compan}

16.4%
15.1%
15.0%

Provident Financtal Hldgs

CVB Financial Corp
Wat~on

Pharmaceuticals Inc

Close
28.600
9.460
35.220
20.010
48.540

Beg. of
Month
30.250
9 950
36.270
19.290
46.000

Point

%Change
Close

Change
-1650
-0.490
-1050
0.720
2.540

-5.5%
-4.9%
-2.9%
3.7%
5.5%

2.10
30.0
6.42
4.799
4.170
15.1
16.15
19.1
21.10
3.7
CVBF
20.010
19.290
3.06
NM
12.36
FLE
11.940
10.260
16.4
23.44
15.28
19.2
5.6
NASDAQ
FOOT
22 930
21 706
13.60
31.90
36.7
NASDAQ
HOTI
31.700
29.450
7.6
15.15
28.1
29.95
NASDAQ
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc (H)
KEYS
29.190
25.380
15.0
9.75
6.55
24.6
Modtech Holdmgs Inc
MODT
8.1
NASDAQ
9 090
8410
12.10
3.75
NM
9.950
Satwnal RV Holdmgs Inc
NVH
-4.9
NYSE
9.460
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc (H)
13.10
4.25
216.8
NASDAQ
PPBI
13.010
11.090
17.3
PFF Bancorp Inc (H)
38.99
21.89
16.4
PFB
38.810
36.280
7.0
NYSE
38.00
27.15
10.5
Prov1dent Financial Hldgs
PROV
35.220
36.270
-2.9
NASDAQ
26.90
26.7
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
WPI
48.540
46.000
5.5
50.12
NYSE
Notes: (H)-Stock hit 52-week high dWlng the month, (L)-Stock hit 52-week low during the month, (S)-Stock spht during the month, NM -Not Meaningful
Channell Commercial Corp
CVB Financial Corp (H)
Fleetwood Enterpnses Inc (H)
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H)
HOT Top1c Inc (I·!)

Duff & Phelps, LLC

Fh e \lost \cth e Stocks

One of the nation's leading mvesnncnt bank.mg and financial advtsory
organizltions. All stock data on tlus page is provided by Duff & Phelp>, LLC fium
sources deemed reliable. No recommendaban 1s mtended or implied. (310) 284-8008.

Stock

:\lonlhl)

Month Volume

Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
HOT Topic Inc.
Keystone Automotive lndustrtes Inc
PFF Bancorp. Inc.

14,638,400
11,008,600
9,833,736
1,258,768
800,500

D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

40,308,245

II
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Dimensional Fund
Advisors Launches
Global Funds for Defmed Contribution Market

0

greater than 70 percent, whtle nearly
30 percent of those in their 20s had no
allocation to equtty," said David
Booth, cofounder and CEO of DimensiOnal Fund Advtsors. "With the
average number of options in large
40l(k) plans mushrooming to over 31,
the excessive choice is paralyzing investors. Most participants are reluctant
investors who have neither the investment sophistication, nor the interest
and time, required to create their own
properly balanced and diversified
portfolio," he noted.
The Global Balanced Funds reflect
an asset allocation based on Dimensional$ research, led by noted academics, Eugene Fama (University of Chicago) and Kenneth French (Tuck School
of Business at Dartmouth College),

Ities."

The 18 Inland Empire agencies
rece1vmg Bank of America grants and
sponsorship support were:

A grant for $200,000 was presented to the Umvcrsity of Caltfornia. Riverside. Th1s was the final in-

.$10,000
................$2,500
.... ......................... $2,500
...... ... SI .OOO
.$2.000
Desert Communities Umted Way, Victorvtlle ....... .
.$25,000
Fairplex Education Foundation, Pomona
SI.OOO
K.Jmberly Crest House and Gardens. Redlands .
$400
Morongo Basin United Way, Yucca Valley
$20.000
Mt. Baldy Ulllled Way, Rancho Cucamonga ............................... .
.S500
Redlands Educational Partncrsh1p Foundation, Red.Jand."i
$500
Redlands Symphony A<soclatlon. Redlands
Spnngboard Non-Profit Consumer Credn Management, Rivers1de .. ..... $10.000
$25,000
The Lrving Desert. Palm Desert.
................ $6.000
Umted Way of the Desert. Palm Spnngs
.. $500
United Way of Mojave Valley, Barstow ···-···
.S3.000
United Way of the East Valley, Redlands .... .
$21.500
United Way of the Inland Valleys, Ri-..erside ... .
.$2.000
Mayor's Multi-Cultural Forum, City of Riverside ........ .
.S5.000
Lorna Linda Umversny Children's Hospital Foundation 2003 Gala
S5.200
Jun1or League of RI\Crside
.... $3.000
California State University, Pomona
..SIO.OOO
Mark Christopher Chanty Golf ClasSic
.$200
Boys & Girls Club of S. W Riverside Co. "Our Kids Rock" event
......... ..$7.500
University of California, Riverside Foundation

Arrowhead Unned Way, San Bemardmo

B1g Brothers. B1g SISters of Inland Empire, Pahn Desert
Central County United Way, San Jacmto.
Corona-Norco Umted Way, Corona

stallment of a five-year, $1 million
grant to establtsh the Bank of America Fund for Improving Educational
Leadership for Publtc Schools in the
Inland Empire.
In addition to the above grants,
the foundation presented a check for
$500,000 to the Amencan Red Cross
Southern Caltfom1a Wildfire Fund, to
provide support m Southern Caltfornla communities 1mpacted by wildfires in late October, mcluding communities in Riverside and San
Bernardino counties.
Other Bank of America foundatiOn and company programs to support local communities include:
'1atching grants program -The
foundanon matches up to $5,000 per
donation made by an associate or recontinued on page 29

1/21/04

Dcclmes

posure to equittes.
The portfolios broad divemficanon comes from an exposure to large
and small strategies, both core and
value, as well as fiXed income, around
the world. Dtmensional 's disciplined
investment process, low costs and systematic rebalancing make these portfolios a responsible choice for fiduciaries of defined contribution plans,
such as 401(k)s and 403(b)s.
..Americans are not saving
enough for retirement. Recent public
reports incticate that more than 25 percent of those over the age of 60 have
total rehrement savings of less than
$10,000. Nor arc they malong proper
investment decisions- more than 23
percent of participants beyond the age
of 60 had an equity allocation of

Bank of America has announced
its list of Inland Empire grant and
sponsorship recipients for the first
nme months of 2003 . A total of
$364,300 m financ1al support was distributed to 25 nonprofit educational
and community groups across Rivcrstde and San Bernardino counties.
"Our long-tenn success depends
on the health and vitality of the communities we serve," said Barbara
Robmson, president, Bank of AmerICa Inland Empire market. "The
commumty nonprofit agenctes supported through foundation grants and
covenng all areas of the Inland Empire help our children succeed m life,
neighborhoods flourish and communities prosper. I'm extremely proud
to work for a company like Bank of
America, where caring for and being
mvolved in the community are prior-

Summa~")

Advances

Citing the lack of appropnate mvestrnent choices for the defined contribution marketplace that may jeopardize the retirement security of millions of Americans, Dimensional
Fund Adv1sors has launched its Global Funds. These funds offer balanced
portfolios to mvestors, reflecting
broad diversification and a defined
level of risk (e.g., conservative, moderate and aggressive). Each of the tree
global funds is composed of more
than a dozen of Dimensional's existing mutual funds. The most conservative option has a 25 percent exposure
to equities, 75 percent to fixed income; the moderate option has a 60
percent exposure to equities, 40 percent to ftxed income, and the most aggresstve option has a I 00 percent ex-

FINANCE

Bank of America Grants and Sponsorships in
the Inland Empire Total $364,300

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL I Duff &
Compan}
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Unchanged

New H1ghs
New Lows

who consult for Dimensional. The
funds will be marketed to institutional,
corporate and public fund dcfmed contribution plans, as well as through Dimensional's fee-only advisor network.
"Our clients came to us with the
idea of combining our existing portfolios to create lifestyle funds for their
own defmed contribution plans because of their frustration with existing
options. In addition, new rulings from
the Department of Labor, that increase
employer accountability, are making
sponsors take a closer look at the shortcomings of thetr defined contribution
plans. The clarity of approach and academic foundation underlying Dunensional strategies, provides a level of

s

continued on page 28

Payden & Rygel, one of the largest independently
owned investment managers, offers investment advice
that is free from conflicts of interest. Founded in
1983, the firm is a leader in the active management of
fixed-income and equity portfolios for a diversified
client base. Payden & Rygel provides a high level of
professional service and expertise to:
Corporations
Foundations and endowments
Colleges and universities
Private, primary and secondary schools
Non-profit institutions/charities
Hospitals and healthcare organizations
Individuals (including trusts and family offices)
• For a free proposal, please contact Rich Cowan
at BOO 644-9328.

Payden&Rygel
Investment Management
Los Angeles • London • Dublin • Frankfurt
payden .com
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El Paseo Bank Hires New Vice President of Lending
Recent!) appointed ru. vice president of lendmg of El Pasco Ban~ m
Palm !A.>sert, Robert Anzalone \\111 focus on commcrcml, bw-,iness and res-

idential lending for the financial institunon. Anzalone. "ho bnngs "ith htm
25 years offinanctal experience.
be \\Orking on projects that include
commcrctal and residennal construction. multi-fanul} prOJects. bUIId111g
lot and deYe!opment loans, and bustness term and lines of credit.
Anzalone pre,iously spent 10

"'II

as\ icc president of bus mess de' elopmcnt and mortgage lcndmg at
Drm ers Bank in 'tOrk. Pa .. a s1milar
commumty bank. He \v·as primarily
responsible for de\ eloping mortgage
lending nct\\Orks '" Hh professionals
and managing the bank's community
rctmestmcnt acti,itics. auto dealership
1mcntory financmg. and credit card
and student loan portfolios.
Pnor to Drmel" Bank. Anzalone
\\as the regiOnal sales and public finance manager for Sallie Mac. the
)ca.r,.;

largest secondary market for student
loans 111 the countr). for I 0 years. At
Sallie Mae. he managed muln-milhon
dollar purchases of student loan portfolios and wholesale financing activities v. 1th financial institutions and
state agencies.
He began hiS career 111 1978.
sen ing business customers at Maryland ational Bank 111 Baltimore. Md.
El Pasco Bank IS located at 74175
El Paseo Dmc 111 Palm Desert. For
mote 111f0m1atlon. call 760-862-0099

Perris Business Owner Reaches Out to
Endangered Children

or visit www.elpascobank.com.
El Paseo Bank 1.\ purl of a hank
jiJrmed more tlwn.fin.' yean ago. The

hr Cliff\ lorman

hank which is mgani=cd and does

Engra\ing company Coast to

hLHmess under the name Frontier

Coast La.o,;cr founder, John Barnes, recently hosted an mceptional fund-miSer to obtain a communuy RV for the
Cuy of Perris. The new vehicle would
provide a safer and more stable em Ironment for the children of guardian>
who arc arrested for runnmg methamphetanunc labs.
Barnes, "ho first conSidered the
1dea about six months ago after attcndmg a Rotary Club meetmg at
whtch R1vers1dc County Sheriff's Department Investigator Tom Salisbury
gave a PowerPoint presentation on
drug-endangered children, worked
alongside the sheriff's department as
well as the Deparnnent of Public Social Services, Fifth Disnict Supervisor
Marion Ashley, and legiSlative a>Sistant, Wally Rice. in organizing the
event. The event, designed to inspire
the commumty into action on the 1s-

Bank. is a local~\·- mrned and operated comm1mity hank The hank focusn
on prOl·iding exceptional sen 'ices to
it.\ customers and maintains {ill active

role in supporting l'arious community
and civic causes

Dimensional Fund Advisors Launches Global Funds for Defmed Contribution Market
commuedfrom page 26

trust and comfort that IS particularly atnactl\e to the plan sponsor who seeks
to appropnately fulfill hts fiduciary obligation," Booth concluded.

1981 to applt academic research to
the practical world of investing. The
firm maintaiJlS close ties l-t'ith the Unil'ersity of Chicago Business School
and other key research centers. As oj

thmugh professional financial advisors. The firm has offices in Srdnev,

addition ro its Sama .\Jonica headquarters. For more u~(i.Jrmarion. l'isit

rt:mcoU\·er. Chicago and London in

dfafioul<.com or call 3.10-395-11005.

subscribe Now!

Dec 31. 2003. Dimensional manages

nus.lness·:1ournal can Toda-i

appro.nmatelt $4/i hi/lion for more
Da\'id Booth and Rex Sinquefield.
co-chaim1en.jounded Dimensional in

than I 75 institun·onal clients. as Hell

(909) 989-4733

as fOr hi,!{h net Horth im·esrors
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sue, resulted 111 the donation of mdlvidual S 1.000 checks from Aohlcy and
a WaiMart rcprcsentatJ\e, a'i \\Cil <h a
$500 pledge from Perris cttiZen Dave
Stewart, who 1s acti\cly involved \\-·ith
the City's chamber of commerce.
The Rotary Club meetmg ""s Itself an msp1rat1on to Barnes, he said.
"It more or less touched me," he said.
"I wanted to do stuff for the children.
I JUSt want to help them, it\ about
these children, also." The RV "ill provide a more comfortable setting for
police officials as well as the children as they conduct mvestigatiOns
into specific cases and supervise the
chtldrcn.
Rice expressed satisfaction with
the outcome of the event. "We thmk
the fund-raiser went very well," he
sai<( "especially as a kickoff e\ent." It
IS Barnes' goal for the Perris commumty to acqUire such an RV \\'!thin the
next 90 days. Rice added. The exposure of children to mcthamphetamme

Jab~ IS a s1gnificant cause for concern,
said Susan Locw, <t'isistant d1rector of
admmiStrauon for the Department of
Public Socml Scmces.
When police officials arrest people for running methamphetamine
labs, she sa1d, there IS no suuable environment for the children of those
pc'Ople to be immediately placed in so
as to address such personal needs as
hygiene. "It's pretty naurnatic for them
to have the police come m and raid for
<lnigs," she added. "Our office is 'ery
much 111volved 111 terms of chtld welfare services and we arc often rcspondll1g to these circunlStances." The
vehicle is mtended to shield the children and provide a secure, unthreatening envirorunent to bring the children
111to quickly, to "try to m1mmize the
naurna they're expcriencmg," she stated. "Children need to be keptm some
kmd of secure area,'' she pomtcd out.
'The altcmati\'C presently IS only the
back of a police car. wh1ch adds to the

trauma they're expenencmg."
To add to thiS. she stated anybody
exposed to methamphetamme production 1s exposed to toxic chemicals during that process and SC\Cral neglect ISsues regardmg such factors as the effect' on food prcpcration and the children's emrronmcnt arc often present,
as "'ell. "herybody 111 the environment is aver<;ely Impacted," she sa1d.
"If we had a community response \Chicle. we could address some of these
issues as well."
Rtce hunsclf saw numerous benefits to having such a vehicle for the
Perris community and not all of them
related to drug arrests either. Rather
than attempting the lengthy process of
decontaminatmg the children and carrymg out medJcal assessments and 111vesugations 111 a police car or drug lab.
he sa1d an mten ic"' room could be
made avaJ!ablc 111 a motor home that IS
cofllinued on page 54

tellerific

is easy...
when you •ve got the

1

RIGHT DIRECTION.

·\nolher simple1~cd description of our extremely friendl} tellers It's ju.sl another \\ay of sa}lng Foothill ha.s the best cmplo}t>es, senice and product!. in IO\\n
Chino • daremont • Corona • (,o\ina • Glendale • Glendora • lrv.mdale • Monro\ia • Ontario • Rancho Cucamonga • Temecula • l'pland • Equal Opponuni[) Ernplo)er • foothillbank com • Calll-800-:;0().8\.\k.

Bank of America Grants and Sponsorships in the Inland Empire Total $364,300
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At Business Bank of California we can he
tile right loan for your business needs.

~t\ BUSINESS
FA BANK gxUFORNIA

Member

1-800-BUSINESS"'

www.businessbank.com
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EQUAL

HOUSING

LENDER

tiree to a nonprofit organization.
Team Bank of America - Local
chapters of associates 111 California and across the nation volunteer personal time on a variety of
community programs and events.
Volunteer Time for Schools
program- Associates can volunteer two hours per week of paid

time to support elementary, middle and h1gh schools.
In-kind donations - Bank of
America regularly donates furniture and equipment to nonprofit
orgamzattons.
Event sponsorships - Through
fund-raismg support, nonprofit
publications, advertis111g and local sponsorships, Bank of America's department' connibutc mil-

lions each year to events benefitmg Califorma nonprofit agencies
and organizations.
The Bank ofAmenca Foundation focuses resources on helping children
and fanulie,s succeed in life and neighborhood' to j/ounsh The foundation
opetute.\ with one of the largest philantluvpic hudgets of unyfinancial institution m the L'nited States and m
2002. contrihut11d more than 572.3

million in cash to nonprofit organi=ations across the country•.
Tiu! Bank ofAmerica Foundation concentrates funding on pre-K thmugh
grade 11 education and support programs in earlt· childhood development, economic and financial education and teacher developmenr. and
ptm·ides grrmts to nonprofit organi=ations that help people alta in a.ffordahk
housing and ti<~·e/op JOh skills
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Freedom InnovationsTM Expands After Successful
First Year

Ozburn-Hessey Logistics Opens Southern
California Facility for Invacare

New Prosthetics Provider Relocates Main Office to Irvine

Ozbum-Hesscy Logistics "OHL,"
a nallonally recognized thrrd party logistics pro,ider headquartered in
Nashville, Tenn., has announced the
openmg of it> first California facrhty.
Located in Rancho Cucamonga, the
100,000-square-foot operation opened
m o,., 2003 and \viii proVIde dedicated dtsnibunon and transportatron scrvrces to lnvacare. The dtstnbution operation was relocated from an OHL campus m Sparks, Nev. lnvacare rs the mdusny leader in the $6 brllron market
for home medical products, manufacturing and disnibutlng the world's
broadest product offenng to approximately 15,000 independcn~ home medical equipment (HME) providero;. The
operation will create 20 to 25 new jobs.
"'The move to Southern California
is part of OHL.:s strategy to complete a
national network of logistics hubs to
sc'I"Vc our client base," says John Pcddtc,
chref operations officer for OHL. Peddrc also add,, "Addinonal clients are requesting servrces m Southern Cahfornra, and OHL will continue to focus

Freedom Innovations. a manu-

facturer of advanced k.--chnology, lower-hmb prosthetrcs, announces that

vations, the growth rs a result of providmg revolutionary prosthetics that
afford an1putees new found freedom

tts mam office has relocated from

of motion, as well

Corona to Irvine, into larger facilities, after receinng \\. tdespread market acceptance dunng 11> first year of
providmg lightwerght prosthetic feet
for moderate-10 hrghly-active belowthe-knee amputees.
The new office address IS 12
Studebaker m Irvme. The telephone
numbers are 949-6 72-0032, 888-8186 777 and the Web site remams

ance from the prosthehsts who appre-

v..v.'\A.... freedom-mnO\arions.com. The

new locanon will serve as Freedom Innovation's main office. while manufacturing "ill continue m Fayenc, Utah
Accordmg to Rrchard Myers,
presrdent and COO of Freedom lnno-

a._.;;

a wtdc accept-

ciate the maintenance-free products

and three-year warranty.
"With our patented technology.
good marketmg and drligent approach, we are earnmg our stnpes

e'cry day wrth prosthetist> and amputees worldwrdc," Myers sa rd. "After just one year m the market, \\C
ha,·e met or exceeded many tmernal
and personal goals of which we are all
quite proud. But \\ ith demand mcreasmg,

\\C

must adapt our 111cthods

to meet the needs, and that is a part of
why we needed to relocate."
The company, Freedom lnnova-

tions and product line, Freedom SeriesT" ,vag launched in October 2003
at the American Orthotics & Prosthetics Association National Assembly meeung m Chicago. One year
ago, newly-fanned Freedom Innova-

finding a prosthctrc foot that looks as
good as rt works. Featunng a pushbutton, adjustable heel herght for up
to tv.:o mches, the new Runvvayn.1 is a
strong but lightweight foot that allows

tions began a revolution in motion

of shoe styles every day.

for amputees with the Freedom Serie> of patented prosthetic feet. With
the FS-1 000 Angle Top, FS-2000
Low Profile and the FS-3000 Flat
Back, amputees were able to gam a

prosthetrc foot soft enough for walkmg. yet str If enough for runnmg. The
Freedom Series pro\ 1dcd the latest m

inno,·ativc prosthetics for a \\ide
range of acuvrty !eve b.
Movmg into 200-l, Freedom Innovations is turning to solve another

famihar problem among amputees:

amputees to enJOY weanng a vanety

About Freedom Innovations
Freedom bmO\'ations supplies prosthelists with imw\·ati,·efeet that create
revolutions in motion am/freedom of
activity The company's Freedom Series and Ren>lution Series q{ prosthetic dn·ices are distributed throughout the eS. Canada. Europe and
All.\tra/ia_ Freedom lmzm·arions is
headquartered in bTine, Cal. Telephone: toll-free (888) 818-6777 or
(949) 672-0032
Jtl!b site: H'\-\ ,,'}n:•c.~om-innm'r.Jtions.com

California Nurse Shortage Met Head-on by
Western California College
THE NURSII'iG SHORTAGE is
senous enough to be consrdered a
threat to the \\orld's health care system.
In the United States, for example, an
acute shortage of nurses and other
health professionals rs preventing hospitals from provrding adequate health
care. Panent vacancy rate> in hosprtals
nationwide average I 0 - 17 percent,
where nine pen:ent is already considered indicative of a significant shortage. Hospitals are fon:ed to leave beds
unoccupied because they simply do not
have enough nurses to care for patients.
The U.S. Department of Labor projects
a 2 I percent increase in the need for
nurses nationwide from 1998 to 2008,
compared with a 14 percent mcrease
for other occupations. Currently,
126,000 nurses are needed to fill vacancies at our nation's hosprtals.
A further indJcaMn of the senous
need for nurses is that 75 percent of
all hospital JOb \acancrcs arc for nur.;c-. Health care planners prcdrct that
Califumra alone will need an addrtronal 67,-140 nur cs bv 2006 Cali-

fornra has 566 nurses per I 00,000
population, the second lowest in the
counny. The natrona! average is 782.
Many hospitals have tned to answer this crisis by offering enormous
srgn-<>n bonusc> to new nur.;es and by
importmg educated medical workers
from out-<>f-state. These solutions are
only temporary, however, because
they are prone to abuse and ultimately drive up costs for everyone. A
more lashng solution would be to train
more California residents to answer
the nursing calL
Recent state and federal budget
cuts, however, have forced many colleges and umversities approved to
train nurses to put students on waiting lists due to over-crowded classes.
To respond to this need. schools m
the pnvatc sector
such as newlyformed Western California College
m Pomona can provrde quality education and meet the nursmg shortage cnsrs head-on.
Western Californra College was
founded m 200 I b) Rud) M. Kumar,

who has been m the medrcal field
since the early '80s. In a recent mterview, Kumar stated, "Lack of budgeted faculty has led to denial of admrssion of thousands of associate's degree, drploma, baccalaureate, and
master's degree applicants. Fifty percent of California's licensed RNs are
educated outside the state."
Kumar, who has dedicated hrs
enerwes to training men and women
of all ages for professional and vocational careers, will open the college
in February.
The college is located m California's Inland Empire, approximately
30 mrles east of the city of Los Angeles, and will offer an associate degree in general studres with concentrations m pre-nursing and biological
scrcnce. Students may also earn an
assocrate degree wrth a concentration
m media and communication arts
and fashion design.
The pre-nursing curriculum IS
structured to provrdc the rcqurremenb
for students mtendmg to pursue a II-

censc as a vocational nurse or other
degree-related nursing programs.
In addition to degree programs,
wee also offers vocational diplomas
in medical assisting, massage tcchnlcran and massage therapy. In March,
the college rs plannmg to offer programs leading to drplomas in certified nursing assistant and home
health care assistant. All programs
arc approved by the California Bureau for Private Postsecondary and
Vocational Education.
Western California College i
dedicated to meetmg the needs of its
students and providing them with the
highest quality education so that they
can, m turn, provide Californra with
skills and abilities much needed for
improved health care. The college is
also dedicated to meeting the needs of
a diVersrty of student populations.
Dr. Willie Candelaria, a medical
doctor and one of the college's many
hrghly-qualificd faculty members.
conmwcd on pagt 51

growth effort> m Southern Califonua,
with existing and new clients with expectatiOns of doubhng our presence in
2004."
OHL provtdes logrstics services for
more than 400 clients, spanning 12 milIron square feet of dJSnibuuon space
throughout the U.S. The network of
strategically located logi;tics campuses
was a key point m Imacare selectmg
OHL. "OHL provides flCXJbihty within it> network," says Darrel Lowery, VP
North An1erican Logistics for lnvacare,
"and when our logrstics needs changed
OHL was able to pro\tde flexibihty by
relocatmg our disnibunon facrhty from
Sparks to Rancho Cucamonga. OHL
utilized trained employees from the
Sparks operation to complete a smooth
transition," adds Lowery. OHL also
pro' rdes diSnibunon and transportanon
ser. ices to lnvacare in Plainfield, lnd
and Dalla\, Texas.
About Ozburn-Hessey Logistics
In 52 vear.1, OHL ha1 grvwn into anational. .flt/1-service logistics provider.

OHL.\" suppl\ cham mlution< include

-..mn.:lzou\·e management. material hantiling. temporary staffing. and transportation
management .~ervices.

O::burn-Hessey Logistics' real estate
.111bsidiary. Prolimture Commercial, offer; de>·elopment, brokerage and building management service~. OHL devel-

oped Synapse"', an industry-leading

ops research software for the medical indusny which reqmres direct access to
the Internet "back-bone" and employees
that have a technical background. "We
tlunk that our business IS JUS1 beginnmg
to establish itself and once our product
is known and understood we believe
that our office space requirements will
soon outpace our current arrangement
We are very exerted from a busmess
point of view, about our opportunities
and our projected growth."
The Inland Empire Economic Partnerslup (JEEP) conducted the rnitial site
search m June of this year. The search
was limited to the following areas:
Riverside, Grand Terrace, San Bernardino, San Bernardino International Atrport and Colton, since the company
wanted to be centrally located to the region and ncar it> maJOr lugher lean1ing
institutions.
Teri Ooms, president and CEO of

than 80 countrie' annmd the world and
hcu the largest distrihun·on network in
the industry. The product line has expanded drumarically to indude all f}pes
of equipment and supplies used for
home health care Leanz more at
http:!M·H1-\:im·acare.com

lVarehouse management system and
has completed integration to Transyn-

d"', an indr«try leading

transportation

management system.
OHL has 2,000 employees and operates

The Republican Choice
for State AssemblY

l'l-·arehouseldisrribu-

tion facilities in 25
cities across 13
states. Learn more

at http:l!ww..,:oh/ogistics.com

About I nvacare
fnvacare ,:, the global leader m the 56billion home medical
product mdLL<Il)' The

iMedRIS Opens New Facility in
the City of Riverside
iMedRIS (Internet Med1cal Research Infonnation Systems) has co-located "'ith Swiftcom m thctr facility located at 1960 Chrcago Avenue in the
crty of Riverside. Currently iMedRJS
shares about 500 square feet of space
and has ten (I 0) contract employees.
Wi II iarn Schroeder, tMedRJ S owner,
stated that: "Our new locanon is ideal
for the company's present purposes and
we are very pleased with the working
arrangement we have with Swiftcom.
1l1cy have been very helpful to us in tlte
continued growth of our firm."
tMedRJS had recently srgned major conlnlcts with Vanderbilt Umvcrsity,
Universrty ofTexas at Houston Medical
Center, Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
and "-"era! other large medical institutes
and needed to expand both their staff
and office locanon and looked to the Inland Emprre Economrc Partnership for
assistance. lMedRJS Data Corp devcl-

compan.\ conducts husine:n in more

the Inland Emprre
Economrc Partnershrp (LEEP) stated
that: "tMedRJS represents a growmg
trend in the Inland
Emptre of local entrepreneurs who are
growing their own
businesses and are
now seeking larger
spaces to accommodate their expanding
busmess needs. This
trend is particularly
noticeable in our lugh
tech and medical
classificahons. We
are delighted to welcome iMcdRJS as
our ncw~'t member
of the area's busmess
family."

&row lbe &:oatMiy: ll1ll will work to r<furm ,,
worke~ compt.'ll\.:1tion WStt"m th.lt Co\t!'l

cmployt'J\ 20 hi !lion .1 yt'.u

llppese Tu Hikes: IIi II rmmmon will
new t.lXt'\ and st.lnd up to tht'
liht>ral\ v.ho won't ntt C\lit(1mi.1\ hlo.\tt'd

oppu~

hudh""·

S1op lrTaponsible Spelding: .\n
orthodontist hy tr..Je, Bill has tht' 1r.1ining
nt-n!al to str.liRhten out gtl\-'t"fnmem .-md
kct'P it on nlun.e.

lknnd far his . . . . . t.lnlip. Bill
w,, r«ently honored hy 211lepuhlirJn
lt>gi\latol'\ for ht'lpmg raise fund" for

Ht<rubliran ele<tion effuns

lla llliud S313,.a far liiAIIIIIIIIy

~ llill rmmernm h,\S proved rh.lt
he h.u. a broad tMse of \Uppon hy railiing
$111,000 from <.Wt:r 600 donors m ju5t
9we-t!ks

Paid lor by Bll Emmerson lor State Assembly
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The Real Estate Turnpike-What's Ahead for 2004?
On the Real Estate Turnpike,
what turns will the nation's market
take on the local. regtonal and nationaile' el in 2004''
Will 2003 repeat ttself.... where
news reports detailed accounts of a
volatile real estate market, with a current of land development that ebbed
and flowed almost as much as the
economy llself.
The Concord Group, a real estate advisory firm w1th offices in
Las Vegas. Newport Beach and San
Francisco. and a national clientele,
offers strategic analysis of current
real estate markets and predictions
for the year ahead.
Forecasts on Real Estate and Its
Economic Impact
With its finger on the pulse of
rea] estate and its economic 1mpact.
experts such as Concord's pnnctpal,
Richard Gollis, are poised to gtve attention-grabbmg, mformative strategic assessments on land use issues
and development of residential, commercial/retail. master-planned community developments and seniors'
housing and are available to comment on the top real estate trends
emerging for 2004.

Redevelopment is not just fringe
anymore.

F\cn the most conservatrve, traditionally suburban developers
arc chasing redevelopment.

and detached fi-om the wall.
Are floor plans changing or are

floors changing?
To green or not to green, that is
the question

Green (enmonmentally-fiiendly) developmem IS no\\ a national
trend; homeowners are voluntanly
paying I 0-20 percent more to hve
m a green development
Community ageism is ow,· mulllgenerotional communities are in

Gone are the days when
"family" neighborhoods are built
separate from retired communittes: there is a new trend of newly-built commumties offering
something for everyone, with
multiple products.
Hm1 clase is mJ nmghbor or is n~'
neighbor too close for comfort?

The cost of land has prompted the emergence of high-density housing whtch alters aging
communities.

The technology seam; ripping
cool or a busted thread?
Homes with technology such
as DSL and WiFi are a given and
must now be seamless, flexible

fordable housmg reqwremcnt for
market-rate proJeCts.

The fonnal/hvm!ifdinin!iffamily configuration contmues to be
the norm; master su1tcs expand
and Jack and Jtll bedrooms are
common. A new trend is focused
on materials the more exotiC,
the better· with stone, tile, and
other hard surfaces; the emphaSIS JS on decorative woodwork.
butlt-ms, moldmgs, rat lings. etc.,
at all price pomts.

Are huilders and de>•elopers
hedging their bets'
A trend is that builders and
developers are introducmg creative new mortgage finance packages to maintain affordability:
The Concord Group predicts that
developers may be taking risks
without considering future borrowing cost risk.

"17zomas, can you pick up a quan

of milk be(orerou come up:' "
The demand for mixed-use
residential/retail (\\1th ground floor
retail and upper floor residential)
will continue to nse e\ en m secondtier. high-density communtnes.
1

Will that home come with or ~vith

out a parking pass?
Parkmg continues to be the
big issue m urbanized areas;
cities like San Francisco move
towards offering no parkmg allowance in residential projects
and suburbs struggle with the
question of how much to offer
and what the cost will be
Home work station is the norm,·

telecommuting is secondary option.

Ajforriability... builders and developers prriSent united housing front.

The in-home work station is
a given in new home construction, but the trend towards
telecommuting is not as dramatic
as once thought.

Days of land-owners or developers selling off land to
builder and disappeanng fi-om the
equation are over: the real challenge in urban housing? ... an af-

For more mformation. call 949-7176450 or go to info(&theconcordgroup.com.

Roberta Jorgensen is Juror for AlA's 2003 National
Honor Awards
The American lnstttute of Architects (AlA) has selected Roberta Jorgensen. FAIA, as a juror for the institute's natwnal honor awards for outstanding architecture.
The AlA Honor Awards program is the profession's highest
recognition of works that exemplify
excellence in architecture. More
than 400 entries were submitted by
U.S. architects for projects throughout the world. The awards will be
announced in early 2004.
''For 55 years, the national AlA
Honor Awards have recogmzed the
most mnovauvc and important contnbutions to the built enVIronment

by Amencan architects," satd Jorgensen, who is president of Robbins
Jorgensen Christopher, a leading
Southern California design firm.
"Bemg mvited to serve as a Juror for
this esteemed progntrn is an honor as
well as a responsibility that I take
very seriously."
Jorgensen's role as Juror involves
an mtensive three-month review period at national AlA headquarters in
Washmgton. D.C., as well as traveling
to view finalist proJects pnor to final
Jury selection.
Jorgensen's career as an architect
spans 22 years. during which time she
has managed maJOr architectural prOJ-

ects throughout the southwest. She is
a former president of the AlA California Council and AlA Orange
County. She is a Fellow in the American Institute of Architects in recognition of her outstanding contributions to the profession.
Jorgensen co-founded the awardwinmng Robbins Jorgensen Christopher design firm with partners James
Robbins and Janene Christopher in
1992. She currently is the consulting
master plan architect for two state
universities: Cal State Umversity, San
Marcos and Cal Poly Pomona, as well
as the master plan landscape architect
for San Diego State University.

Robbins Jorgensen Christopher is a
leading Southern California architecture and landscape arch !lecture firm
with 45 employees in offices in Ne~~·
port Beach, San Diego and Palm
Springs. Company services include
master planning, architectural design.
design/build, adaptive reuse, interior
design and space planning. The company current~v is providing architectural/design services to I 0 California
colleges and universities, industrial
and office developers. national and
international corporations, and nu-

meroiL' puhlic agencies.

News from Starfield Sycamore Investors, LLC
A joint venture of Fieldstone Communities, Inc and Starwood Capital Group
Starfield Sycamore Investors Selects
Homebuilders for Sycamore Creeks
Phase l
Christopher Homes, Ryland
Homes, Capital Pactfic Homes Southern California, and Fieldstone
Communities, Inc. has acquired 540
lots, and will create SIX single-family
detached neighborhoods.
Starfield Sycamore Investors,
LLC
planners and developers of
the 717-acre Sycamore Creek masterplanned community m Rtverstde
County's Temescal Valley- has created six neighborhoods in the planned
community's first phase. Starfield
Sycamore Investors, LLC IS the planner and community developer of
Sycamore Creek, and is a joint venture of Irvine-based Fieldstone Communities, lnc. and Starwood Capital
Group.
Michael Vairin, vice president of
community development for Fieldstone Communities, lnc., said
Starfield Sycamore Investors has
closed escrow with Christopher
Homes, Ryland Homes, Capital Pacific Homes- Southern California,
and Fieldstone Communities, Inc.
The four homebuilders purchased
540 single-family lots m the community's 215-acre Phase I. Transaction
terms were not disclosed.
"We've been very careful to se-

lect experienced, mnovattve companies to help us fulfill our master plan
for Sycamore Creek," satd Vainn.
"Each of these homebuilders has a
top-shelf reputation for creative home
design, craftsmanship, outstanding

tmately 2,750 to 3,750 square feet.
lrvme-based Fieldstone Commumlles, Inc. Will create three of the SIX
new Phase I neighborhoods m
Sycamore Creek:

management and customer service.

The Willows at Sycamore Creek
A neighborhood of 85 singlefamily lots, wtth Spanish and traditional style homes ranging
from approximately 2,350 to
2,700 square feet
The Bluffs at Sycamore Creek
A neighborhood of 98 singlefamily lots, wtth American Farmhouse and Craftsman style homes
ranging from approximately
2,600 to 3,050 square feet.
The Summit at Sycamore Creek
-A neighborhood of79 singlefamily lots, with American Farmhouse and Craftsman style homes
rangmg fi-om approximately
3,050 to 3,450 square feet.
While starting home prices in the
SIX neighborhoods are anticipated to
range fi-om the mid $300,000s to the
high $400,000s, actual prices will be
determined by the guest builders at
the time of sale.
Located west of Interstate 15 at
Indian Truck Trail Road, Sycamore
Creek is a balanced, sustainable master-planned community with a natureand-neighborhood planning approach

We're happy to have them on the
Sycamore Creek team."
Christopher Homes - the homebuilding substdtary of Newport
Beach-based PLC Land CorporaMn
will create Mountainview at
Sycamore Creek on l 00 single-family lots. The homes - ranging from
approxtrnately 2,650 to 4,200 square
feet- will feature American Farmhouse and Craftsman architecture.
The Inland Empire Dtvision of
Ryland Homes- a division of Calabasas-based Ryland Group lnc., one
of the nation's largest residential
builders- wtll create The Trails at
Sycamore Creek on 89 smgle-family
lots. Ranging from approximately
2, 150 to 2,400 square feet, the homes
will feature Spanish and TraditiOnal
architecture. Corona-based Capital
Pacific Homes- Southern California, a subsidiary of Newport Beachbased Capital Pacific Holdings, Inc.,
will create The Alders at Sycamore
Creek on 89 single-family lots. The
American Farmhouse and Craftsman
style homes will range from approx-

Marcus & Millichap Follows Apartment
Rental Trends in Recent Report
Favorable migration trends keep Inland Empire market solid
Investment activity remains brisk in
most areas of the Inland Empire, as the
region has one of the best performing
apartment markets in the nation. Housing demand has waned in the luxury
apartment sector, but the overall market
remams stable due to the solid perfonnances of Cla<;:; B and Class C properties.
Apartment owners in these classes have
been operating their properties with a
vacancy rate hovering around 3 percent
for the last few years. This has gtven
them the abtlity to push rents at an aggressive rate and keep revenue levels tis-

mg. Area askmg reniS have increased by
5.4 percent over the last year, to $865
per month. Even the high-pnced area of
Rancho Cucamonga has witnessed a
rise m asking rents of 9 percent, to
$1 ,085 per month; however, this growth
came at the price of aggressive concesSions. Owners ofluxury apartments are
still forced to offer free rent and other
discouniS to lure new tenaniS.
Investor mtcrest will remain heightened m 2004 as the strengthenmg economy fuels demand for apartments. The
median price increased by 24 percent in

2003, to $64,000 per unit, as mvestors
funously competed with one another for
available properties. This competition
also resulted in the average cap rate
dropping l 00 basis pomts during the
year, to a decade low of7.4 percent Areas garnering the most activity mclude
East San Bernardino and the airport
area. Propetties in East San Bernardino
show the most promise smce rents are
among the lowest, at $702 per month,
and preliminary efforts to improve the

continued on page 41

that responds to Riverside County's
Multiple Species Habitat ConservatiOn Plan and Blue Print for Tomorrow housmg and land usc strategy.
Approximately one-thtrd of
Sycamore Creek's 717 acres is set
aside for open space and habitat conservaMn, greenbelt paseos and parkland. The heart of the community's
conservation and outdoor lifestyle orientation IS the 71-acre Sycamore
Creek Narure Preserve. The preserve
ts a natural habitat for R.iversidean
sage scrub, the Southern oak and the
rare Munz ·s onion, as well as more
than 40 antmal species.
The preserve IS bemg morutored
and maintained by The Environmental Trust, a non-profit habitat conservation organization based in La
Mesa. At build-out, the four-phase
Sycamore Creek community is
planned to offer 1,530 single-family
residences and approximately 230
attached homes. Planned community amenities include a Site dedicated
to the county for a 25-acre community sports park site, a site for a future K-6 elementary school, two
neighborhood parks, a state-of-theart swim club with multiple pools
and community center, and two
commercial properties.

continued on page 42
2004 NAl Rank: 4, down 3 plareslnlan1 Enllire r.ri<OO ll <rrm-tre lq)
fur rent growth, job creation and vacaocy, I:U an expaMing CXllSnX:Iion
ptpeline puslrd it down in tre NA1

Otmtrudioo ~ Builders are
escalating development activities in
2004 as the improving economy IS
antictpaterl to prOO.tre better almrption of apamnents. Approximately
3, l00 units will be added to the market in 2004, a sizable mcrease from
the 2.150 units delivered in 2003.
Vacancy Forecast: Along "ith
thousands of D<.'W jobs entering the
market. population growth will exceed l 00,000 in 2004, which will
help boost demand for apartments.
Vacancy will decrease by 40 basis
points in 2004. to 3.5 percent
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Wind Energy Plays a Major Role in Addressing
Air Quality Concerns
Testifying before a Congrcss<onal panel on energy and a1r quality <Ssues m the Coachella Valley. Jeff
Welton, scm or v1cc prcs1dent of Win·
tee Energy, Ltd. (Palm Spnngs)
pomted to the benefits of \\lnd generation m a\·o1dmg emissiOns. The
heanng, held at the request of Rep.
Mary Bono, explored opuons for addressing air quality concerns in the
Coachella Valley area
Welton, test<fymg on behalf of
the Cahfornia Wind l:nergy Assoctat<on (Ca!WEA), est<matcd that "the

state's wind energy producuon avot<b
over a million pounds each of NOx
and PM I0 em<SSions annually, about
one-third of wh<ch are avo<ded by
our local wmd proJects."
The Coachella Valley an.:a JS "host
to 600 megawatts (MW) ofwmd generation capac1ty about a third of the
state's v. md capacity wh1ch, m total.
supplies about 1.5 percent of Cal< forma 's electricity needs." \Vclton noted.
··ovcrthe ne" 10 years. 10,000 MV>
of nc" generatmg capactt} may be
needed to meet growmg demand m !he

The Casino Agreement
On March 2. 2004, Measure X
will be voted on by the voters of Hespena. Measure X relates to the Munictpal Serv1ce Agreement beh\·een
the City of Hcspcna and tl1e Timbtsha
Shoshone tribe regardmg the possible
construction of a nc\\ casino. It 1s not
a vote for, or against. a casmo. The

tribe can build a casino w<thout the
agreement.
As stated in an August 2003
press releaseYou've heard the rumors, nO\\
here are the facts. Yes, the City of
Hespena is workmg to develop a Mu-

state. In order to contam the cnvtronmental <mpact;, of that generation on
Coachella Valley air quahty, 1t w1ll be
unportant to meet much of !hat demand with emission-free wind energy."
Californ<a 's new "Renewables
Portfolio Standard" rcqwrcs the stale's
uuhttes to denve 20 percent of thCJr
elcctncny supply v.ith renC\I.able energy by 20 I0. 66 percent of wh1ch could
be produced !Tom "'"d. accordmg to
the Califomta Energy Comm!SS<On
CaiWI.:A estimates that thos would
avotd more than a million pounds of

NOx cmJSS<ons and another half-mtllion poun<b of PM I0 emJSSIOOS annually, statcw<de, that would otherwiSe
come from new gas facilines.
Accordmg to Nancy Rader. execut"e d<rector ofCa!WEA. these benefib can be achte\·ed wtth m1mmal
add!IJOnal footpnnl. "Most of the
v. md turbmes here are ftr~t· or sec·
ond-gcnemtion v. ind tcchnolog} mstalled m the mJd-1980s. The tcchnolog<cal advances of the v.md mdustr)

mc1pal Scrvtccs Agreement with the
Timb1sha Shoshone Tribe to bu<ld a
$137 milhon gammg faCility, hotel
and related services m the southwest
part of town.
The Mun1cipal Services Agreement, wh1ch lays out the prov1s10ns
and responsibilities of both part1es. ts
part of the tribe's efforts to acquire a
57-acre parcel of land ncar Main
Street and Interstate 15, and have it

placed mto trust by the Bureau of lnd<an Affam•. If the tribe IS successful,
11 could also butld addJttonal Improvement:;, such as a shoppmg mall,
theater, water park. bowling center,
restaurants and/or an entertainment
venue such as a stadium or arena.
The Timbisha Shoshone Tribe
first looked at Hesperia because ht>-

conrinued on page 4 7

continued on page 51

Madeline Zuckerman PR Celebrates 25th Year
Rancho Mirage res1dent Madelone Zuckennan. president and owner
of M. Zuckennan Public Relations &
Marketing, Inc., has announced that
her firm has begun a year-long 25th
Anniversary celebration.
"It IS dJfficult to believe that 25
years have passed smce I established
my finn m Southem Cahfornta," sa1d
Ms. Zuckern1an. who relocated to the
West Coast from Nev. York, where

she was a vice president and partner
with Letitia Baldrige, Jacquelme
Kennedy's fom1er press secretary m
the White House.
Madeline Zuckennan 's Agency
has enJoyed much success and steady
growth throughout 1ts 25 years on the
West Coast, havmg handled client;, m
such industries as: commercial, industnal, and residential real estate,
real estate development; building/con-
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struction: architecture and interior deSign;
retatl/shopping
centers;
food/restaurant; medical; fash<Onicosmelics; travel/hotellhospitality: nonprofit:
automotive,
and
financiallbankmg.
"We ha"e been most fortunate to
ha\'e represented, over the years. such
well-known corporate names a~:
continued on page 51
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PEOs- Hot New Outsourcing Trend

Preventing Survivor Sickness After a Layoff

Professional Employer Organizations Give Businesses a Comprehensive
Package of HR Services

by Joanne G. Sujansky. Ph.D.

~ outsourcmg gams momentum
m America. thousands of bus messes
are leadmg the trend by workmg w1th
professional employer organizations
(PEOs). the hot new development m

outsourcing. These

busmess~

have a

competitive ad\·amage because their
PEOs ·comprehensive package of HR

services g1vcs them more umc for
produCOYe act1v1ties. saves them money and pro\ldes a ,·aluable group of
employment experts.
PEOs contribute to the entrepreneunal strength of small- to m1d-sized
bus messes. whether they are JUS! startmg. jump-startmg or growing to a new
level of performance. PEOs enable

clients to cost-effectively outsource

the management of human resources.
employee benefits. payroll and workers' compcnsarion. PEO chents focus
on their core competencies to mam-

tain and grow their bottom Ime.
The a,·erage PEO has grown
more than 20 percent per year for
each of the last SIX years. accordmg
to a survey of members of the National Association of ProfessiOnal
Employer OrganizatiOns (NAPEO).
About 700 PEOs that offer a wide array of employment services and benefits are operatmg today m 50 states.
The PEO mdustry generates approximately $43 b1ihon m gross revenues
annually. PEOs have a nearly 80 percent client retention rate due to
strong chent satisfaction.
One of those satisfied chents is
Frank Alb1, pres1dent of Business Information Solutions. Inc .• a Cincmnati-based records control busmess.
"Working with our PEO. Employee
Management Services, has enabled us
to redeploy our O\Hl internal resources
to further the objectives of our core

busmess." Alb• sa1d. He contracted
"1th EMS after a "mghtrnare lmvsuit"
by a fom1er employee. "'EMS helps us
solve our human resources challenges.
We are not HR experts. nor do we
want to be. By outsourcmg the HR
services to a company ·whose core
competence is workforce management. \\'C can better pursue our 0\'.'0
busmess objectiVes." Alb• added.

Howard Stone, executive

VICC

prcs1dcnt of admm1stration for lnvJ-

sion. an eBusiness consulting firm m
New York, cited rn;o mam benefits of
working with the1r PEO. The Alcott
Group: "access to a broader range of
benefits. especially healthcarc. to su1t
our employees and at a rate we could
afford; and the avaliability of a fullllme professional H R department at a
fixed cost''

Outsourcing Human Resources
In a partnership with a PEO, the
client reta1ns control over the activines
that contribute to the bottom !me. The
PEO becomes the employer for the
employment admmJStration reqwred
to 1mprove regulatory compliance and
maintain an cffectJYC workforce. The
PEO chent controls the employees'
work now and products. The employees rece1ve their pay, benefits and employment related communicarions and
trammg from the PEO.
"As our company grew. we would
have needed more H R staff. Instead
we dec1ded to work with Compensallon Solutions;· said Raymond Conta.
v1ce pres1dent and co-founder of
North Eastern Asset Recovery. Inc., a
debt recovery firm m New York. "We

also found that Y<orkmg with th•s PEO
was good financially in the short term
and long term.

"\Vc\c had cost sa\mgs on Insurance. and we do not spend money
to find all the independent carriers to
prov1de the services that Comp Solutions provides."
Saving Time and Money
The pay-off from workmg with a
PEO can be dramatiC. early nine in
10 PEO clients (89 percent) marecent survey sa1d that the1r PEOs sig111 ficant ly reduced their tllne demands.
The smallest compamcs (one to nine
employees) saved an average of seven
hours a week; those wnh 50-99 employees saved 23 hours. The 2002
srudy was comm•ss•oned by the Soci·
ety of Hwnan Resource Management

Foundation.
In the srudy. 68 percent of the
PEO chents reported that usmg a PEO
saved them s1gmficant amounts of
money. That's no small feat, considenng that small busmesses spend
about $2.000 per employee JUSt to
comply "ith tax and workplace related federal regulations, accordmg
to a study by the U.S. Small Busmess
Admm1stration (SBA). Small firms
(fewer than 20 employees) spend 60
percent more per employee than larger firms to comply w1th federal regulations. The SBA also reports that
small firms spend tw1ce as much on
tax

compliance.

Business owners spend about
one-quarter of the1r time on employment related paperwork and are often
hard pressed to stay on top of the
many employment laws and regulabans. According to the SBA, between
1980 and 2000 the number of U.S.
laws and regulatiOns regardmg employment polic1es and pracuces grew
by 60 percent. PEOs help improve
their clients' compliance with employment regulation and the ttmely
payment of payroll taxes.
Improving Access to Benefits
An estimated 40 percent of businesses m a PEO relationship upgrade
their total employee benefit packages
as a result of their association with a
PEO. The SBA has reported that the
opportunity for workers at a small

bus mess to hale access to a 40 l(k) reurement savmgs plan has dropped
from 28 percent to just 19 percent. In
contrast, nearly 84 percent of work

site employees in a PEO arrangement
were offered a 401(k) renrement savmgs plan, according to a survey of
NAPEO members.
"Our first and foremost reason for
LLsmg EMS was the abliity of a small
company like ours to buy b•g-company health benefits," said Patli Reeder,
office manager for Master Plumbmg,
Inc., in Oh10. "There are lots of benefits that as a small company "e could
not offer Without EMS." Reeder also

values EMS's advice and information
on employment issues and believes
that th1s PEO has helped reduce employee turnover.
Another benefit of usmg a PEO

is the sense of relief it can give to
the business owner. ··usmg The Alliance Group has gl\·en me peace of
mmd.. and that's im·aiuable," said
Chnstme Swliley, owner of Bond
Equipment. an Iowa-based manufacturer of food processmg cqu•pment. "I have good people and need
to keep them. Alhancc helps me to
be a good employer."

For more il!formation on the P£0 in1·i.Ht the VAP£0 Web site.
~t'lt'W. napeo.org.
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The current round of corporate
and orgamzational layoffs has offered a mynad of challenges to both

management and their remaining
employees. This is true for any
company, where quality and employee performance can make or

break an organizatiOn.
Those who remain 111 an organization after downsizing have been re-

cently coined "survivors"- and how
they feel has been described as "sur-

vivor sickness."
The empty work stations speak

volumes about a massive and uninvited change that has affected the1r
organization. Unfortunately, 1t can
also affect employees' work performance. There is a shift between
the perce1ved contract of workplace
trust bern;cen employee and management, with remaining employees having negative feelings such as fear,
anger, depression and denial. Add to
this an increased workload on already busy employees, and you may
well be facing lowered productivity
and retention problems.
Everyone knows that the best
medicme IS often preventallve, and

this is also true with "survivor sickness." A plan to help your remaining

employees thrive in a new environ-

VAP£0 901 \. Pirt St. Stc !50.
Alewndria. vA 22314
Phone: (703) 836-0466 Fax. (703)
836-0976 Web site: """''wpeo.org.

Best coaching practices include:

Involving employees - Actively
solicit 1deas from employees and
also keep m mmd that your employees may be aware of potential
problems existmg under management's radar.
Providing feedback- Acknowledge ach1evement (catch your
employees domg something
nght) and also offer construelive criticism that helps employees understand how they

can 1mprove.
Offering rraining- Employees appreciate any workplace trainmg
they can receive. It not only
builds !herr skills. but it also helps
to keep them on the JOb. Offer a
variety of development opportunities. mcluding online, classroom and on-the-job.
Also, despite the tight JOb market,
you still need to be concerned about
retention. You can't afford to lose
good people when your present staff
is already stretched to its limits.
Burnout and fear ofbemg a victlm 111
another round of layoffs may cause
your staff to consider leaving before
things get beyond what they can tolerate. However, following the ABCs
of change and coaching your employees will keep your workplace super-

stars in the organization.
In adrution, never lose sight of the
fact that the little things matter. Keep
upbeat around your employees, continue events such as p1cmcs and holIday parties, recognize and reward accomplishments - the1r benefits far
outweigh their costs. Small investments 111 your employees go a long
way as opposed to the heavy expenses mcurred by turnover.
It is very unportant that your organtzallon develops and 1mplements
a plan to help your survivors; you
need everyone to be at peak performance. Taking these steps will
ensure your survivors have the resiliency to bounce back and thnve 111

a new environment.
Joanne G. Stljansky. Ph.D, CSf help>
leaders to increase productivity and
inspire loyalty. Sujansky ha< worked
m more than 30 countries. As a Certified Speaking Profossiona/, she
speaks on leadership, change and morivalion. S1ljansky is the aurhor ofsix
books including, 'The Power of Partnenng" and 'The Keys ro Pulling
Change in Your Packer." For more information on customi=ed keynote
speaking and consulting services. call
724-942-7900, or e-mail ar JSUjansky@,keygrp.com

Motivating Unmotivated People
by John Strelecky

!VAP£0. the National Association of
PITJfessional Employer Organi=arions.
is the recogni=ed "loice of the P£0
Industry R,." !VAP£0 has nearly 500
members fmmd in all 50 states. repre·
senting more than 70 perce!ll of the
industl)' :'i n~·enues. Professional employer organizations enable clients to
cost-effective~v outsource the management ofhuman resomt·es, employee benefirs. payroll and workers· compensatiOn. P£0 eliellis ji1c11s on their
core competencies to maintain and
grow their houom line.

ment is an important part of any
downsizing and should be developed
before the ftrst person is let go.
Any post downsizmg plan
should follow what l call the "ABCs
of Change."
Acknowledge that your employees are upset and allow them to
express the1r feelings. It IS often a good idea to bring m outside counseling to help the
process along.
Begin anew. re-establish your VIsion and give people a reason for
continuing to move the organization forward. This includes remmding employees of both longand short-term goals while contmumg to encourage them.
Construct and commumcate your
plan for change. Organize a planning team consisting of management aod employees to anticipate
and deal with problems. Once
this is in place, make sure you
communicate the plan so that responsibilities are clear and there
are no misunderstandings.
Along with constructing and unplementing an effective plan, you
should spend time coaching. During
downsizing, this style of managing 1s
best, as it both plays to your employees' strengths and more effectively
corrects their weaknesses.

lf you walk around a Walt Disney
World resort or theme park, you are
likely to witness something that in
most other settings would seem
bizarre. Not the presence of a large
animated character, although you may
witness that also.

Rather, at any given moment, a
person in dress clothes will be walking from one destination to another
and will stop, pick up a piece of paper,
a cup, or other piece of trash someone
dropped, and throw it in a trash can.
Executives do it, front line managers
do it, hourly employees do it, everybody does it.
There is no special monetary
compensation for this behavior. No

point system exists where $5 bonuses
are given out for every 15 pieces of
trash that someone picks up. There is
also no special monitoring system in
place which watches for people who
don't do it and then issues penalty
points or demerits. Yet, people are
motivated to do it anyway.
Now p1clong up trash may not be
your top concern, but are there other
things in your department, ruvision, or
company that you would like your
employees to do? Are you looking for
ways to motivate your people?
The answer is not pixie dust or
magic. The key is being very good
at employing five essential motivation steps.
To some leaders these steps can
seem intimidating. First time man-

agers m particular. who were promoted because of the1r mdividual
skills, are often uncomfortable with
these ideas. Many times they feel
people should just do what needs to
be done, "Because that is what they
get pa1d for." Or. they believe the
only way to motivate people is to
give them more money.
Successful motivators don't think
that way. They know that by following the "five steps," people can be
motivated far beyond what they get
paid for, and far more effectively than
when money is the only incentive.
Step #I Oearly Articulate What
Needs to be Accomplished and Why
Often the problem with getting
people to accomplish things is not that

they are unmotivated, it ts that they are
uninformed. Leaders discuss goals
with the1r peers and supenors on a
regular basis and are therefore intimately familiar with them. Because
of th1s farmliarity, they mistakenly assume all oftherr employees also know
them. Usually this is not the case.
Take time to explrun to all of your
employees exactly what needs to be
accomplished and the reasons why.
Don't forget the "Why?" Knowing
that enables people to make educated
choices in their day-to-day decisions.
For example, the output from a team
at a market research company, whose
goal is to launch three new products,
will vary greatly depending on if they

continued on page 43
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Ryland's Mission Trails
From High $200,000s
Mcxlel homC!-1 are under construc-

tion and pre\ iC\\ sale~ began in midJantlill) at M1s.sion Trails, a new. moderate!) priced single-family communi!) being developed by nationally
ranked R)land Home' 1<. in mountainrimmed Loma Linda.
Eighteen homes v.erc expected to
be released for sale 10 Mission Trails'
t\\O distinctive rcs1dential collecnons
six homes 10 Heatherwood and 12
homes 10 Sandalwood according to
L10da Ed.,.nrds, Ryland's Inland Empire division president.
With pricing from the high
$200,000s, Heatherwood offers three
one- and two-level plans rangmg !Tom
two bedrooms and den to three bedrooms and loft, ruo to 3.5 baths, with
living room, dming room, breakfast
nook and family room in I ,781 to
2,50 I square feet. Lofts in plans two
and three may be optionally changed
to a fourth bedroom.
Priced !Tom the mid-$300,000s,
Sandalwood presents three two-level
plans, from three bedrooms and den
to four bedrooms and den, 2.5 to
three baths, with living room, dinmg
room, nook and family room in
2,750 to 3.206 square feet. Buyers
may opt for room changes pernutting
up to s1x bedrooms.
Both collections provide directaccess two-car garages Y.ith metal
sectional roll-up doors and handy
yard-entry doors.
Home-loan pros !Tom Ryland
Mortgage can answer questiOns regardmg a variety of finance packages
at today s exceptionally reasonable interest rates. Initial move-ins at the two
companion neighborhoods are scheduled for early swnmer.
With model homes expected to
be finished in March, a total eventual 196 homes are planned each bearing the unmistakable Ryland stamp
of excellence.
"We have been amazed at the
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Family-Sized Homes

overwhelmmg
mtercst
shO\\·n in Mission Trails
since we opened our information office in mid-December," Edwards noted
'"There is C\'idcntly a considerable pent-up demand
for quality nC\\' homes in
this very handsome suburban city, wh1ch benefits
!Tom an appealing community mfrastructure and a
stable abundance of jobs."
Situated in the m1dst of
the Inland Empire's educational nches. the new Ry- Rendering depicts a Jfediterranean-styled ele~•ation of the Plan T>vo rr?sidence ut Rrland's
land homes are attract1vely Sanda/\1.'00(/, one of two neighborhoods within the new A-fission Trails community in Loma
located JUS! walking dis- Linda, where previe>v sales began Jan. /8. Plan T>m provides four bedrooms p/u, a den and
tance east of the imposing a /oji (or up to si< bedrooms optional/}~. 2.5 baths, a living room, a dining room, afami!v
campus of Lorna Lmda room and a nook in approximately 2,802 Iquare feet, plas a.front porch and a two-mr garage.
University and within coning/running path, with an alluring
venient dnvmg range of UC Rivertom options and upgrades w11l conside, Cal State San Bernardino, the
gazebo, p1cmc tables, a fotmtam and a
llibute to easy home custom1zmg.
swimming pool, plus two pocket
Umversity of Redlands and the
Homeowners will also benefit
!Tom Ryland's commitment to energy
parks with a half basketball court and
Claremont Colleges, as well as several community colleges. Superb
a playground. Mission Trails adjoins
and water conservation, rigorous qualnearby health-care fac1hties mclude
the planned Edison Easement Trails
ity control, strong warranty coverage
Park, linking to trails along San Timand responsive customer serv1ce.
Lorna Linda Umversity Med1cal
Center and the Jerry L. Pettis Memooteo Creek and the Santa Ana River.
To reach Mission Trails, take
rial Veterans Medical Center. In the
The City of Lorna Linda offers severCahfornia Avenue south off 1-10 and
vicinity are complete shopping,
al other generously scaled and luxurihead right on Mission Road to the
restaurants, libraries, houses of worantly landscaped parks wtth playwell-signed site. Hours are I0 a.m.
ship, and a breadth of cultural activgrounds, restrooms, barbecue stations,
to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
ities, including the San Bernardino
ballfields, basketball courts, tenn1s
and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday. Phone
courts, and open lawn areas for footCounty Museum. Excellent schools
909-796-6805. Prices, features and
ball and soccer.
are operated by the Redlands Unified
terms are subject to change.
School Disllict.
"Featuring highly efficient layWhile u affords a small-town setouts by KTGY Group architects of
Founded in /967 and listed on the New
Irvine, Mission Tratls' traditionally
ting for a more relaxed residential
York Stock Exchange, Calabasas-based
styled homes will 10troduce to Lorna
lifestyle, Lorna Linda 1s withm comRyland is active in 27 major US resiLinda all the factors that have made
muting range of employment centers
dential markets. The company has
in Los Angeles and Orange counties
Ryland one of the most successful
built and sold some 210,000 homes,
as well as the greater Inland Emptre.
home builders coast to coast," said
more than 30,000 in Southern CaliforWith quick prox1mity to 1-10 and 1Peijeah Dhevun, Ryland sales and
nia alone. A number of ne>v Ryland215, Mission Tra1ls is convenient for
marketing dmector. "These signature
quality communities will be o.ffored in
day !lips to Southland beaches, mounelements include design natr, lead2004 by the Inland Empire division untain playgrounds and desert resorts.
ing-edge appomtments, fine conder the leadership of veteran builder.
Planned within Ryland's Mission
struction craftsmanship, outst:andmg
Linda Edwards. Further nrucs and IllTrails community are a large central
locations and high square-footage formation on ''Americas Home
park ringed by a quarter-mile walkvalue." Ryland's broad menu of cusBuilder" are available at ryland. com.

I

1031 Exchanges and Sale/Leasebacks, Trends
and Tactics
by Derek Graham
For companies that own their real
estate and are looking to raise capital,
reduce occupancy costs, or improve

their real estate, now 1s a good time to
consider a sale/leaseback or a I03 I
exchange transaction.
Current low interest rates and
competition in the debt financing
markets have created a positive investment environment. As a result,
there are more investors with capital
in the market seeking quality, wellleased properties. Many of these investors are in a I 031 exchange situation where they need to reinvest their
capital within a 180-day period. This
for
creates
the
opportunity
tenants/owner-occupants to attract
buyers to their property via a

sale/leaseback scenario.
In addition, for corporations that
want or need to own their property,
now is a good time to consider relocating. Again, the low cost of capital
creates a good investment environ-

ment, and a I031 exchange can protect the corporation !Tom any associated capital gain tax consequences.
Trends in I 031s
The newest trend that has emerged
in the I031 industry is the emergence
of ''tenant in common interests," or
"TICs." In this instance, investors/syndicators are purchasing larger income
properties ($6 million and up) and
parceling up the ownership of the
property into separate divided interests.
The investor/syndicator re-sells those
interests to individual buyers who are

often I031 purchasers.
The IRS recently issued rulings
that appear to validate TIC purchases as bemg compliant with I031 regulations, and hence, the TIC industry
IS exploding.
What's the advantage? A smaller
mvestor/ I 031 buyer can invest in assets larger in size and cost than normally possible. For instance, a I031
investor can purchase a $1 million interest in a $50 million real estate investment via a TIC program. With a
separate grant deed, the investor will
receive a passive cash flow return of 7
percent to 8 percent on his cash down
payment In addition, the TIC mvestor
gets the income as a landlord, but the
management of the properties and
arrangement of financing are the responsibility of the promoter, thereby

creating a passive investment opportunity for the investor.
The challenge in this exploding
mdustry for 1031 buyers is to determme quality promoters !Tom poor
ones. A 1031 buyerlookingataTIC
program must make sure to truly understand the mherent value of the
proposed real estate investment, and
to be discriminating in analyzing the
real returns on the property versus
the "projected" or proforma returns
that are commonly used in the marketing materials.
Preparing for a I 031 transaction
l 03 I exchanges are used to defer
capital gains taxes and to create
wealth, and any company that owns
real estate is a candidate.

continued on page 45

Kring & Chung, LLP Names Timothy J.
Broussard, Esq. Partner
California Law Firm Promotes Timothy J. Broussard, Esq. to Partner in Irvine
and Inland Empire Headquarters
Kring & Chung, LLP, a full-service law firm, announces the promotion
ofTimothy J. Broussard to partner. As
a partner with Kring & Chung, Broussard will participate in overseeing the
construction defect and insurance defense departments in the Orange County and Inland Empire offices.
Broussard joined Kring &
Chung in I 998 !Tom the law firm of
Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley & Jennett,
where he specialized in all aspects of
personal injury defense and insur-

ance defense litigation. He now represents various businesses throughout Southern California, primanly
defending contractors and subcontractors involved in construction defect and products liability lawsu1ts.
Broussard graduated rrom Whittier Law School in Los Angeles and
received his Juris Doctorate degree in
I 996. He is an active member of the
State Bar of California, United States
Disllict Court, and Orange County
Bar Association. He graduated from

the University of San Diego m I992,
receiving a bachelor of arts degree in
business admintstration.
Kring & Chung, LLP is a fit/1-service
law firm dedicated to providing quality legal services to individuals and
businesses throughout California and
Nevada. With more than 30 attorneys,
Kring & Chung practices basiness,
corporate & securities, constniction.
labor & employment, estate planning
andfami~v lav.'

For Insight on Inland Empire Business

Subscribe Now! Call Today (909) 989-4733

Kring & Chung active~v supports its
communuy through hosting the Kring
& Chung Newport Beach Triathlon
and the Kring & Chung ThanksgMng
Golf Classic benefiting Orangewood
Children s Foundation, as well as other community activities. Kring &
Chung currently services clients from
sit offices in Irvine, Ontario, Chino,
San Diego, Sacramento, and Las Vegas.
For more iliformation about Kring &
Chung, LLP, please call (949) 2617700 or visit wv.w.Kring&Chung.cam

--
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L&L Comes to the Mainland
h\'Joe Lyons

They arc popular 10 llawait . In
fact there are more than 40 of them on
the tsland of Oahu alone.

Prec1s1on Hermetic Technology
(PHT) has mO\ ed to a new location
m the city of Redlands. Thts 25,000square-foot buildmg, situated at 1940
West Park Avenue, is the ne" home
of PHT and its 50· employees.
Daniel Schachtel. the owner, stated
thal "Prior to our move, we had been
renting an 8,000-square-foot building
located m San Bernardino. Although
we imtially wished to remain m that
community, we were unable to find a
suitable location due to a lack of
available bwldings in our size range."
Schachtel stated, "Our new facility

m Redlands, at more than tnple the
size of our previous building. represents a significant investment in our
company's future, allows us to expand both our workforce and our capabtlities in order to capture new and
greater business opportunities."
Precision Hermetic Technology
manufactures electncal connectors for
military and aerospace apphcations.
Thetr parts are used on a variety of
missile systems and space vehicles,
including both the Space Shuttle and
the International Space Station. Industrial uses for their products mclude

oil and gas ptpehnes and exploratiOn,
htgh-pressure hydrauhc systems. environment and procC$ sensmg equipment, and medical devices.
The Inland Emptre Economic
Partnership (IEEP) conducted the tnttial site search and a subsequent
search. In order to maintam and ensure that the company's existing employees would remain with the company, the initial and subsequent site
search was limited to an area near
PHT's San Bernardino location.
Teri Ooms, president and CEO of
the Inland Emptre Economic Partner-

ship (IEEP) mdicatcd that: "The role
of JEEP is to ensure that expandmg
businesses, such as PrecisiOn Hermetic Technology, remain m the Inland Empire and m the communtty
where they currently reside. If the
company ts unable to find a location
in their current city. an alternate site
within the region is sought to ensure
that we keep the company from movmg out of our reg10n or out of state.
We are pleased that we were able to
match the company's needs and criteria and maintain their presence here
in the Inland Emptre."

Riverside County's Credit Union Partners to Offer
Commercial Real Estate and Small Business Loans
Riverside County's Credit Union
has taken one step further in becoming a full senice financial institution
by partnering with Business Partners,
LLC to provide commercial real estate
loans and small business lending.
Business Partners, LLC, a credit
union service organization (CUSO),
founded by Telesis Community Credit Union in Chatsworth, is a full-service, in-house, business-lending organization specializing in the areas of loan
ongmation, underwritmg, loan participation and quality control for commercial real estate and small business
loans. The Business Partner platform
enables credit unions, like RCCU to
expand their product offerings and
services in addition to attaining loan
growth within a secure and successful
third party program.
Since May 1995, more than 90
partners have contracted with Business Partners, LLC, accounting for
more than $500 million in assets under their management In a region
prime for economic development, this
new initiative will position the credit
union u a competitive force and fi-

nanctal partner for area real estate brokers, developers and business owners.
Recently, Dan Kelly of Business Partners was appointed commercial real
estate loan officer for Riverstde County's Credit Umon. Kelly's objective IS
to work with local RCCU branches to
target business owners, developers and
real estate brokers looking to secure
real estate loans from $500,000 to $40
mtlhon for new and extsting owneroccupied properties or income producing properties.
"By entering the business market
sector, we are significantly expanding our products and services to our
membership and community," said
Gerry Agnes, executive vice president, chief operating officer. "Establishing RCCU as a one-stop shop for
financial services allows business
owners the ability to enter or expand
in the marketplace in a safe and profitable way."
Collaborating with Business Partners provides RCCU a fully automated loan program, including online applications and underwriting with instant approvals over the Internet Be-

g;nning m spnng 2004, small business
owners seeking loans in the amount of
$250,000 and lower will know the future of their busmess by a simple
"click of the mouse," a telephone call,
or by visiting one of the business center branches.
All business lending, deposits and
service questions are managed locally through the credit union's branches
and destgnated representatives, therefore creating a one-stop financial shop
for men1bers.
Riverside County's Credit
Union Appoints Branch Manager
for New Corona Branch
In anticipation of the grand opening of their newest branch in Corona,
located at 2331 Compton Avenue,
Riverside County's Credit Union has
appointed EsteUa Cline ofTernecula as
branch manager.
Cline has worked within the
credit union industry for 17 years,
beginning as a teller and working her
way to management status. Previously, employed by USA Federal
Credit Union, she established one of

tts most successful branches. A native Californian, Cline serves on
three boards: Habitat for Humanity,
Southwest Rtverstde YMCA and
Mountam View Commumty Church.
Rivers1de

County:~

Credit Union is

lot of porl<, ham and pineapple. We have
even dmed m Honolulu, but only at the
better touris~ reo.iaurants. L&L caters to
the tradttional tas~es of the ISlands. The
"plate lunch." for example. combmes
Asian and
tslander
dtshes
W

I t

h

so m e
Amencan
tastes
tossed m,
such as a
v c r y

g 0 0 d.
homem ad e
macaroru
sa I ad
(WIth
tuna). The

L&L\ Chicken Kalua

Now they can be found poppmg
up here in the Inland Emptre. Upland. Riverside and West Covina are
opened already. La Verne and Anaheim will be opened soon. They are
already big 10 Las Vegas.
They are the L&L Hawa11an
Barbecues.
We have visited Hawaiian theme
restaurants before. Some are tittle more
that tributes to Jinllll)l Buffett That oould
mean beer and cheeseburgers with a fuw
rum drinks from the bar. Most feature a

menu descrt bes
the "plate lunch" as ''the de facto meal
of chOice m Hawaii."
As wtth many Asian storefront
type restaurants, the menu and the
menu board uses ptctures along with
names.
So what's good here? Everything.
Dishes are based on chicken, beef, pork
and seafood. The menus draw from real
ISland traditions, wluch means Japanese,
Filipmo, Samoan and other islands'
cuisines that have influenced the rectpes.
For example, Katsu is a Japanese style of

open to an_vone who lives. works, attends school or wars/ups in Riverside
County. RCCU was named a finalist
as a "Top Company to Work For in
the Inland Empire "for the third consecutive year. and was also recently
recognized with its second prestigious California Baldridge Award for
Performance Excellence award.
RCCU also has been cited as:
"Readers' Choice for Best Financial
Institution"- Press Enterprise; "Corporation of the Year"- NAACP;
"Business of the Year"- The Greater
Riverside Chambers of Commerce;
and "200 I Winner, Top Company to
Work for in the Inland Empire" The Business Press. For more information, visit www.rccu.org or call
l.888.883.RCCU.

Marcus & Millichap Follows Apartment
Rental Trends in Recent Report
continued from page 33

area are starting to take shape. Prices in
the submarket increased by 8 percent
during 2003, to $50,000 per unit. Air-

port area properties are among the region's healthiest with a vacancy rate near
2 percent. Strong demand for these
properties propelled prices upward by
19 percent in 2003, to $67,000 per unit

breadmg chicken that
has become an island
fuvorite. As potatoes
are not large on the t-r
land,, nee ts the big
stde dtsh here.
favorite
My
among our choices
was the incredible
thmly sliced tcnyakt
beef. The chicken
breast burger was
L&L's Bill\' Tron. leji and Son
impressive as well
cau.'ling is a 'M:ll-d."'elopod >1dc b<Nt=.
One of the more mtcresting treaL-, 'Was
When the tm1e comes to tum away
the Kahlua and lau lau combo. Defrom burgers and fries, L&L ts a great
scribed on the menu as an old Ha.....-aiplace for a conlpletely dtfferent type of
ian tradition. it prcsenl!i a steamed
fa>l food here in the Inland Emptre.
pork chunk m a taro leaf alongstdc
slow roasted smoke flavored pork.
The latest popular dietary term.
"Atkins," is represented here with two
low carb specialty rushes.
There is no liquor hcensc at L&L but
they do feature canned Haw-allan soft
drinks. As with many local restaurants.

L&L Ha1n1iwn Barbecue~· are located at 296 S. .Hountain in Gpland,
8151 Arlmgton 111 Riverside, and 323
N A:usa in We\·t CO\:ma Hww.halmiianharbecue.com

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur n:3o a.m. ·9:30p.m.
Fri n:3o a.m. - 10:30 p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. • 10:30 p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. • 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended
It's New York without the attitude! This award-winning
restaurant is where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steaks, Australian lobster tail, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, prime rib and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most

Complaints ... Praise!
Suggestions? E-Mail us

intimate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,

@

iebj@ busjournal.com

outstanding wine selection and entertamment to complement your dinmg expenence - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hostmg your next event.
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At Deadline: 2nd Annual CBS2/Time Warner Art Fest 2004
continuedjivm page I

Admtssion is free.
Sponsored by CBS2 and Time
Warner. the Art Fest 1s a fund-raising event for the benefit of the foundation. The Art Fest features I 00
artists from various parts of the

country, mcluding Caltfomia
As a nonprofit organization, the
Foundation for the Retarded of the
Desert has suffered serious financial
cuts and is deeply in need of the
commumty's support. Located on a
seven-acre campus, the foundation
has been m existence smce 1959
and provtdes counsehng and vocational trainmg to about 600 chents
vmh d"'elopmental disabihties. The
work of the foundation's clientssuch as silk-screen printing, embroidery. shrink-wrappmg and bulk
mailing has been supported by
many local busmesses and will be
on display at the Art Fest. The official Art Fest T-shirts were silkscreened by the clients of the foundation and wtll be available for sale
at the event.
Music in the "key of cool" will
be provided by Morpheus Music,
featunng keyboard artist Bobby Zee.
Bobby has been performmg for
more than 30 years and is a composer, performer. arranger, producer and an accomplished mustcian on
several instruments, including piano,
guitar and vocals.
Food will again be provided by
Tropical Sertsations, Nutmasters, EE
Pets, Dogs on the Run and more.
Businesses interested in becoming
Art Fest sponsors are asked to contact Joan Loven or Sandi Macyezko
at 760-564-7455. Admission is free.
Parents are encouraged to bring the
children to see the beauty of art up
close and personal, and to chat with
the artists.

Follies Welcomes
Peter Marshall
Back to Stage
Ninth Season Favorite
Fulfills Reputation as
"Complete Entertainer"
Peter l'v1arshall probably best known
as the chamung. fl\e-ttme Emmy AW<Jrd..

w1nnmg 00,1 oftl1e popular gan1e show.
"HollY"ood Squares," makes a long3\\aJted return engagement to guest star
at "The Fabulous Palm Springs Follies"
through Feb. 29, 200l
Accordmg to "Follies" tmpresario. Riff Markowitz. "Mr. Marshall
was a huge hit With our fans m the
'Follies' mnth season, so we arc delighted for thts encore engagement on
our 13th. Most folks aren't aware that
in addition to hts game show duties
(whtch lasted some 5.000 editions for
over 15 years). he has also had an Impressive career as a comedian, big

band vocalist, and star of both musical theater and film."
Born m Huntington, West Vrrgmia
he debuted as a b1g band smger at age
15, then moved to New York where, after landmg a JOb as an NBC page.
teamed With comedian Tommy Noonan. Billmg themselves "Noonan &
Marshall," the comedic pair perfonned
m maJor nightclubs and theaters
throughout the country, and became a
staple of'The Ed Sullivan Show.''
After launchmg mdividual careers, Marshall went to London to star
with Chita Rivera in "Bye-Bye
Birdie," then to Broadway in such musicals as "Skyscraper'' with Julie Harris, "High Button Shoes," "Anything
Goes," "Music Man," "42nd Street,"
and "La Cage Aux Folies," the latter

for more than 800 perfom1ances m the
role of"Georges."
Movmg easily from musicals to
mo,ies, he stgned as a contract player
at Twentieth Century Fox and appeared in such fi~ns as "Ensign Pulver," "Swinging Along" and "The
Cavern" More recently, he was seen
as the radio crooner m the film adaptation of the mustcal "Annte."
On television. he has gueststarred m such maJOr series as "The
Love Boat," "Lou Grant," "WKRP m
Cmcmnari," and "Sabrma the Teenage
Witch." He's also appeared in several
mini-senes as '''"ll as the PBS verswn
of"HMS Pinafore" wtth the London
Symphony Orchestra and hosted the
recent 12-part Disney series, "Big
Bands From Disneyland."
Appropriately called the "complete
entertamer," the "Follies" IS proud to
"elcome back "boy smger" Peter Marshall to the Plaza Theater stage.
Please call the bar office at 760-327-<)225
or purcha<e online at "" ll:psfOI/ies.com.

Audi Dealership
Returns to
Riverside
Walter's Mercedes-Benz, Walter's
Porsche has a new nameplate to add to
its luxury auto dealership, Walter's
Audi. The dealership has purchased the
franchise from Lorna Linda and has
opened its doors in Riverstde, selling
the newest line of Audi automobiles,
mcluding the TT Roadster, TT Coupe,
Cabriolet, and the Avant. With the recent closure of Redlands Audi and the
move from Lorna Linda, Walter's Audi
in Riverside becomes the only Audi
dealership within the Inland Empire.
"It has been 15 years since Riverside could offer the Audi line," stated

Steve Kienle, general manager for
Walter's Audt "w.. ·re very excited to
be able to add th1s to our exiSting dealerships. The new nameplate wtU ]ll1JvJde
an addittonal choice to area residents
when shoppmg for a new ear or needing
servicing on the1r ex1stmg auto.''

The new dealership JS 1mponam
to the City of Rtverstde," satd Rtverside Mayor Ron Lovendge. "The addition of the Audi dealership proves
that Riverside can provide the customer base to support luxury ear sales.
It also adds to the city's retail sales tax
generation. The Riverside Auto Center is the highest retail sales tax generator withm the city. This money
goes mto the general fund and enables
us to provide additional ctty services."
With the addition of Audi. Walter's
will be building a new facility at their
existing location, 3210 Adams Street.
The new 30.000-square-foot store will
house the Audi brand and is scheduled
for completion m early 2005. Walter's
Mercedes has been a long-time restdent Withm Rtverstde. locatmg within
the city in 1964 on the comer of Arlington Avenue and Indiana Street. The
business moved into the Rtverstde Auto
Center m 1990 and added the Porsche
dealership m 2003. It also sells, under
the Mercedes brand name. the Maybach, which is a car that nvals the
Bentley or Rolls Royce. The automobile costs approximately $330,000!
Audi strengthens Riverside's ability to house luxury nameplate vehicles
within the city. During the last two
years, the Rtverside Auto Center has
seen the add trion of Saturn of Riverside, Riverside Infinity, Walter's
Porsche, Alvarez Jaguar, BMW of
Riverside and the expansion of Metro
Group and Singh Chevrolet. With the
new dealerships, Riverside now offers
nine luxury vehicles: Audi, BMW,
Cadillac, Infinity, Jaguar, Lexus, Maybach, Mercedes and Porsche.

News from Starfield Sycamore Investors, LLC
continued jivm page 33

Starfield Sycamore Investors, LLC is
a joint venture of Irvine-based Fieldstone Communities, Inc. and Starwood Capital Group.
Fieldstone Communities, Inc., a locally-owned and privately held com-

pany with deep roots in the community, is among Southern California
most respected homebuilders. Fieldstone Communities is part of The
Fieldstone Group of Companies. The
Fieldstone history ofexcellence traces
to I 981 when it began building quality homes in Southern California.
Since that time, companies within
Fieldstone have constructed more

s

than 19,000 homes in Southern California and Utah.
Greenwich, Connecticut-based Starwood Capital Group is a privately
held investment management firm
that specializes in real estate investments on behalfofselect private and
institutional investor partners. It has
also specialized in building operating

companies around its core real estate
partfolios, including the recapitalization. reorganization and expansion of
a REIT in 1995 to become Starwood
Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.
(NYSE: "HOT") a leading global
owner/operator ofhotels with brands
such as Sheraton, Westin, The St. Regis Luxury Collection and "W.'
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:MANAGER'S BOOKSHELF
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Management in Print
"Your Business Building Companion,"
by Michael & Nicci Glick; Business
Building Techniques; Concord, New
Hampshire; 2003; 298 pages; $29.95.
In the event no one has noticed,
mcreasingly capable computers and
highly sophisticated software has
made self-publishing a piece of cake.
That's especially true for busmess
consultants who want to market their
talents or for heavy-handed consptracy theonsts who see busmess owners
and executives as the root of all evil.
The co-authors Glick arc in the
former category, not the latter, and
they have served up a surprise. Their
book IS far more than the ham-fisted
publicity effort so common among
self-published gtirUS. It's actually what
1t purports to be : a well-W11tten, easily digestible manual on orgamzmg
and growmg a small busmess. That
makes it far more valuable to readers
than what pa,scs for busmess books
among self-published works.
The first of the book's 1\Vo parts
is less than 50 pages. Its focus 1s on
you, the reader who wants to be a
business owner It briefly covers how
you should be thmking about your ad-

venture in a business venture. The authors also point out most of the basics
about becoming an entrepreneur,
which is hardly ever done in any books
for and about busmess. They note:
"Take a close look at youn;elf. You
may have heard the old saying that
warns, 'If you have no charted path for
your life, any direction will take you
there: Your goal is to end up preciSely m
the place you envistoned when you decided to jom the ranks of entrepreneurs
mentally, phystcaUy and financially."
Another frequently downplayed
aspect of bus mess highlighted by the
Glicks ts that any business IS part SCIence and part art fonn. The "art" part
of the bus mess IS visualizing all the
excitement and personal pleasure you
gam when you achieve your personal
goals as a business owner. The "science" part is using the resources and
tools available to you to make the
business successful and exciting. If
there JS a tnck to the process. Jt \ kcq>ing both m eqmlibnum. Both the art

Motivating Unmotivated People
continued fiom page 3 7

know that the "Why?" JS because the
company JS losmg market share to
competitors v.-1th products that can be
downloaded from the Internet.
Goals should always include specific nurnenc objectives and timclines.
A goal of "Improve Customer Service" Is nebulous and people won't
know how they are domg m thetr efforts to achieve it. However, "Decrease customer wait times to I0 seconds by June Ist," is something people can vtsuahze and work toward.
Step #2 Involve People in Finding
the Solutions
People are more moti,-ated to succeed at something if they personally
choose to attempt it. Therefore, managers .should involve thc1r people m
choo>~ng the goals the group needs to

accomplish. If this is not possible,
then mvolving people m the creation
of how to achieve the goals is the next
best thing. Thctr involvement will
generate buy-m and also opens up the
opportunity for an optimal solutiOn.
Successful coaches use this technique on a regular basis. Whtle Jt IS
true they watch hours and hours of
game films looking for weaknesses
m their O\\n team as well as their
competitors, they also involve thc1r
players m findmg the best way to
wm. They do 1t because no maner
how much fJlm they watch. or how
close the> are to the game. the)
aren't m the game The perspectives
of players or employees who are m
the mtdst of the actiOn can be drastically different from a coach or a
manager who is ncar the action.
If those perspecttvcs aren't incot-

B e s t - s e l l I D!!
Business ]Jooks
Here are the current top ftve best-sellmg books for busmess. The list IS compiled based
on information received from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A

I.

"MoneybaU: The Art of Winning an Unfair Gamet by Michael
Lewts (W.W. Norton & Co ... $24.95) (4)* The Oakland A's profitable
new approach to hiring and managing people.

2. uGood to Greatt by J1m Collins (HarperCollins ... $27.50) (I)
Climbmg the steps from bemg good to being great
3. uFirst 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders,fl by
Michael Watlons (Harvard Business School. .. $24.95) (6) Why the first
three months on the job are essential.
4

uFinancial Reckoning Day: Surviving the Soft Depression of the
21st Century," by Bill Bonner (John Wiley & Sons .. $27.95) (2) How
to survive the U.S. economy looking like Japan's economy.

5. ":"ow, Discover Your Strengtbs: How to De\dop Your Talents and Those
of the People You !\1anage," by Marcus Buckingham (The Free
Press. .$27.00) (3) Finding out how you and your sta1f can gJU.V even stronger:
*(4)- Indicates a book's previous pos1t10n on the list.
• • - Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.

...

- Indicates a book previOusly on the hst IS back on Jl.

and science parts of Jt must be recognized and balanced.
Although the book IS upbeat and
optimistic throughou~ the ad,·ice JJ offers is solidly based in reality. The authors know full well that the overwhelmmg majority of small businesses are shut down wtthm 1\Vo years of
startmg up. Thetr goal 1s to be en-

porated mto the solution. two things
'-'1ll happen. First, those in the midst
of the actton will feel that no one is listening to them. and they will become
unmotivated. Second, decisions will be
made without incorporatmg all the relevant data. Both of these will neganvely impact progress toward the goals.
Step #3 Explain the Rules of the
Game
Have you ever played a new sport
or game agatnst people who are expenenced players? In the early stages of
Jeammg how to play, every few mmute.s you do somethmg which you
think is correct. only to be told that Jt
is illegal, or agam.st the rules. It can
be exccphonall) trustrnung.
ThiS scenano often plays out m
the workplace. Emplo~ ees arc gi\ en
a ta,k. but are not told al' the paranleters or rules. Weeks mto a proJect
they present thetr work to .someone
only to be mfonned that they need to

couraging while showing the difficult
path any entrepreneur must follow to
reach the mtleposts of success that
were first envisioned when the ne\\

venture was fonned. It's a solid ho"to manual that's well worth the price
of admission.
Henn· Holtzman

change d~rect10n because of somethmg they were never told about. This
JS parttcularly
demoralizmg and
should be avoided at all costs. People
can fmd solutions to almost any problem, but they need to know the rules
of the gan1e.
Step #4 Link People's Personal
Goals With the Organizations Goals
There is a reason that each employee goes to work. Successful motivators know what that reason IS for
every person who works for them.
Each day they help thetr employees
fulfill those reasons. Really successful motJ\-ators understand not only the
reason. but ho\\ the reason t1es mto
the person's btgger hfe goals. When
necessary. they help their people think
about and arttculate those btgger life
goab. \\hen a person no longer
thinks, "I work so that I can make
continued vn page 4""
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Where is the Inland EDlpire
Econotny Headed in 2004?
You'll hear about the Inland Empire's growth areas and trenas 10r omerem tnuulilnes
including media entertainment, real estate, health care. the financial markets,
interest rates, retail sales and the job marketYou'll also ha,·e the opportunity to question the experts and to network with top
Inland Empire executh·es.

Rmsmg of concrete tilt-up panels has
been completed by Oltmans Construction Co. for the 1.2-mtlhonsquare-foot reg~onal dJstnbunon center
for Mattei, Inc. on the site of the former Norton Air Force Base being redeveloped by Hillwood Investment
Properties Dan Wozniak, project
manager for Whittier-based Oltmans
Construction Co .. reports that the new
\'lattel d!Stribunon center IS being built
on a 58-acre snc at Tippecanoe and
Harry Sheppard St. Esnmated project
In a stratcgtc
value is $36 milhon

move to target the expanding presence
of Korean American lnwstors m Los
Angeles. CB Richard Ellis has nmned
real estate industry veteran, ~ark

REAL ESTATE

THE OUTLOOK FOR INLAND
EMPIRE CITIES, SAN BERNARDINO
COUNTY, RIVERSIDE COUNTY AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

RESIDENTIAL

Hong as first VICe prcstdent of retail
services and d~rector of CBRE's Korean Services Group. Hong IS one of
the top conm1erctal brokers m the region specializing m retail investment
sales, development and leasmg. He will
be based in CBRE's downtown Los
Angeles office .Balt:var & Rosa
Mejia, represented by Gal") Hauso of
"'A I Capital Commercial, has purchased a 77.080-sq.-ft. mdustnal buildmg at 3040 North Locust A>cnue in
Rialto from Willis Gill The value of
the transaction was $2.940.000. The
buyers will be relocating a plastics recycling business from RIVerside and
will usc the nc;v and larger facility for
the recycling and second stage pro-

TE

NOTES

ccssmg of plasttcs. The seller was represented by Mancha Realtors .The
Claremont City Council/Redevelopment Agency Board approved two
Dtsposttion and Development Agrecmenls wtth the Tolkin Group of
Pasadena The ftrst of these docwnents
calls for development of II 0,000
square feet of commcrciat'hvc work
space and a five-screen. 750-seat cinema. The second DDA outhnes the

tenns for constructing and opcmting a
30- to 45-room mo . These projects
make up the commcrctal component of
Claremont's ViUage cxpanston project
and effort designed to extend the city's
downto"'n \illage in a way that preserves the character, ambmnce, and

economic Vltality of what currently exISts m the area .. Mabela, L.P., represented by Joe Hensley and Vicky Espinosa of NAI Capital Commercial,
has leased 1.451 sq. ft. of retail space
for 10 years at 1843 East 4th Street m
Ontario to Viraf Bodhanwala. dba
Quizno's. Epsteen & Associates represented the lessee . .CDM Group,
Inc .. is plca>ed to announce that tt has
recently completed a sale between
Sandle,.ood Investors. LP as buyer
and Robert C. Adams. Diane Adams.
Ed,.ard '\.1iner, :-<orma '\1iner. BiU
Heath and Jud~ Heath as sellers of
2.0 acres on 41112 Sandalwood Ctrcle
m Murneta facmg the 1-15 freeway.

NEW HOM E G ROWTH

COMMERCIAL OFFICE OUTLOO K
INDUSTRIAL AND DISTRIB UTION PRO J ECTIONS

1031 Exchanges and Sale/Leasebacks, Trends and Tactics
continued jivm page 39

Ji'INANCIAL MARKETS

companies (sellers) arc seekmg cash

to invest back into their business or to

HEALTH CA RE INSURANCE 2004
TOURISM 2004
WORKERS COMP "WHATS NEW"

2004 Economic Forecast Conference
Date: March 19, 2004
Time: 11:30 a.m.
Venue: Double Tree Hotel 212 N. Vineyard, Ontario, CA 91764

---------------------------------------------------------Name: ________________________________________________________
Company: ___________________________________________________

Address: ----------------------------------------------------City: __________________ State: _ _ _ Zip: --- - - - - Phone:
Fax:------------------------Enclosed is my check for $ _ _ _ No. of tickets @ $45 each _ __
Attendees: _________________________
Make check payable to:
Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729- 1979

Charge my: ______ MasterCard ______ Visa ______
Account#

EST

Expiration: ---------

SAVE
THE
DATE!

REGISTER
TODA }'

2004

While I 031 s can be quite complex, there are three professional scrvtces that should be considered to ensure a smooth and legal process.
First, a CPA should ascertain taxplanning information such as cost basis and projected capital gains and the
potential capital gain tax exposure.
Next, an invesnnent broker experienced in locating suitable 1031 exchange replacement properties can
help an investor determine the appropriate type of invesnnent and the preferred geography for the property. A
qualified invesnnent broker can also
lend critical evaluations and projections of the potential returns from a
replacement property invesnnent.
Lastly, an investor will need to
obtain a qualified intermediary to take
"constructive receipt" of the actual
funds from the sale ("downlegg") and
hold the funds until the reinvesnnent
mto the replacement property ("uplegg"). In order to not be taxed on the
gains, a person cannot take possession
of the proceeds from the sale.
Trends in sale/leasebacks
While sale/leasebacks, per se, are
not new to the indusnry, this transaction type is currently more prevalent
because of the low interest rate environm ent. More I 031 investors have
cash they need to invest, and more

pay down debt. Conditions are such
that sellers arc achieving exceptionally htgh sale prices while lockmg in
low leaseback rents over I 0 to 20year lease terms.
Prep a r ing for a sale/leaseback
The ideal sale/leaseback candidate ts a company looking to raise
money to grow its busmess. Thts
could be for myriad purposes such as
technology, business acquisitions,
R&D, expansion, launching a new
product line, or paying down debt If
a company can get a better return on
investmg in its business than by
keepmg the real estate, then a
sale/leaseback is a great method to
free up capttal to make those business investments. On average, real
estate provides a return of 5 percent
to 6 percent a year.
Sellers should expect a preparation time frame of 60 to 120 days for
a sale/leaseback. Thts allows time to
prepare documents for the approximate 70 due diligence ttems required
by investors. The entire process is
typically four to six months.
Criteria for sale/leaseback success
T h ere are two mai n component s to ensure a s uccessful
sale/leasebac k transaction:
the
cre dtt o f the seller/te nant an d the

quality of the real estate.
Havmg both ts tdeal, but only one
is needed to arrange a successful

transaction. To assess credit status.
private companies can hire an accounting finn to create audJted fmanctal statements. An appratsal company or a real estate advisor should be
retamed to conduct an appratsal of the
property at hand. Keep in mind that
the achievable price will depend on
the rent that the tenant is wtlling to
pay and the desired lease length. In
theory, the longer the lease term, the
higher the sellmg price. If a firm

wants to maximize the one-time cash
influx, the tenant will pay a rent that
is a small margin above market rates.
If a finn needs to minimize operating
costs, a tenant will pay a lower rent
throughout the lease back term. but
will get much less cash upfront.
On average, buyers requtre a
lease term between I 0 and 20 years,
which term is dJ1ven as much by financing considerations as it is by investors themselves. Class A properties with a AAA credit tenant will
usually result m a 20-year lease agreement In second tier markets, Class B
buildings, or with less credit-wo rthy
tenants, leases may only be 10- to 12years in length.
Additional advice
Keep in mind that a sale/leaseback is a much dJfferent situation than

a stra1ghtforward building sale. The
seller wtll not be posting "for sale"
stgns or saturating the market with
sales materials. Rather, it is a careful
selection process. mvtting quahfied
buyers to evaluate the invesnncnt that
is being offered.
An expenenccd advisor or broker
can advise the seller through tlus complex process and IS mstrumental m targeting qualified mvestors.
One caveat qualifymg a
prospective buyer is very important.
If a seller gets mvolved wtth an unqualified buyer, there is a good
chance that the transaction will fall
through. Failed escrows, while com-

mon, can stigmatize an mvestment in
the eyes of the mvesnnent cmrununJty and significantly add to the sell
orne for the property.

Derek Graham is a senior managing
director 111 Studley's Los Angeles of
f'ice. A graduate of Princeton University, Graham has more than 17

years experience in commercial real
estate. A national commercial real
estate firm specializing in tenant representatiOn, Studley is a leading
provider of /ease negotiation. sales.
investment and acquisition advisory
and consulting services for corporations throug hout the US. For more
on this topic. contact Derek Graham
at dgraham@studley.com.
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CALIFORNIA DR) CL.EAN"E.RS,

6180 RIVERSIDE DR. CHINO.
CA. 91710-4~36
V & S TRA!'IISPORT. J:\560V..1l.BUR

RENTAL PROPERTY MA1"\AGEME""-'T, !4050otERRY AVE# 172,
FO>ITANA. CA. 'm37.fii(f,

PRESTIGEAI!fO CARE,46575QlN-

cusro" STITCHES. 101s r-.i.ECCA

TO\tA.Kl'iSAt.rrOSALES.I57830El.
OBISBO RU RlND\NA. CA. W37-

GICS CLEANlNG &: COATING CON-

RU .K:ISHU\ ll!EE. CA. 9lli2-27W
Sl,"NN::LL P.urrNERS, i'OO}SlJN..
NYH!ll. RU .OSHU\ ll!EE. CA.
92252-2766

PH099\-Il:TI\\AMESE RESTAl•RA'';T, 38(11, GRAND AVE# D. OU-

J'liG TRACI'OR SER\1CES. 3641&

>Kl,CA,91710.Sl\9

"\AlL CHATEAL, 3902 GRAND AVE
STE C. Clli>Kl. CA. 91710.5483
TEE TEE DIAR' 14144ARQUBALD
AVE. Cll\ND.CA, 9171().9:146
HO\IETOW"'I MARKET. 9849
RXffi!IU. BLVD STEM. RANOlO
CLICA.~10NGA. CA 917.\0-~
G & A\\ liOLfSALE. 84.."9 \\1m'E
C>\K WE STE 101. RANCHO CUCAMONGA. CA. 9\73().387\
ATf..A_",C DIYERSIFlED GROUP.
9-195 91ll ST. RANCHOcu:AMONGA. CA. 9173().4564
CO'SU\1ER OLRECf REALTY. 9121
HAVEN AVE STE 110, RANCHO
cu:AMONGA. CA. 9\73().$474
COLEJ\1-AI'I'S PROITSSIO~ SER·
VICE. 9485 POPPYFJELO C'T,
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. CA.
91730-7924
MCLEAN 'S BA.TH HAPPY SG\.PS,
\Qm WPINE CT. RANCHO CU.
CAMONGA. CA. 91737-3065
HJGH MAI~TENAJ'IriCE, 5801 P.-\R.KE
OR.lm\\ANL>\.CA, 9173.,.2375
HEA\"ES SE"'T FWWERS,543E
'D'.M 0 SHANIER ST. ONrARIO,
CA. 91761-6743

'.R. c-.·vEST\tE,TS. 3037 E COG
H1U C'T.WlARIO.CA, 91761-7519
ESCO:"'iDIDO E"TIRPRIS£S. 2125 S
HELL\1AN AVE STEA.ONTAR\0.
CA.91761-Ti'90
THE L'PS STOR£.1030N~10UNTAIN

AVE. ONrARIO, CA, 91762-2114
A& RTIRE. 152NMOUNTAINAVE,
ONrARIO, CA. 91762-2916
HORIW~

REAL ESTATE, 320 W G
ST # 200-A2, ONTARIO, CA.
91762-3233

O'ITARIO DISCO'T FLOORS, 1310
W HOLT BLVD, ONTARIO. CA,
91762~3640

ACE AMERICA'S CASH EXPRESS,
628\\ HOLT BLVD STE C. ON'WUO. CA. 91762-3710
OSOS CO\fl\lll'olc.ATIO'S, I\056S
BENSON AVE. ONTARIO, CA.
917024109
MARQt;IS CO"''ERCIAL CL>A'\1'\G. 4263 GRANAr\'> ST. MO!'<fCLAIR. CA. 91763-3013
GREEN UGHT AUfO SALES, 5521
HOLT BLVD STE C. M<l"TCCAAR.
CA.91763-4.545
PACIFJC ASSOClATES, 4380 HOLT
BLVD STE F, M<l"TCCAAR. CA.
91763-4110
PROCESS SERVED. 1101 E ffii ST
APT B, ONrARIO, CA, 91764-2547
DEEPER UFE APOSTOLIC 1\llNISTRIES, 429 N VINEYARD AVE.
oowuo, CA. 91764-4431
WRD BALTIMORE MANAGEMENTGROUP,4200CONCOURSE STE 325, OOWUO, CA.
91764-4956
IJPLAND HJU.S ESCROW, 299 W

FOaiHIU. BLVD STE202, UPLANUCA91786-3806
SA." A.~10 FER11LITY AAll

E"'DOCRI!IK>LOGY. 510 N
1311-1 AVE STI!2lll, UPLA'IIl,
CA. 9\7864973

MEZllU.., YUCCA \i\U...EY.CA,

92184-1434
AAA PROPERTY 1\.IANAGE\fE!Irrff,

TlJ7 JOSHUA. LN. l'UC'CA VAUEY.
CA. 92284-2922
\tORO'GO BASIN 08/GYN PHYSI~
ClAN MEDICAL G, 58379 ~
B\1.1.15 H\\'Y, Y\X'C'A \N.l. .EY. CA.
92284-5805
SPIRAL SUI\. 55945 fl.fiKISKA., LANOERS.CA. 9'.28>9;58
W£.STER.'\ \IOTORS, 14!..'91VY SI
ADEI.ANTO, CA. 9'..301-3807
SlY\1MERS FA:,tlL\ DAYCARE.
I~ MllK>RD AVE, ADfl..ANIO.
CA. 92301-4187
SPRAY TECH SYSTE.l'\IS, 151801USCOLA RUAP!'!E VAU.EY. CA.
mo74863
MOUNTAIN VIEW YlLLAS, 21621
SANDIA RD,APPl...E VAlLEY, CA.,
92m-5207
PREMElRAUTOCE"-TER, lms.5
ALDER AVE. Bl.OOMING1DN. CA,
92316-1~

GOS!\EY CO:"\STRUCTIO~. 10630
ALDER AVE. BLOOMINGfON. CA,
<n:J\6-2504
Ml HERRA.,UEVTA, 2001 N RANCHO AVE# 0-26, COLTON, CA.
92324-1200
\t. 0. GRA.l,lTE & ''IARBLE. 14&)

VE1ERA~S \\AY, COLTON. CA
'11324-2353
PLA.'TI '-"1RELESS. 298 S LA CAOE·
'lA DR. COLID'i. CA, 'm2-'"3418
RACK OF TIERS '1ATERIAL H..A."DU'\G. 13897COBBUlSJONECf,
FONDINA. CA. 9'.33s=l
ESA TRUCKL'\G, 8953 CTTRUSAVE.
FONDINA.CA. 'm35-2321
ACE AMERICA'S CASH EXPRESS,
lfR20 RJ01lill.L BLVD STE E
fONL>.NA. CA. 'm35-3l02

SASE LANGUAGE SERVICE, 17756
SEVIU.EAVE. FO"'ANA CA.
W35-37Q!
RUDY'S TRUCKl!\G, 151000RC1-UO
ST, FOm.NA, CA, 'm35-4379

CARIIAJAL TRLCKII'oG, 17333 VALLEV BLVDSFC 125, FONTANA.
CA,'m3~

J & C MOBlLE REPAIR & FLEET

'\1.A.C\TE!\A.I\CE. 16226 WASHINGTON DR, FONTANA. CA.
92335-7826

FIRST RENTAL. 15151 RJ01lill.L
BLVD, RlND\NA. CA. 'm3H027
MATRIX MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS, 14933 HIU.STONE ST.
RlND\NA. CA. <n:JJ6.()670
CLEAN DRY, 7057 NEBRASKA ST.
RlND\NA. CA. <m36003
UNITED MINISTRIES IN TRUTH
FAITH & LOVE, 7558 OlEANDERAVE. FOOlANA, CA, WJ6.
1976
MEGA VENDING. 14235 STANISLAUS
CT. FONTANA. CA. WJ6.35S4
FINAL TOUCH MOBILE DETAIL,
1400 ROIHOIIlD cr. FOOlANA,
CA.<m36-m6
PULSARAVIATIO'I SER'1CES, 6698
RUNWAY AVE. RlND\NA. CA,
'R3364\57

GIFT CREATIO,S. 73541YIER LN
FONTANA. CA. <n:JJ6.5>Q
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fD-DESERT \1ASSACE.61503
GRANALV\ DR. .OSHU\ ll!EE. CA.
92252-2751

AVE.Cllr.-.QCA, 917\1}4&,5
HALLMARK LEATHERS. 4235
SCHAEfER AVE, ClllND. CA,
91710-5401

UFESPRI,GSSPAS,IJ781 ROS\'t'ELL
AVE STE G,OIINO, CA. 91710..5475

FEBRUARY 2004

100

TON ST APT C24. INDIO. CA.
92201-5486
CRET, 83630QUAILAVE.INOIO,

CA. 9220 1-7025

BU'IOS UNLLMTITD, 14803 BEAR
VAU.EY RU HESI'ERIA. CA.
92345-1608

DEL WEBB H0'\.1£ FlNANCE. 7F:l57

PI-lAZES NAIL SALOS COVTINU-

EMROIOER IT, 78318 SUNRISE
CANmN AVE.I>\l.M DESERT. CA.
92211-2600
ALL-AROUND HOUSE WATCH SER~
VICES, 313 TOMAHAWK DR,
1>\l.M DESERT. CA. 9221\-8951

1/'liG EDUCATIONAL. 16545

BEAR VAU£Y RU HESI'ERIA. CA.
92.345-1806
PAM DELGAD0,6755 B\W 9\WAVE,
HESPERJA. CA. 92345-7252
DYE TF...AM, 18989 RANCHERO RD.
HESPERJA. CA. 92345-7566
TilE UPS STORE 1703.7231 BOUlDER
AVE. HIGHLAND CA, 9'..}06.3313
I\110AS DE,"T AL lABORATORY,
10529 MTIERSON' Sf,l.OMA UN1:>\.CA.'m>l-1801
KOALA-TREE E!\TERPRISES. 9175
~1\DDlElON RU PHELAN CA.
9"-l71.Q22
PJO'\'US PARROT,J0.19SILVERRIDGE
DR. PINON H1U.S- CA, 'R:J72J}575
ALL ABOUT THE FOOD,616UNDA.
PL, REDlANDS, CA. 'm73-5\53
MOBILE M£DICAL TECHl\OLOGIES, 700 E REDlANDS BLVD#
U300, REDlANDS, CA. <n:J7)<;\09
FROVfLfNE, 1311 CAMBON cr, RFDLANDS. CA. 'm74-5448
PRINCESS ENTERPRJS£5, 10922
GOSS RU VICIORVILLE, CA.
92392-2102
MERCHANTS FIRST CHOICE, 14360
SAINT ANDRE\1-'S DRSTE3. VIClORVILLE, CA. m92.o!\
BOOK E..'XCHMGE & MORE, 150".A
BEAR VAU.EY RO STEA, VIClORVILLE, CA. 'R392J}'>.J6
RLANE FAl\ULY CHILDCAR£,15509
VENTURA LN VJCIORVIU.E, CA.
91394-1583
TECH TWO, 14591 \\1NDMll.l... RD, VJC.
TORVILLE CA. 9239Uml
l\1CC PlPE LI'"E CO'ITRACfOR,
12534 \Zili ST.YUCA\Il'.. CA.
9'..399-1939
NAl'oCI MCCORMJCKS,33561YUCAll>\ BLVD# 4-223, vtx:AIPA. CA.
'm99-2025
PAISAI\O'S ITALIAN RFSTAURANT
& DEU, 34428 vtx:A1PA BLVD,
YOCAIPA. CA. 92:J99.2A74

IIERRO'i'S L\NDSCAPIJ\G, 35342
AVENUE 0, YUCAIPA, CA,
92399-4455
RYAN ELECfRIC SERViCE. 34593
AVENUE E YUCAIPA. CA.
9".399452\

MUSTA"iG E'TERPRISES, 6985 BARTON ST. SAN BERNAROIN(), CA.
~

NICOYA EXPRESS, 2535 POPPY DR,
SAN BERNARDINO, CA. 92407-

2255
NEW UNE SANDOVAL, 1274SWATERMAN AVESTE ICJl, SAN
BERNAROIN(), CA, 92A08-2844
HOSPITALITY CLEANERS, ZOO}
DINERS CT. SAN BERNAROIN(),
CA. 92A08-3309

COMFORT INN SAN BERNARDINO,
1909 BUSINESS CE-fiEI, DR. SAN
BERNAROIN(), CA, 92A08-3460
A & S F1JLL EFFECf PRO LANDSCAPING,6440fRANKAVE.
MIRA lOMA, CA. 91752-2A32
J & J SW"EEP11'1G, 81600 FRED Y..i\R-

lNG OR SPC 28, INDIO, CA.
92201-2033
VJ CO,fPUTER, 81840 AVENTOA
DEL MAR APT C 112. INDIO. CA.
9220\-3957

RAINBCMI DR. 1>\l.M DESERT. CA,
91211-1369

HOLLYWOOF'S, 652 E61H ST# 8,
BEAUMO\'lf. CA. 92223-2220
GEORGI\'S BEANIES AND COt,
U:CTABLES,67(#) RAMON RD.
OJllEDRAL crTY, CA. 92234-3393
DESERTTRAASPORTATION SER\ICES, 28530 lANDAU BLVD
STE I, CATHEDRAL CrrY, CA.
92234-3510

CROWN VlDEO CREATIONS, 32635
DESERTV!Sto. RO UNIT A.
CAIHEORALcrTY, CA, 922344232
FE DlfiTONASSOCIATES,37(f,9
I>\LO VERDE DR. OJllEDRAL

crTY, CA. 922J4.7727
AMANDA RECORDS, 36660 MNKSIOEDRSTEB,CAnlEDRAL
CTJY, CA. 922J4.7833
MODERN HOMES, 72261 HIGHWAY
Ill STE 206, 1>\l.M DESERT, CA.
9226().2700
PS CUSTOM BRONZING, 22b()RE.
GONTIU., 1>\l.M SPRJNGS, CA.
92262-1164
CELEBRITY BOOK. COM, 182 N
1>\l.M CANYON DR. 1>\l.M
SPRJNGS, CA. 92262-5504
ESSE"CE OF SlYLE MEOlA
GROUP,21AKEVIEW OR, 1>\l.M
SPRJNGS, CA. 9221;4-55QI
ART-4-Lf.SS, 2612 S OiEROKEE WAY,
1>\l.M SPRJNGS, CA. 92264-5(,05
ZEPHYR REAL ESTATE PALM
SPRI~GS,I199ERAMONRU

1>\l.M SPRINGS, CA, 922M-7JIIl

GO\\C\\OW BUCHER. 9238MAGNQ.
UAAVE. RIVERSIDE CA. 92503380l

BLUE LAGUNA UMOUSINES, EXECUlWE, 10590VICTORIAAVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA, 925()3.(,()3\
ABBA COUNSEUNG SERVICES,
5556 HARDWICK DR. RIVERSIDE,
CA. 92504-\330

GO'ZALEZ JANITORIAL, 3610 BANBLRY OR APT II 0, RIVERSIDE,
CA. 92505-1861
OFF THE HOOKATEXTn..E STU010, fiiOO BROCK10N AVE STE 8,
RIVERSIOE,CA,92506-3801
SC01TY'SAUfO REPAIR, 62AO BOX
SPRINGS BLVDSTEC. RIVERSIDE CA. 92507.fii48
DIRECf VISION SATELLITE, 1138
CE-fiEI, ST APT7, RIVERSIDE,
CA. 92507-11122
LITTLE EM'S LEAGUE BASBALL,
15STZ PRAIRIE WAY, RIVERSIDE,
CA. 9250S$15
LAURA'S Ul<N PROCESSING,@\5
'MJOOMERE DR. RIVERSIDE, CA.

92509-0739

NE'W
CA. 92584-8611
BLBICOOL HEAVENLY GEAR, 29799
MAPES RD. SUN CITY. CA.
92585-9757
MERLE I'0\1AN COSMETICS. 2«110

MCCALL BLVD STE C, SUN CTJY
CA. 92586-\983
•
LE'S NAlLS, 2A370 CANYON LAKE DR
N STE6, CANYON IAKE,CA,
92587-&»1
POSTALANNEX 3<>2,26489YNEZRO
STEC.lEMECUU\, CA. 92.591-4656
SCENTED WICKS, 23312 TRIWUM
DR. WILDOMAR, CA 9259S-S683
SR MACHINI!\G, 399 E HARRISONST
STE C. CORONA CA. 92879-1313
VIEWO~TECH!\OLOGIES, 723
LASSEN OR, CORONA. CA,
92879~5980

MlKES:\PPUA.'\CE. 44518 FLOR.Jll.\
AVE. HEMET, CA, 92544-5916

EAGLE H0.\1£ I'SPEcnO S, 18662
C>\K PARK DR. RIVERSIDE, CA,
92.5<)1.9432

COl '\~HILI..SAliTO\\ASH, 330N
SANDERSON AVE. HEMET. CA,
92.54>-1923

JA\A HUT CAFE, 4650 LA SIERRA AVE,
RIVERSIDE CA. 92.-;()5-2763

00.... £ \\<ELL CO.... STRUCTIO~.
34541 SIMPSON RD. HEMET.
CA. 92.545-9493
TODAY DELIVERY, 25151
GRANVILLE ST. MORENO VALLEY, CA. 92i5\-2547
1'.0TARI£S2 U, 12294BREWS'TERDR,
MORENO VAUEY, CA. 92555-1818
OSORJOS CO\lPLETE LAWN CARE
SVC. 230<3 SEABROOK LN
MORENOVAUEY,CA, 92557~165
SOCALMEATS, 120l9RII>\RIANWAY,
MORENO VAllEY. CA, 92.557-6139
MY BUDDIES PIZZA, 39872 LOS
ALAMOS RD # 5, MURRIETA,
CA. 92562-5871

OP'Ilc.AL CO\CEPTS E.~INEERL'>G.

CIADD.\G"' SCHOOL OF IRISH
IJMCE. 26190 JEFFFRSON AVE
STE' MURR1E1A. CA. 92.562-6137
R Z DESIG~S, 41083 SANDALWOOD
C\R STE F. MURRIETA. CA.
92562-7029

JLAN JAI...EMAo'\' CO~UJ1"1.G.40550
MmMA ST. INDIO. CA. 92lffYnff>
0 E E"'TERPRlZES. 76732 OKLAHOMA AVE. PALM DESERT, CA,

NL TA\AGUO:"'.'E DE\'ELOP\1£.1'1/T,
6681 MAGNOUAAVE. RIVERSIDE,
CA.92l06
2900WATCH3\\QRLD.C0\1, ]9('f) ELGIN OR APT A. RIVERSIDE CA.
92507-2948

SAGE PICilJRE IMAGE, 2873 1311l ST.
RIVERSIDE CA, 925074946
TRISTARlliREE.IO\OVIA ZAPATA
APT 4, RIVERSIDE, CA. 92507<i1A9
Al\1 ENGINEERI.M;. 8376 YJ\R.RCW l.N,
RIVE.RSIDE, CA, 92.5QS.2924

FORD & SO,S, 5248 CONOlA DR.
MIRA l.D'\1A. CA, 91752-IWQ

Dr\NA C0""6"11UICTIO.~. 6619 KERRY

MAS DE LA VIDA. mJ3C'OlJNTRY
Cll1B DR# IOOA. INDIO, CA,
92201-1246

ALL STAR POSTTENSIO'I. 8249 40'lH
ST. RIVERSIDE, CA. 92.5®-2919
MA>VIOS E\'.GL,'EERI.'-G. 18630COLUERAVE STE H. LAKE ELS\NORE CA. 9253().Z733

ERNIESAtrfO REPAIR & TOWii\G,
82375 MARKefSTSTE20.1NO!O,
CA. 92201-2211
A & GAIR CONDSVC,817200UA
AVE. INDIO. CA. 92201-3077
HENRYS STEEL, 80876 MISSISSIPPI
RO, INDIO, CA. 92201-5023
SOLERA PRE-OWNED •I0\1F..S,300
S HIGHLAND SPRINCSAVE STE
2K. BANNING, CA, ~3

AVVAR BOOKS,203SI>\l.M DR.
BLYTIIE, CA. 92225-2537
STARS TRAVEL.68049VISfA DB..
VALLE CAlliEORAL CTIY, CA.
92234-2249
A BETTER C0\1PUTER SYC. 68713
PB<.EZ RO # 84. CAll!EDRAL
crTY, CA. 92234-7222
EASY HALRCliTS BARBER SALO",
68845 PB<.EZ RO# H~ CAI1iEDR.ALcrTY. CA. 92234-72.>1
MIMIS ICE CREAI\1, 51728 CALLE
PERA. COACHELLA. CA. 922362606
SOUTHWEST 1\U:LO~ SALES, 53800
POLK ST. COACHELLA. CA.
92236-3803

LA QUINTA DODGERS BASEBALL,
78WlUS HIGHWAY Ill, l.AQUINTA. CA. 92253-2l»7
CITY NAll..S II, 78477 US HIGHWAY
Ill # C, LA QUII'ITA, CA, 922532076
LA QUINTA HAIR DESIG~ . 50855
WASHINGION ST # 2D. LA QUlNll\,CA, 92253-2891

W S 0 D, 79915 WESlWARO HO DR. LA
QUWlA. CA. 92253-4318
PALM SPRINGS DESKTOP.C0'\1,353
N HERMOSA DR UNIT MI. Fru..M
SPRINGS, CA. '122b2.fn\5
PAUL SHEPARD lNC, 1345 N PALM
CAN'tON DR. 1>\l.M SPRINGS, CA.

922&4405
LOG ON, ln5 E 1>\l.M CANmN DR.
1>\l.M SPRJNGS, CA. 92264-1613
DfSERT SAN APARTMENTS, iUSI
WINDSOR OR, RANCHO MlRAGE, CA. WI/().2372

SARA GOODMAN ART GALLERY,
40745 MORNINGSTAR RU RANCllO MIRAGE, CA, 9227().4()79

CLASSIC MOBILE AUTO DETAILlNG, 37 DEL P1ZZ0U, LAKE ElSINORE CA. 9253W21!2
SKY DOG RANCH, 599% HORSf:
CAN){!; RO, MOUIWJN CENTER, CA. 92561-3016

JOHNS HOME INSPECfiOS SVC,
1001 3RO ST SI'C 5, CALIMESA.
CA,<n:J2().1233

INLAND EMPIRE MERCHANT
SERVICES, 17773ALEXANDER
ST. PERRIS, CA. 9257l}m6

MEDES ENTERPRISE, 3364 BROCKTON AVE, RJVERSIDE c.A.
92501-2715

LUSSENHEIDE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, 29633 JURA CT. MENIFEE,

ESOLUTIONS, 10206\NlliANA AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA. 92503-53()1

ARc.AJ>IA ELECTROLYSIS,42700
BOB HOPE DR STE315, RANOlO
MIRAGE, CA, WI/().7\45

BUSINESS

SASSY HAIR & TAl'\. 6736 NIC'Ol£IT
ST. RIVERSIDE CA. 92.5<)1.1843

LN. RIVERSIDE, CA. 92509-16liJ

AI'\ZAACRES LOG CABL~ HOMES,

59455 NORMAN RUANZA. CA.
92539-9517
AAA EMERGf.I'I.CY DENTAL REFERRAL 255 N GILBERT ST STE C2
HEMET. CA. 92>l3-1066
SLENDER LADY OF HEMET, 41859
FLORIDA AVE, HEMET, CA,
92544-5090
ARCHAMBEAU & RHOOLES,45010
FLORJOA AVE, HEMET. CA.
92544-5583

G NTRlJCKJI'Io,(;,21620VIA UAGO, PERRIS. CA. 92.57().7680
RUsnC MARKE11J'oiG. 15455 SHELTON
RU P£RRIS. CA. 92.570-9480
VlR'IU\L VU, 837 BERGAMO AVE. SAN
JACINIO, CA. 92583-2978
R D JUlX;EM.ENT RECOVERY, 25798
SUNNYVALE Cf. MENIFEE, CA,

92584-90694
1..0\N FlNANCIAL 29670 BONANZA PL.

CANYON LAKE, CA. 92587-7924

AERIAL REGISTRAR. 311164 RAIL.
ROW CANYON RDAPT A.
CANYON LAKE, CA. 92587-"'98
l\10iEJL INV£ST\1E.NTS, ~75 OLD
1I:M'N FRO'IT ST.lEMEClJU\,
CA,9259().\IQ,l
A.VI PRODUCTIO'\jS. 19886 CORTE
CASTILLE, 'ffiMECIJLA. CA.
92591~5354

RQ.\IJWARE, 32A02 MAGENTA Cf.

'TEMECULA. CA. 92.592-3876

JAY!\tOR OO~SfRUCllON, 32515 BtJE..
NA VENIUM RU WINCHESTER.
CA. 92596-969\
SOtJill <XV$I'TRUCK & TRAILER
REPAIR, 5135 PINl1) PL, NORCO.
CA. 9286().1654
L PWEGLEITNER CO'SULTil'G, 1548
MARSHALL LN CORONA. CA.
92819-3015

410 BRTITANY DR. CORONA. CA.
9287%107

92211~no2

R0\1AJ''>tTICGARDE.l\SPAR'll PLAl'l,
910 E INDIAN SCHOOL LN BANNING, CA. 9222().2256

CUTS N PERMS, 10300 BEAUMONT
AVE# B, CHERRY VAllEY. CA,
92223-4426
ACTivnlESOFOA.ILl Uvn....G,fUXYJ
WAKEFlELO RU CA11lEORAL
CTJY, CA. 92234-1\10
FAll\tA H0\1E CARE, 69814 FATIMA
WAY. OJllEDRAL crTY, CA,

Motivating Unmotivated People
continued from page 43

money," and mstead lhinks. "I work so
that I can enable my daughter to attend a school that wtll g1ve her a
chance to go do what she want' in
life," there is a significanl menial and
motivational shift that occurs.
Understanding thai someone
comes to work because !hey lhrive on
personal interacnon, are trymg to gam
expenence so !hey can run therr own
comer deli. or whatever is thetr personal goal, enables a manager to talk
m !hat person's language. It also enables lhe manager to assign responsibilities in lhar person's area of mtcrest,
and remind them of how what !hey

are doing is tied to !heir btgger goals.
Managers who enable people to
fulfill their life goals through work,
never have 10 wony about how to motivate !heir people. The act of fulfilling rheir life goals 1s enough to keep
them motivated. All the manager has
lo do is find the hnks between those
goals, and lhe orgamzatron 's needs,
and match lhe two up.
Step #5 Move Negathe People Off
the Team
Nolhmg can halt progress hke
someone who is discontent stmply for
the sake ofbemg discontent. It is demoralizing to others and rt draws energy and time from the rasks bemg at-

9?-234-2518
o....F.A.''d'GCO\IPAN\",32521 SHIFTlNG SANDS lRL # 3. CATHEDRAL
cm·.CA. 92234-3918
DATE PAL.\1 GOLF. 35871 DATE
PALM OR, CATHEDRAL CllT.
CA.9~56

I\10HR l~1PRESSIQ'\jS, 50030 CORONAOO ST. COACHELLA. CA.
92236-3320
CA TECH BUILDERS, 52725 AVENIDA VALLEJO, LA QUINTA. CA.
92253-3344
o.RNICERA LA C0STENA. 44795 SAN
1>\BLO AVE STE I, PALM DESERT.
CA,9226().3578

DOOR TO DOOR D£UVERY S\ C.
44475 SAN JUAN AVE, PALM
DESERT. CA. 9226().3668
GWBALA C HEAT,40l E LAUREL OR.
1>\l.M SPRINGS, CA. 92262-2236
GABRlEL LW\.I,o\.;'\ & ASSCX:, 2314 E
BEU.AMY RD, PAlM SPRINGS.

CA. 92262.~1527
OGARETTE OUTLET. nnE
TAHQUITZ CAN'rON VvAY. PALM.

SPRINGS. CA. '122b2-7009
SMS FLOORL'iG. 37595 PEAC'CXK OR,
RANCHO MIRAGE. CA. 92270-2425
FL"\AL ffiUOI SALON. 7tXX6 HIGHV.AY Ill # 6, RANOIO MIRAGE.
CA. 9227().2923
EJSE.NHOWE.R I\1EDICAL CENl'ER.
71650HIGHWAY 11\,RANCHOMIRAGE CA. 922704482
EMPIRE WHOLESAL.E. 2257 BUSINESS
WAY. RIVERSIDE., CA. 92501-2231
aJRVES FOR \\Q\1EN, 3537 MAIN Sf,

lempted. lhat doesn '1 mean you don't
want good "counterpoint" people on
your 1ean1.
Someone who says.
"Look, l know what we are all trying
to do. and I lhmk there is a better
\\'ay," can be a valuable resource to
help make sure the team ts on the
right track.
However, someone who JUSt regularly says "We'll never get there,"
Will JUS I hold everyone back. Move
them off lhe team. and bnng m someone who will assist and suppon the
group's etfons.
Whether you are trying to motivate people to help create a clean environment for guests, or something
more pertinent to your orgamzauon,
remember !hat anyone can be a greal

RIVERSIDE CA. 92.501-2836
ADR.IA.l\AS H0\1£ S\"C, 10233 BONITA
AVE, RIVERSIDE. CA, 92.503-3412
lf'lrii-TRUST USA CO, 4193 MA""'·
CHESTER PL, RIVE.RSIDE CA.
92503-4068
MLSIKl'R£..'\1lS.IOI16INOlANAAVE,
RIVERSIDE CA. 92503-5341>
HEAVENI.l-~17310

LAKEI'OlNTE DR. RIVERSIDE. CA.
925<M586
Sll..YERUNE R£AL1Y & 1..0\NS L'K:,
2900ADAMS ST. RIVERSIDE CA.
92504-4335

PHALWSG£SllJRES,3132
BaVEOERE DR. RIVERSIDE. CA.
92507-3205
USPI\(NE, 5055 CANYON CREST DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92507.00\5
SHAW.'NAS HO\fEI....Q.\.." &. ~
sv·c. 8805 KEYSTONE CT. RIVERSIDE CA. 92.5QS.30116

BRA'i!JO'\' EQUIP\fE.'IT C0.4WO VALLEY fORGE DR. RIVERSIDE, CA.
92.5®-3583
tRBA."'tAPOTHECARY. 7510 LAKESIDE DR, RIVERSIDE. CA.
92509-5300
1\1 GTRUCKH,G, 6649 45TH Sf, RIVERSIDE CA. 92.5®-7209
W\\ PRODUCf10NS,31681 RIVERSIDE DR STE 0, LAKE ELSINORE,
CA. 92.53().78\5
TEMECULA FLORAL CO, 326300NTARIO WAY. LAKE ELSL'IORE. CA.
92530-&311
CREATIVE L""'jVESTIJ"'iG, rm UP'fO,\'N PL, HEMET, CA. 92>lS-89\0

motivaror. All it takes is an understanding of the appropriate steps to
take and a wtllmgness to do them.
This article contams the sreps. The
willingness rs up to you.
John StrelecJ..)· is the author of "The
Why Are You Here Cafe," and anationally recognioed speaker on the
topic of "Creating The Pe~fect Company." A graduate of Northwestern
Liniversity .\JBA program. he has
sen·ed as a husiness strategist for numerous Fortune 500 companie.'i, and
co:founded the Business Philosophy
practice at \lorningstar Consulting
Group LLC (1m1<:mscgi.net). He can
he reached at 407-342-4181 or jstrelecky(g whycafe.com.

s

Wind Energy Plays a Major Role in Addressing Air Quality Concerns
continued from page 35

since !hen arc equivalent to having
gone from a Model T to a Lexus in 25
years. Just one new turbmc could replace 20 of the old ones, while producing up to I00 percent more energy. An
imponant goal of lhe California wind
industry is to replace the early-vinrage
turbines with new technology, but a

provision in !he federal wind Production Tax Credit discourages this repowering." This provrsion, an ouldated relic of earlier restructunng etfons,
often referred to as the "California
Fix," could be removed when Congress
rakes up the pending energy bill. "Failure ro remove the impediment would
mean California would not get irs fair
share of federal tax doUars intended for

clean enef),'Y development."
Welton applauded Rep. Bono for
her etfons, as a member of !he House
Energy and Commerce Committee, to
work 10 eliminare remaining impediments to wmd development m the
pending energy legislation.
CaiWEA is a non-profit corporatiOn
supported by members ofthe wind en-

ergy industry, including turbine manufacturers. project developers and
owners, component suppliers, suppon
conrracto~< and others. CaiWEA represents its members in California:,
policy forums. seeking to encourage
and support the production of electricity through the use of wind generators. More information is available
at: WM'li.~cal~vea.org.
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Residential Real Estate Builders Serving the Inland Empire

EXECUTIVE

Rimk.f·d h\ ,a/n \ olllml'
Coml):ln\

100>=

.4.ddn:ss Inland E"mplr't
Cit), Sllltt. Zip

2.

3.

..
5.

6.

Top Local £ucutnt

Sales\"olumt

Year Foundtd

~f..scrow

Headqoartm

210

S417 milhoo

1976

ResidentiaJ Real
Estate Sales

Lois K. Lauer
Ownnan of the Board

97

$408 rrullion

199S

Re:\idential

Lortruo Lombardtlll
Re£J(knlfBroker

lnJand Empirt

Inland Empi.rt

Compan~Widt

(Gross S Amount)

RmfAX or Ute Destrt
7260..o;:EJ~.~

PhoM/Fu
Addl"'tS.'I

E-~tail

Palm Desert. CA Q2260
Coldwell Banktr Associates Rea.lh

99&; H1bcr1 St MJOO
San D~t•go, CA Q'l\Jl

124

•

1116,008,000

1997

Res1dential Real Estate

1 ~;J~~I=~~ 11 ]2
~~~.IJ]~~~~;r~2?7

Thomas R. Hoffman

coo

~~~~Z:4fJ!c~J17~~~c~m

fo~"tu""'"'~~rvlrope:rties

68

$240 million

l'pl.md. CA 91786

Prudential Cabromla ReaJit}

68

~~~~~~~§2~

Btdtr & Becker Rea.lt)'

44]11 \tL•nttTev Ave

$219 nulhon

100

7.

?~c::-~"cfz5~Sit

8.

Coklwell Banker lilit1t-Tmm:As:sociat~
lS006 Yuca~~ Bhd
'riJCllp;i, C'A 92399

9.

4SOOO Club Dme
Indian Welh. CA 92210

1991
NIA

ResidentiaVCommcrciaJ Real Estate

RcaiEstate

Willard E. EIUott

~'ner!Broker

(90'Jl 981-Z20SIQ82-8610
Mel Rudman
Pre!i1dent
{760) 77J-4.WOn7]-44!9

~~~rne~@\liorldnc:t-attnet

ResidennaJ Sales

1971

Fuii+Service
RcaiE.state

Vice Pmi1dcm
(9091676-57361699-0387

19M2

Re11dentiaJ Real

GartyTeotlers
Broker
('KI9J 797-Il5ln97-91~

Si29million

1969

Fuli-Servu.:e Residential

$122 milhon

1979
AppleVaJiey

Full Service Real Estate

1988

ResidentiaiJCOil'UTlCfC•al Real Estate

$200 rrullion

1!0

Si85.2million

78

Sl35 million

Cokhnll Banker Sandpiper Realt}

Res1dentiaJ and locomc

1981

100

Palm Desert, CA 92160

RaDCOn Real F..statt

1982
Upland

Palm Desert

Temecula
Yuca~pa

Own"
l760J :46-559]1346-4078

E.~Sales

BUSINESS

\Ukt Dtaz

Brtnda Fulmer

II.
12.

13.

Shear Rtaln

65

~~~~ Vair~)~.~~-~~2}81

bl' Christine Rol/i!

WUhout an "e.recutil·e timeout" tn
m·er rwo years. I was long m·eJ'duefhr
some qua/if\• time to. u·e/1, do "nothing." H'ilh 111_\' hushwul ami fi\"t'-.\'I..'Uro/d son intoH: we hl.!aded to 1/mmii.
He choose the island f?{"f\.aua 'i jiw its
rropl(·al beallf)' ffe had spenl )liSt

three da_n 011 l\.aua "i a ji:w p:ar., hack
and hadfl1llen in lm·e with the laidback. restfiil island Yo\\. ll'lth a I 0dm• trip planned, we were rt:.'lll~\" to
rhorouglzh· explore the island.\ landscapes and uttmctions

Pres1dent
(760) ~5-2527f.l60-0229

Prudtnlia.l C:aliromia Rtall)

$122 million

~~~~~~Xa92506

Cmtun 21 fainta\ Rtall\, Joe.
184~ Awv 1~. •J~J
·
App I! \lifer. C.\ 91301

lO

$71 m1llion

1964
Vktorvdle

Futl-.'krvlc:c Real l:.state
Sale:\ and Relocation and

Prudential California RtaJh

36

$65 million

1986
Pa1m Spnngs

Full-Service
Residential Rent.al
COI1lfl'left:1al

~I= Ef~2~b~·ay

.
6

0

;~a!t ~Jis ~192210
Ben Hinkle Real

£~late.

~~~~~;~~.~~A 92307

5.'10,8S6.210

"

18.

19.

ColdwtU Banktt Real Est.ale Corp.

~l~~·~l 07054

23

3,000

Coldwell BaUtr lOvett-Tenets

re~~ ~AHi~ Ave.

H•t~ ~~denll~:Jcs.

S24 million

1963
Apple Valley

Full-Service

119.671.600

1975
Billnmg

Sales Exclusively in Sun Lale.s
CoWltryCJub

l92

WND

1906

Fuli·Service Residential

33

WND

1982

Full-Service ResubtiaJ

Company

Phillip.~

Owil('r/Bro~r·

7601 24~- 36 71242-IS--':U

Ov.ner!Bro~.:

760) 32l-'i0001Jl, 1"'93

Rohert Ouoo
Prts1den1.

~*J;~~n9~;!
b~te~- Harrbun
(760) 24i-26541247-073l

~~~Teotten

1989

Full-Service Res1denllal

Maureen Jones
Broker
(909) 6594ll5ffil9-0086

f~=-=~·...__

WND

1997

Full-ServiCe
ResidentiaJ

Man B. Kirk
Broker
(909) 609-12121609-1214

r~~r!~A\1:.,Ste211

WND

1976
Rivemde

VAJFHA.Rq>OS

IU""""'. CA 92506

~"f~n~ugh~
(909) 781-1001V781-3766

~!Unc~.tr=-111-~ Inc.

23

Coldw.O S..kw Eadk Adams R'"'/J;
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NORTH COAST
Princeville Resorl
We spent the fir>; I few days on the
north shore. staying 111 the resort area
of Princeville. This area IS renowned

for its ocean bluff condominiums and
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The Island of Kaua'i-Perfect for a Long
Overdue Getaway!

tom..~nas.soc®aol.com

10

TIME

JOUR~AL

1t> golf. We slayed at !he Pnnce\ille
Hole!. The resort lobby has a sery
European feel, With marble. chandeliers and very omale tllmi!Ure. There
are top-ranked golf courses. lennis
courts, a heallh club, and three reslaurants, including !he acclaimed La Cascala. The Li' mg Room, !he lobby bar,
offers the pcrfecl spol for a 1rop1cal
cocktail With views overlooking
Hanalei Bay and !he Bali Hm Mounlams. There's often nighlly entertamment, includmg Hawaiian hula
dancers perfonnmg tradiiional ceremonial dances. The resort pool area
mcludes a sw1m-up bar and IS JUS! a
few steps away from Tunnels Beach,
a perfecl snorkelmg spot And for the
ullimale relaxmg experience. the re-

sort also offers ocean-side massages
(well worth !he extra cos!).
What you won't find al !he
Princeville Hotel are the !heme-parklike amenilies and giant waterslides.
The resort is posh and sophisticated.
However, w1Ih my five-year-old son a1
my side, I often found myself saymg
"don '!I ouch" as we walked Ihrough
the lobby and "be qwel'' by lhe pool.
I guess all the o1her kids were spendmg time playmg in Ihe resort's children's program. Smart parcnb.

Na Pali Coast
Kaua'1 is a h1ker\ parad1sc and I
am a h1ker. I wanted 10 h1ke the Na
Pali Coast for several years, includmg my last tnp to Kaua'1, but th1s
\vas my first tunc. I \vas concerned
1ha1 !he trail would be loo challengmg for my son, bu1 he did grea1
(learning how 10 h1kc "\nth hiS
hands" up the rocks. slide m !he red
dirl and use h1s wall..mg s11ck for balance). The hike \\.as an ad\·cnturc,
wi!h d1ps and climbs along Sleep
oceanside cliffs that offered stunnmg
v1cws. We completed only the firS!
two miles of !he h1ke from Ke 'e
Beach to the beach at Hanakap1'a1
Valley, bul round tnp 1t took most of
lhe day. I would have liked Io go another two miles to Ihc walerfall. bu1
I was outso1ed. Senous backpackers
can comple!c !he 11-mile trek and
usc the campsites (with a pem111).

EAST COAST
We spenl !he remaimng days of
our Sta} on the East Coast, where !he
maJonty ofKaua'is populallon Jives.
This WaJluaJKapa'a area is often referred to as Coconul Coast The area
offers an array of shops and restaurants (and more options for the budg-

et-conscious vacationer), but isn't
qwle as pristine as the North Coasl's
Pnnceville Resort area.

\\as great for families looking for an
affordable vacation. Our umt had
t\vo bedrooms v,:Jth hvo bathrooms,
easily able to accommodate an cxlcndcd family (or nanny).

Aloha Beach Resort
Our las! stay was at Ihe Aloha
Beach Resort. pre\ iously knov. n as
!he Holiday Inn SunSpree Resort. Although not "ocean front.'' the resort
has ocean \iev.:s and is JUSt a short
v.alk 10 the beach and Lydgaie Park.
wh1ch IS 1deal for kids. The lobb} and
grounds \\Cre lancbcaped with tropical plan!s, walerfalls and creeks runnmg throughout However, the rooms
\~v·cre a little ''tired" and in need of a
makeover. For the more budget conscious, this resort is a smart ch01cc.
After our 10-day trip. I was dcfinilely well rested. I returned to work
with a renewed appreciation for nature
and fell fortunate to spend so much
quahiy rime alone with !he fanuly. Of
course, !he reality of work (and lhe
stress that accompanies it) soon returns. However. I can slill close my
eyes and menially return to Kaua '1 for
a break and my m111d is qu1ckly
recharged. It seems I am still reap111g
1he rewards of my "executive break."

How to Get There
American Airlines:

LAX d1recl to L1hue, Kaua' 1: $499

\\here lo Stay:
Pnncc,ille Resort
5520 Ka Haku Road
PO. Box 3069
PrinCC\llle. Kaua'i, Hawaii 96722
Tele: 800-826-4400
Rates: 5450

Oulrigger Lae :'\ani Resorl
41 0 Papa loa Road
Kapa'a. Kaua'i. Hawaii 96746
Telc: 800-0UTRIGGER or
808-822-4938
Ra1cs: S 175 - $295

Aloha Beach Resort
3-5920 J-;.uh10 High.,..ay
Kapa'a, Kaua'1, Hawaii 96746
Tele· 888-823-5111
Ra!cs: $71-$199

Where to Eat:
North Coast:
Hanalei Dolphin Restaurant in
HanaleL Seafood and Sleak.
$20-30 for dmner
La Cascala. in Pnncenlle Resort:
hahan. $25-35 for runner

East Coast:
Eggberts, 111 Coconut Marketplace, Kapa 'a (great for breakfasl): $8-15
Duke's Canoe Club, 111 the Marnon: $15-30
The Shack. m Kapa'a: $8-12

Outrigger Lae Nani
The Ouirigger Lae am IS a resort of condominium units. The unit
we stayed in had a great view of the
ocean, and overlooked !he pool area.
AI !hough !he unit d1dn 't have a!f conditioning, the temperature was JUSt
fine. With a full kitchen, we welcomed Ihe opportunity to cook a

Need Office Furniture?

"home" meal, and cat on our own
lanai. The pool area was s1mplc no
swim-up bar, no hosless 10 take our
lunch order and no cabana rcmals.
No problem
we JUSt broughl our
own lunch and drinks (and saved a
small fortune!. There was C\en a barbecue a,·ailable for gucsls. There
\\ilsn 't a hot tub but the pool \\as open
u111il I 0 p.m .. offenng a fan11ly S\\1111
under the stars! 0\crall. the resort

MODULAR SYSTEMS
Page 9
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Top Commercial I Industrial Contractors
.\.ddress

o~.statf.lip

,,

.\I Shankle CoD.)tmclion Co.
4214 E La Palma \H:
~~m.

c....ct.. Bklgs.ill I.E.
lodstrl.Bidgs.inl£
(sq. R. COillpldftl)

continued from page 35

lofl..ictnwdContractors
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continued from page 35
Tiffany & Co., Mikimoto, Hermes,
Chane!, South Coast Plaza Shopping
Center, Jaguar Cars, Giorgio Annaru
and Empono Annani, Escada,
Ermenegildo Zegna, Trammell Crow
Co., Ernst & Young, The lrvme Company, Bauer Jaguar, The Irvine Barclay Theatre. The Spa at South Coast

Plaza, Ocean Pacific, Leason
Pomeroy Architects, KOCE-TV.
Chapman General Hospital, Western
Medtcal Center, Uniglobe Travellntematwnal, Fantasttc Sam's, Abtgail
Abbott Personnel Companies, P.F.
Chang's China Bistro, Sizzler Restaurants, U Fomaio Restaurants. Lawry's
Restaurants, Pengum 's Frozen Yogurt.
Htlton Hotels. Westin South Coast
Plaza Hotel, DoubleTree Hotels, The

Center Club (Club Corporation of
America), and Philippine Airlines."
M Zuckerman Public Relations
& Marketmg, Inc., provides clients
with such services as development of
public relations and marketing programs, advcrtismglgraphic design, direct mail campaigns, and speccal event
development and tmplementation.
The firm is well-known for its work
with the media - print and broadcast

media contacts are mamtamed on local, regional, and national levels.
M. Zuckerman Public Relations
& Marketing, Inc. has developed its
own mche by partnenng tts clients
with local non-profit groups. Ms.
Zuckerman's extensive contacts withm the community have given her an
m-depth knowledge of the workings

continued on page 54

Toyota \1otor Sale\. Sundance S~.
Stli~ui TA. Comm~. CoocCJllt'\
Corporate Center

Health Care. Eduut1on.
Commert!al

City of Palm Spnng~.
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Conuncrnal/lndw.tnal Bu1ldmg

City ofRi\Cr.Jdt, Coca-Cola.
AlphaTherapeuoc,
Archtve Sruragt \ianagcmcnr

California Nurse Shortage Met Head-on by Western California College
contmued from page 30

Kurt Rothweiler
Pre~u.knt

009) 91!11- ~05-mK.\--41&
Kurtrothv.(tler@<k)l.coe
J.O.Oitmansll
Pre51dcnt1CEO
f562J948-424U695-n99
jgonnly@oltman~ com
Stephen Pankow

Reg:tOOal\"Ju Pft,Jdcnl
19091 67~-006416H-19l!6
David Prizio
CEO
(714) 5-B-l~661543-J388
Ralpbl\ffaitati

pointed out that, "While more women
take up nursmg as a professton because other professions were maledominated, males have fatled to enter
into thcs profession. makmg up only
5.4 percent of RNs today."
Additionally, Dr. Candelaria said
that the percentage of minonty group
nurses ts far below that of soctety as a
whole. A wcder dtverscty of nurses ts
needed m Californta because of the
state's mulhcultural hentage. "By
openmg Western California College,

we hope to provtde more learnmg opportunities to all ethnicities, espectally mmonty groups such as Htspamcs,
Alhcan American.,, Asians and Southcast Asians. mcluding Chinese. Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese. Indonesians.
Thai, and Filipmo students."
Western California College's
chtef academic officer, Dr. Robert
Caldwell. with some 30 year.; of expcnence in education, recognizes that
provcding enough nurses for Cali forma IS a monumental challenge "We
expect the lack of health care
providers to get worse before It gets

better. as the baby boom generatiOn
will be rettring soon and California's
population continues to skyrocket."
explamed Dr. Caldwell. "However.
we are always developmg new programs and techniques of mstruction.
We plan to provide online education
and dcrected study cour.;es, thereby
multtplymg our power to provide
quality education."
The many courses being developed by Western California College m
addttlon to tts established programs.
mclude: first atdcardtopulmonary resuscitation, acute cardiopulmonaf)

life support. pedtatnc advanced life
support and phlebotomy.
For nurses that are already regiStered and working, Western Caltfonua
College has been approved by the
Board of Regtstered
to provide
continumg education and will begin
offering those courses m March.
Students interested m the programs offered at Western California
College may contact the college at
866-621-2169 or at its Web site: westemcalifomiacollegc.edu

=

Pre~1cknt

SttpbtnJones
Pw.idcnt
(9491 863-9~00186.'\-1087
mfo@~n)'der-lang~ton.com

Turner Comtructioa Co.

Madeline Zuckerman PR Celebrates 25th Year

Pre~1dent

1909) &89-0LW38J-388l

1962 Cowan

sample telephone survey of 400 Hesperia residents determined that 58 percent of Hesperia residents would support a gammg facility if tt would increase revenues and public services.
Dr Alan Heslop, the recently retired
dtrector of the Rose Institute of State
and Local Government (Claremont
Colleges) m Claremont, conducted
the survey.
To view the Municipal Service
agreement, go to www.cityofhesperia.us, then to About Hesperia and
click on Casmo.

(909) 351-6K65/J51-6R80

g~ennnp@jgcon,IJU(Uon.com

lri. •.\.R. Construction Joe..

torical records show the tribe had once
occupted land in and around Hesperia. After consulting wcth federal, state
and city offictals, the tnbe felt that by
working wtth the city It could fulfill
the desire to provtde economic selfsufficiency to tribal members and provide the cctizens of Hesperia with mcreased public services, infrastructure
development and ongoing revenues.
Highltghts of the agreement,

whtch would bnng the city apprOXImately $137 mtllion over the next 20
years, includes a substantial mcrease
in police and fire personnel, the addition of a new fire station with
equtpment. the expanston and mamtenance of public facilities and road
Improvements.
In addction, the tribe agrees to
use city municipal serv1ces: mitigate
traffic impacts; make payments m
lceu of sales tax; property tax and
room tax, as well as offenng trammg

and JOb opportunities for local residents. The direct nwnber of jobs created will be about 1,000, wcth most
of them being in the annual salary
range of $30,000 to $60,000.
Once this Municipal Agreement
is signed by both the tribe and city
council, it must be submtned to the
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of lndcan Affairs for approval. Once approved, the designated
property will be placed in trust by the
Umted States under the Indian SelfDetemunation Act.
A recently completed random

Robert\. Fullmer
Pre~Jdent

Con,tructJon,

Orna.no. C-\ QP6J

4911 Birth. Ste Oil:::
'\e-..-ponBeat!'l C-\9:!660

1os/.ocalh:tr.
i"'l4J996-X%(W~~~P.(,.19

C ·\ 9ZSO..

Capslont COll'otrurtiun Co.. Inc.
365JThsrd.Stl't'Cl
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The Casino Agreement
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Arthur Moessner Hired as Vice President at Bank of the West
Bank's Growing Portfolio of Agricultural Clients Complements its Six State Retail Presence
Bank of the West has hired Arthur
Moessner as vtce president and senior
relationship manager in cts agribusiness lending division. He will be
based at the bank's Chino agribusiness
office and serve agricultural busmesses in California, New Mexico and
Texas. The fourth largest lender to

agriculture m the U.S., the $29 btllion
asset Bank of the West serves many
agricultural entities in the Western
U.S., particularly in Califomta. the natiOn's largest agricultural market.
Moessner's hire is in response to the
continued growth of the bank's agricultural client portfolio. particularly

throughout its retacl branch footprint
m states outside of California. such as
New Mexcco, Idaho, Washmgton,
Oregon and Nevada.
Moessner comes to Bank of
the West wtth more than 15 years
experience in commercml agnculturallending, with a particular em-

phascs on the datry mdustry. Prior
to hts current position, Moessner
was a relattonshtp manager for
Bank of America m Chmo . He
has also held a posttlon m commercial agribusiness lendmg wcth
Farmers & Merchant Bank in
Northern California.
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FEBRUARY
The Edward-Dean Musewn &
Gardens ts pleased to present
"Treasw-es for the Table ... The
Glamour of Open Salls." The opening
reception is Sunday, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Mary E. and Ben Rabe Gallery
and is free to the public. The exhibition continues through April 4. The
musewn and gardens are located at
9401 Oak Glen Road m Cherry Valley, and is open Fnday, Saturday, and
Sunday from I0 am. to 5 p.m., closed
on county holidays. Admission to the
museum is $3, general; $2, seniors;
students and children under 12 years
old are free. For more information,
please contact Belinda Graham at
(909) 955-8916.

8

"How to
Become
(More) Visible on the
Internet," presented by
Joanrue Lenz, owner and "Web Goddess" at Rambow Flair Web Design,
at the For You Network lunch meeting. Wednesday, II a.m., networking;

11

II :30 a.m. sharp - 12:45 p.m., meeting. Sizzler Restaurant, 40489 Murrieta Hot Springs Rd., Murneta. Fee,
$16 members and $18 guests (with
reservations) $20 (without reservations) To RSVP or for more information please contact Joannie Lenz at
(909) 301-6226.

13-15 ~~:iet~a~~~

Championships
returns to Fairplex 4, with the Martial
Arts Championshtp Naska World
Tour. Competitions m various age
groups and categories will offer more
than $40,000 in cash and awards. For
more information please contact
Sharon Autry at (909) 865-4262.

14

A highly imaginative
and entertaining version

of the classical tale "Peter and the Wolf" wtll be presented
by Campus Concerts at The Pasadena Symphony's free "Musical Cir-

200
cus" for children at the Pasadena
Civic Auditorium on Valentine's Day,
Saturday. 8:30 a.m. to I0 a.m. For
more information please call (626)
793-7172, ext. 10.
The Computer
Fair will be in
Fatrplex 6 and
7, featuring hundreds of computer-related items at wholesale prices.

14

-

19

15

-22~v::~;;,:

and head directly to Pomona Raceway. The 44th
Annual K&N Filters NHRA Winternationals will convene its 2004 season
opener at Fairplex with four days of
nitro, top-fuel and funny car action.
Thursday through Sunday. Tickets are

available at ticketmaster.com and at
Ticketrnaster locations. For more information, please contact Sharon
Autry at (909) 865-4262.

''Ti1ne Out''
With Bill Anthony
and Joe Lyons
They review gourmet
foods, travel and world
famous restaurateurs ...
... plus guest interviews
with award winning chefs,
renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders in the
hospitality industry each
Saturday on "Time Out" at
3p.m ..

AVlaltlr Canmumc:at100s, Inc.
Agncultural E.'JlOIII'nlgJam (AEP), Calif Dept. of Food andAgnrulture
Best !leis ofllungs to do. can
Buoness Bank ofCalifonua

SAVE THE DATE MAY 7TH, 2004

2004
WOMEN & BUSINESS EXPO
PRESENTED BY

bUSinessE~umEal
IKEYNOTE SPEAKERS I

TOYOTA DEALERS

OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Whether you're a woman
with a dream of starting your
own business, moving up m
the corporate world, expanding an existing company or
simply determined to
unprove upon your personal
development and leadership
skills, th1s conference is
designed to meet your needs.

#1 Stephanie Edwards*
#2 Lynne Cox**

#3 To Be Announced
April 2nd

WW\\:atmet.org.aep
...searlstar.ler.can
.www.bustnessbank.mn
.www.ca.gov
---~v.·.resources4u.comicltdt
··-

_ .W\\-'W.Citrvu.com

hv.ww.cvnr.com
\\1\\-W~can

-

-"'ww.pllbank.com
·- .W\\o'W.dxic.crg

If you make JUSt one
investment all year, make It
m yourself.. and jom the
other dynamic women who
are taking action to reach
their goals.

You will not
want to miss #3
*Stepharue Edwards· Co-Commentator With Bob
Eubanks for the Rose Parade for 25 years.

.'>'-'WW.a\'laStlr.net

Califonua State Govemnm Home Page. _
Center for lntem.1tiooal Trade [)eo,<loprr<tJt
City Busmess Gwde ClllVU Rancho CUcamonga _
Columb~ Cbmo 'hlley M«lical Center -f"'li<lmll~ofS:IIGaiJI<lv..Dcy. _ _ - - - - PFFBaok&Trust _ -I.E. Small Busmess [leo, Ctr
Mamage & Fam!lyTher.opiSI
Small Busmess ~ C<~~<t
US.Presadett

•• Lynne Cox - Endurance swimmer and author of the

newly-released "Swimmmg to Antartica: Tales of a
Long-Distance Swimmer.''

For Sponsorship & Booth Info,
Contact Mitch Huffman at

-

W~>rw.c~mg.ccm

.www.t<Sbdc.crg
_ .\\V.w.wtutehoose.p

E-\1 .\IL .\DI>RESSES
Billl.eooani.
CalifOilWIC....,.forHealth""'""mm
Inland ~ liurnabooaJ Busmess Asoociatioo U.S. G<Mmmt l'lml! Oft'JC<, GION>=.
US.Presodenl
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Meetmg of the Minds!"
A Cutting Edge Symposium brings
together four leading specialists tn
Parkinson's disease, Saturday, 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at the Miramonte Resort,
45000 Indian Wells Lane in Indian
Wells. Continental breakfast 8:30
a.m. Tickets for the symposium are
$30 per person and include cost of the
symposium, continental breakfast, box
lunch and afternoon entertainment.
For information and to make reservations eall (800) 237-2926.

\\EBSITES

KCAA 1050 AM

FEBRUARY 2004

909-989-4733

·""'""·IeonanY-.ca.p
o:hunati@)IOI.com
JelbatJadl!(~laolccm

-------~
.. _

Company/OrgamzatJon_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telcphtmc - - - - - - - -

pres~dent@\\fut<houseg<ll

Bl LLETI\ 80\IH> SER\ I( ES (BBS)

Addre~s---------------

Fax----------

~u,.qur>d!a.ge•llirunoti<-ellllisone--d-agefo!s.
Abces\\iJxlo1mAmatormdto,Psialm~-co.ROM.NoRaoxo.CJn.lmegames,"""'""""'l'

City

State!Z1p - - - - - - - -

lm<s; (909) l97-4469
AAJI<Eiaell; Nd..md~on-lftgames, -lil'AAJieiTmMac. 14.41axl; 1909)359-5338
Thelbpnl'lace BBS: c~"""'"'<kl>'TM'G" AooCADfiles. ziwedm"" me.,CADiiJ"l' 144
laxi;(JIO)l'J5.5(1l8
Mineml!usBBS:WWlV~J.a&efole.MSGBase,<:;,o,.-.....UmloodEclm,Fcesfro:;(7&1)

244-006.

Ebtx ·llusmi!: llusme!ti"""""'""' lalxrlao'S,CII\iou:s,illlm-~bolefl\14.41axilA"""
(7(4)23%1!64

-Sixi.amrodotyJI"""roi"""-<llly""'""""""f""""'ouuallim.,28.81axl;(818)3ll4611.

Mmmoill\BBS&Broi<&o:\llm"ict.E-mtil. Tlllle\13d!, LadSaaliie!AHme, 14.41axl;(310)4J1-lA2l.
PC-W.W.mal<a:BBS AUGJ.E..Coqurr""'8JUtl>cktBBS.~IBM,Alatllld Mac<D>Tkals.on-ift
games,RIP ...... 28.81axi(909)6l7-1274
l'tlkT~~~~OICII'iyoollle_li'oe_7a.mk>6pm(909)7SI-J475.

Conkrence Registration

MAll. PAYMENT AND
REGISTRATION FORM TO:
Inland Emp1re Bu"mes~ Journal

L\

SIN per

pe~on

Group!> of 10 or more are SR5 per person

COMPANY TABLE OF TEN $850

PO Box 1979

I am cnclosmp: m) chcd:.lm•mey order for the amount of S

Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91729
(909) 9R9-473~
Fax {909) 9M9-J864

Please charge my (c.n:lc tmeJ

F,..maLIJCbJ®bt.tsjoumal.com

Mastcr<:ard

VISA
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Perris Business Owner Reaches Out to Endangered Children
continuedfivm page 29

child-fhendly, a comfonable setting for
children and m\estigators at once.
A greater amount of unmtenupted pnvacy could be made available
during such a proccs. he said and the
vehicle could also be used to support
commWlity events in such ways as acting as a command post for volunteers
\\'Orking in those events. serving as a

haven for lost children at those functions, or as a DUI checkpomt
Fundrnising for the \Chicle IS scheduled to be a continual conunun1ty proJect 1molvmg other organizations as
'Nell. R1ce srud. "Other parts of the city
also, 1fthcy need th1s, I will participate
and help them get this started. I want
1t to be an ongoing community project."
Besides RV maintenance, vouch-

ers for food and clothing for the children could be obtamed as well tl1r0ugh
further fundrn1smg. "If other communities decide to do this and I'm sure
they will, Pems IS gomg to be the first
one to get this," he pomted out, explaining also that the Rotary Club and
the Optim1st Club usually have annual community events. "I'd like them to
be able to take somcthmg on like that
every year, not just for upkeep but for

Helping Inland Empire Businesses Grow

Laura Ingraham
Mornings

6-9

Dennis Prager
9 am- Noon

Hugh Hewitt
Afternoons

3 - 5

The Savage Nation
with Michael Savage

Iff's Departments of Moreno Valley
and San Diego, the Police and Pistol
Association, 20tll Century Fox. and the
National Mustang Racing AssocmtJOn.
It is hoped that the already Illcreased exposure of children to drugs
.,.;11 be in some way decreased by the
obtaming of an RV in Perris as well as
other communities, helpmg to reduce
also the neglect of children involved in
such circwnstanccs.

The support of maJor community
busmesses m such an area is intended

to bolster the reduction of such ch1ld
neglect. a support that Barnes and others hope to expand.
John Barnes ma> be reached at
Coast to Coast Laser by calling 909940-4064.

Madeline
Zuckerman PR
Celebrates 25th
Year
continued.from page 51
of the county and a familiarity with
its nonprofit sector. allowing her to
match groups w1th clients. "I believe
grving back to the commumty 1s a responsibility of every busmess owner,"
stated Ms. Zuckerman.
M. Zuckerman Public Relations
& Marketing, Inc., has a branch office located at 170 Loch Lomond in
Rancho Mirage. The agency's corporate office is headq uartered in Newport Beach. The agency can be contacted at (760) 770-3277 or by e-mail
at mz4mzpr@aol.com.

5 pm-8 pm

Michael Medved
9- Midnight

590KTIE.com

Call Michael Reichert at 909-885-6555 ext. 101
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Growing From the Inside
vouchers for food and clothing."
Barnes, who fonnerly manufactured optical pnsms for PrecJSion Optical in Newport Beach, founded Coast
to Coast Laser and Barnes Awards and
Engra\1ng in 1999 after buying a laser
engraver rrom the fanner company. "I
went to a trade show and decided
that's what I wanted to do," he said of
the company, wh1ch currently pulls m
annual sales revenues of more than
$100,000. The company's chents include: The Press Enre1prise, the her-

Ne1N&Talk 590 KTIE

FE BR UA RY 2004

Developing Competitive Advantage by Economically Maximizing Existing Capabilities
continued jivm page 12
can be used m conJunction w1th other
rrammg dehvery methods to fill the
development gap. Yet few but the
most tech-savvy firms are takmg advantage of thJS oppornmity, often because entrepreneurs feel their unique

business (which often JSO 't as wuque
as the entrepreneur thmks) needs a
level of specialization that these solutions do not prov1de.
Contrary to conventiOnal business
wisdom, most orgamzations
m-

cludmg non-profits
have ,·cry snnilar needs for baSJc sk1lls. The curncula of most schools and universities

do not mclude the nuts-and-bolts
thmgs that make most workplaces
function. Skills hke basic computer
operation, customer scrv1cc, conflict

resolution, listening, plannmg, budgeting, basic finance (to understand
how an individual affects the organization's resources). eth1cs and other
fundan1entals necessary to be productive are developed m different
by

""Y'

vanous organizations.

Big busmesses qUJckly provide
them for employ=. often as a reqUJrement. In some cases, especJally at
large Wall Street mvestmcnt banks the
skills developed m these mtcmal c~urs
es are a reason why some pc'Ople even
apply for JObs. However, heads of small
busmesses and not-for-profit organuations ignore this fertilizer of long-tenn
growth to devote I00% of their t1me
and attention to keepmg the doori open
and growing busmess the hard "'"Y· It
is a strategy that, while penny-wtse, IS
usually pmmd foolish and often selfdefeating m the long run
And it 1s a strategy that tlucatens
not only mdi\Jdual enterprises, but a
large sector of the American economy
as a whole.
These small busmesscs arc the
backbone of our country. In the past
year the stock price of the Russell
2000 index (the mdex trackmg the
performance of 2000 public traded
companies of various sizes) hru; risen

more than 40 percent m 2003 as these
businesses have led the way back

from recession. lmagmc what these

sands of American jobs to ASJa and

Bu~ WBT is not a complete answer.
Companies must look at anumber of factors to determine when onlme learnmg will meet their needs
Organizations must look at the skill
and knowledge needed by the~r employees and whether or not WBT can
prov1dc the desired development cxpenence. Training can be div1ded mto

India

rn.·o broad categories. First

companies could do w1th more highly
and rightly
skilled people.
More ominously, imagme what

Will happen 1fthese small busmesses
adopt strategies similar to Dell, Intel
and C1t1bank which have used Internet efficiencies to outsource thouincluding customer serv1ce

JObs reqUJring direct contact w1th customers m the U.S. via telephone and
telephony connections.
There are classes available on-line
which allow people to develop baSJc
knowledge and skills m a vanety of
subjects for a small fcc. In tl1c past.

ketmg. Second is company spcc1fic
training that focuses on processes.

sk11ls and knowledge umque to the
organization's products and scr\oiCCS.

WBT \Vas expensive to produce and

Both arc necessary but must be affordable for small compan1es.
The first step, of course, JS to put
traming on the corporate agenda, and

Today.

many traming compames offer WBT
on a pay-as-you-go bas1s. ThiS means
that small busmesscs no longer need to
make a Significant upfront mvcstmcnt
to unplement theJr own programs.

dedicate to it an entrepreneur's most

valuable resource- time and attention.
Once a strategiC deciSIOn JS made to invest Ill trammg the firm and developmg the employee base, the rest is easy.

Come walk in the path of The King.
Arnold Palmer belleves that every aspect of a course must serve the game of goU in the purest
sense . and this philosophy ~haws in Empire Lakes Golf Course_ This championship course
offers 18 challenging holes for evcry level of player with tour quality conditions including

Impeccable greens and fairvoays. four signature lakes. and bunkers strategically placed to test
your shot making abilities Empire Lakes Golf Course is the only Southern California stop lor
tht> Nation'Wide Tour. an officiaJ PGA TOUR en·nt Wtth beautiful amenitlt"S. Empire lakes is the
perl~t location lor your next corporate toumamt"nl. charitabl~ fund-raiser. or intimate banqut-1

• COMPREHENSIVE TOUimAMENT

• Fuuy STOCKED

AND BANQUET PACKAGES
• WEDDINGS AND RECEPTIONS

• Au

• BEAunFUL CLUBHOUSE WITH SPACIOUS
BANQUET FACIUTIES

GolF

SHOP

• THE ScHOOL OF GolF AT EMPIRE lAKES

G RASS DRIVING RANGE

AND PRIVATE PRACTICE A REA
• M EMBERSHIP PROGRAMS

•

T

EMPIRE LAKES

Call Today
Inland Empire Businell
Journal
(909) 9N9-4 7 J J

genenc

including management, communication, finance, engineering and mar-

therefore cost prohibitiVe unless the
company was large enough to maximize trammg efficiencies.

IS

trainmg that covers key busmcss skills

•§•1··-·'*'r:@:W,
AT EMPIRE L-\lili$ CE.'HER

11015 Sixth Street • Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Ph: (909) 481-6663 www.empirelakes.com
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